Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Richard Shea [rshea1
@nycap.rr.com]
Sunday, October 01, 2006 1:35 AM
DUCKEECPS@aol.com; ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Costello

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Kitty,
The Troy AOH is Division #8 Ancient Order of Hibernians, a nationwide organization,
although Division #8 is only in Troy. It is an Irish Catholic fraternal order which was
created from its Irish predecessors in Ireland in the 1840s when there were anti catholic,
anti Irish problems in America and they had to protect the churches and clergy from the
murderous and vandalous attacks of american protestant groups such as the "Know-Nothing"
party which was politically connected in the pre Civil War era and killed clergy and burnt
churches particularly in New York City and Philadelphia. An entire Platoon of AOH members
fought a battle against the Know Nothing mob to protect the original St Patricks Cathedral in
NYC in the 1840s.
The last I knew Pete Durkee was living on Monroe Street in Troy and I heard he was
elected to the City Council so I imagine if he's not in the phone book he could be contacted
through city hall.
Pete was a Polic Sergeant for many years and a court officer in Troy so
he is well known in the city.
Rick Shea
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Lois [lantana@npgcable.com]
Sunday, October 01, 2006 12:46 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Costello

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

In Boston, a mob of Protestant workmen burned down a Catholic convent.
Protestant mobs in Philadelphia rioted against Irish Catholics in 1844.
The Irish in Philadelphia promptly gathered into mobs of their own and fought back, with the
violence lasting over three days. Two Catholic churches were burned down along with hundreds
of Irish homes and a dozen immigrants killed. In New York, Archbishop John Hughes, on hearing
of the Philadelphia attacks, deployed armed Irishmen to protect his own churches. Then he
paid a visit to New York's mayor and warned him that if just one Catholic church was touched,
the Irish would burn all of Manhattan to the ground.
http://www.historyplace.com/worldhistory/famine/america.htm
Richard Shea wrote:
>Kitty,
>
The Troy AOH is Division #8 Ancient Order of Hibernians, a nationwide organization,
although Division #8 is only in Troy. It is an Irish Catholic fraternal order which was
created from its Irish predecessors in Ireland in the 1840s when there were anti catholic,
anti Irish problems in America and they had to protect the churches and clergy from the
murderous and vandalous attacks of american protestant groups such as the "Know-Nothing"
party which was politically connected in the pre Civil War era and killed clergy and burnt
churches particularly in New York City and Philadelphia. An entire Platoon of AOH members
fought a battle against the Know Nothing mob to protect the original St Patricks Cathedral in
NYC in the 1840s.
>
The last I knew Pete Durkee was living on Monroe Street in Troy and I heard he was
elected to the City Council so I imagine if he's not in the phone book he could be contacted
through city hall.
Pete was a Polic Sergeant for many years and a court officer in Troy so
he is well known in the city.
>
Rick Shea
>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>
>
>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>>
>>
>
>------------------------------>To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>
>
>
>
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
2

------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Judy Roberts
[j.a.roberts@comcast.net]
Sunday, October 01, 2006 7:24 PM
lantana@npgcable.com; ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to the TIGS Mailing List

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Why did so many Irish, both Catholic and Protestants go to Troy? And how did they find out
about work there in the middle 1800's?
Judy Roberts
----- Original Message ----From: "Lois" <lantana@npgcable.com>
To: "Lizette Strait" <lstrait94@earthlink.net>; <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Saturday, September 30, 2006 3:09 PM
Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to the TIGS Mailing List

> this web page has similar inquiries about Melvins- county Mayo; maybe
> something to go on.
>
> http://www.richpettit.com/melvin/messagecenter.htm
>
> Lizette Strait wrote:
>
>>Hi Listers,
>>
>>I like to welcome Mark & Janice to the list. Below please find
>>information on their family research. As Always, any help is greatly
>>appreciated.
>>
>>Lizette
>>
>>
>>
>>>Mark & Janice wrote:
>>>
>>>
>>
>>My great great grandfather, Patrick Melvin, lived in Troy on 136
>>Fourth Street. He worked as a shoemaker. He was born in Ireland and
>>passed away on September 14th 1862 at 59 years of age in Troy.
>>I am going to Ireland in March of 2007 and am trying desperately to
>>find out where Patrick was from in Ireland, so that I can see/visit
>>where I came from, where my roots are.
>>The Troy Librarian, Larry Kammerer helped with with some info, with
>>exact street adresses and assumed as I had given him the natualization
>>numbers that I had viewed them and had all info from it. I just had
>>numbers from a very distant relative from contact on the internet.
>>She never saw them either. I sent Larry an email asking to refer any
>>info from the Naturalization records that could help me.
>>Don't know if you would be able to help me further. But would
>>appreciate anything you could do. I have census references from 1850
4

>>Census. Wife Ellen was born in Ireland in approximately 1815,
>>children were born in Troy, John 1834, Ann 1837, Frances 1838, Thomas
>>in 1840, Henry in 1842, Joseph in 1844 and Marie Lillian in 1846. I have Patrick buried in
St.
>>Mary's Cemetary in Troy. I have info on both Frances and Thomas being
>>in the Union Army, sadly it's recorded that they both deserted one at
>>Fort Sumpter and the other a few months later after fighting in PA. I
>>found most of the kids living in Brooklyn, NY with their families in
>>the 1880 Census.
>>anything you could help me with with either Patrick or my great great
>>grandmother Ellen would be appreciated.
>>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>>
>>
>>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>>>
>>>
>>
>>------------------------------>>To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>>without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>>
>>
>>
>>
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Ron Eustice [ron@mnbeef.org]
Sunday, October 01, 2006 9:35 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com; lantana@npgcable.com; ny-troy-irishgensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to the TIGS Mailing List

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:
Sent:
To:

I have the same question that Judy has.
Ronald Eustice
________________________________
From: ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Judy Roberts
Sent: Sun 10/1/2006 5:24 PM
To: lantana@npgcable.com; ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to the TIGS Mailing List

Why did so many Irish, both Catholic and Protestants go to Troy? And how did they find out
about work there in the middle 1800's?
Judy Roberts
----- Original Message ----From: "Lois" <lantana@npgcable.com>
To: "Lizette Strait" <lstrait94@earthlink.net>; <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Saturday, September 30, 2006 3:09 PM
Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to the TIGS Mailing List

> this web page has similar inquiries about Melvins- county Mayo; maybe
> something to go on.
>
> http://www.richpettit.com/melvin/messagecenter.htm
>
> Lizette Strait wrote:
>
>>Hi Listers,
>>
>>I like to welcome Mark & Janice to the list. Below please find
>>information on their family research. As Always, any help is greatly
>>appreciated.
>>
>>Lizette
>>
>>
>>
>>>Mark & Janice wrote:
>>>
>>>
>>
>>My great great grandfather, Patrick Melvin, lived in Troy on 136
>>Fourth Street. He worked as a shoemaker. He was born in Ireland and
6

>>passed away on September 14th 1862 at 59 years of age in Troy.
>>I am going to Ireland in March of 2007 and am trying desperately to
>>find out where Patrick was from in Ireland, so that I can see/visit
>>where I came from, where my roots are.
>>The Troy Librarian, Larry Kammerer helped with with some info, with
>>exact street adresses and assumed as I had given him the natualization
>>numbers that I had viewed them and had all info from it. I just had
>>numbers from a very distant relative from contact on the internet.
>>She never saw them either. I sent Larry an email asking to refer any
>>info from the Naturalization records that could help me.
>>Don't know if you would be able to help me further. But would
>>appreciate anything you could do. I have census references from 1850
>>Census. Wife Ellen was born in Ireland in approximately 1815,
>>children were born in Troy, John 1834, Ann 1837, Frances 1838, Thomas
>>in 1840, Henry in 1842, Joseph in 1844 and Marie Lillian in 1846. I have Patrick buried in
St.
>>Mary's Cemetary in Troy. I have info on both Frances and Thomas being
>>in the Union Army, sadly it's recorded that they both deserted one at
>>Fort Sumpter and the other a few months later after fighting in PA. I
>>found most of the kids living in Brooklyn, NY with their families in
>>the 1880 Census.
>>anything you could help me with with either Patrick or my great great
>>grandmother Ellen would be appreciated.
>>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>>
>>
>>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>>>
>>>
>>
>>------------------------------>>To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>>without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>>
>>
>>
>>
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
7

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Sheilaploof1@aol.com
Sunday, October 01, 2006 10:55 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Patrick Melvin

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

Mark and Janice,
You might try the failteromhat.com site if you haven't already.
Scroll down
to the Griffith's Valuation heading, click and when you get to the new window just type
"Melvin" into the surname space and click again. It will give you Melvin names, townlands,
and counties to help you get some idea of where you might focus a search. It can be a
little overwhelming but it's something to check out. Have fun!
Sheila
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Lynn Grice [megrice@attglobal.net]
Monday, October 02, 2006 7:22 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to the TIGS Mailing List

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

Judy Roberts wrote:
>Why did so many Irish, both Catholic and Protestants go to Troy? And
>how did they find out about work there in the middle 1800's?
>
>Judy Roberts
>
>
One of the facts I learned during a tour of the Burden Museum in Troy NY is that, in 1840,
Troy was the 4th wealthiest city per capita in the
United States.
It would seem likely that news of Troy was printed in
the newspapers of the other major cities in the mid-1800s.
Lynn
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of jaynemari@aol.com
Monday, October 02, 2006 9:01 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com; NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-admin@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] DENNIN family in TROY 1890 - 1922

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

Looking for any connection to the family of Thomas Dennin born 1890 and buried in Troy, NY
1922. Siblings were John, Fred and Neil Dennin, and sister, Mrs. John Hoar.
I am interested in knowing about his daughter Ruth Dennin who married Troy native Paul Post
in 1943.
Thanks,
Jayne
MacMillan/Doray/Froeligh/Dennin/Bola
________________________________________________________________________
Check out the new AOL. Most comprehensive set of free safety and security tools, free access
to millions of high-quality videos from across the web, free AOL Mail and more.
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Rebecca Rector [rrector1
@nycap.rr.com]
Monday, October 02, 2006 10:08 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to the TIGS Mailing List

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

It was precisely because of the iron industry such as Burden's, plus other industry and
manufacturing that drew the Irish to Troy and Cohoes. Here's a link to "Labor & Industry in
Troy & Cohoes" which has some info. Just do a
search on the word Irish etc.
http://www.albany.edu/history/Troy-Cohoes/
It's the same reason that so many Irish were in Lowell, Worcester, and Fall River MA and
Pawtucket, RI - in this case the textile industry. Irish were drawn to these growing
industries throughout New England and NY. Here's
another link: http://www.blackstonedaily.com/People/bvpeople.htm
Do a
text search for Irish.
The Irish also built Rail Roads and Canals throughout New England and NY (the growing
transportation industry). Here's a link to the Irish in VT:
http://www.flowofhistory.org/themes/movement_settlement/immigration.php
Rebecca
----- Original Message ----From: "Lynn Grice" <megrice@attglobal.net>
To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Monday, October 02, 2006 7:21 AM
Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to the TIGS Mailing List

> Judy Roberts wrote:
>
> >Why did so many Irish, both Catholic and Protestants go to Troy? And how
did
> >they find out about work there in the middle 1800's?
> >
> >Judy Roberts
> >
> >
> One of the facts I learned during a tour of the Burden Museum in Troy NY
> is that, in 1840, Troy was the 4th wealthiest city per capita in the
> United States.
It would seem likely that news of Troy was printed in
> the newspapers of the other major cities in the mid-1800s.
>
> Lynn
>
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
12

>
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Lizette Strait [lstrait94
@earthlink.net]
Monday, October 02, 2006 8:04 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com; ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to the TIGS Mailing List

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Hi Listers,
I like to welcome Tim Ryeland to TIGS. Below you will find information on his family
research. As always, any help is greatly appreciated.
Lizette
Tim Ryeland wrote:

Hello,
I have some Irish family who were married in Lansingburgh and would like to be added to the
mailing list if possible.
Robert POLLEY b. 1801 Ireland married Mary Ann HACKETT b. 23 Nov 1810 Ireland in February
1833 in Lansingburgh.
Please feel free to add these names to your website as well. They were protestants and moved
3 years after their marriage up to Canada. I'm looking for any record of their time in the
area, I don't know when they arrived or if a record of their marriage may have survived but I
am willing to track down any possibilities.
Thank you,
Tim Ryeland
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Judy Roberts
[j.a.roberts@comcast.net]
Monday, October 02, 2006 9:06 PM
Lizette Strait; ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to the TIGS Mailing List

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

My family were actually Scots who went to Antrim sometime before 1830. They were
Presbyterians, so that might be a whole other ball game from TIGS.
People should really figure out the difference between Ireland and North Ireland. I spent a
week in Belfast in May and loved it.I could look out our hotel room and see the hill where my
ancestors lived in 1830. I wish we had rented a car and had a driver who knew some history
drive us around. Maybe I'll go again, if I'm lucky.
Judy Roberts
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Tim Ryeland [tim@ryeland.com]
Tuesday, October 03, 2006 11:42 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Polley - Hackett 1833 Marriage

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

Thank you Lizette,
Just a little more information for everyone I've been talking on other mailing lists and
people have suggested that the marriage probably took place at Trinity Church which also
burned down and likely the records would be lost due to that event. Also I don't know for
how long Robert POLLEY and/or Mary Ann HACKETT were living in the area before they got
married only that 3 years after their marriage they moved to Canada.
Robert POLLEY was born about 1801 in Kinlough and Mary Ann HACKETT was born
23 November 1810 in either Kinlough or Co. Monaghan (conflicting information).
Any help would be greatly appreciated!
Tim Ryeland
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada
-----Original Message----From: ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com
[mailto:ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com] On Behalf Of Lizette Strait
Sent: October 2, 2006 8:04 PM
To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com; ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Subject: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to the TIGS Mailing List
Hi Listers,
I like to welcome Tim Ryeland to TIGS. Below you will find information on his family
research. As always, any help is greatly appreciated.
Lizette
Tim Ryeland wrote:

Hello,
I have some Irish family who were married in Lansingburgh and would like to be added to the
mailing list if possible.
Robert POLLEY b. 1801 Ireland married Mary Ann HACKETT b. 23 Nov 1810 Ireland in February
1833 in Lansingburgh.
Please feel free to add these names to your website as well. They were protestants and moved
3 years after their marriage up to Canada. I'm looking for any record of their time in the
area, I don't know when they arrived or if a record of their marriage may have survived but I
am willing to track down any possibilities.
Thank you,
16

Tim Ryeland
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Jeanne Daley
[bostonirish@sprintmail.com]
Tuesday, October 03, 2006 9:17 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Minehan /Minahan

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Dear Listers,
I want to thank all of you very much for the advice you gave me. While I was in Troy last
week, the City Directories told me just what you said they would....I was able to track my
great grandparents and their residences throughout the 1890's. It also gave me a smaller
window to find their year of emigration, which I have not found yet. It was a very successful
trip family research wise....I kept running from the library to the City Hall to St. Joseph's
Church to St. Joseph's Cemetery!
I was wondering if anyone has had luck finding those records through the Cohb Museum I read
you all taking about...is it worth a try to see if they have ship records?
Thank you all again for your help!
Jeanne Daley
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

JOAN CHAPMAN [joanchapman799@msn.com]
Tuesday, October 03, 2006 10:50 PM
kc2jre1@verizon.net
RE: Norton Family

Thank you for your reply, I do not think your Norton's are related to mine.
Daniel was born in 1842 in Ireland he had a son John but he could not be your John.
again, Joan

Thanks

>From: "FX Ryan" <kc2jre1@verizon.net>
>To: "'JOAN CHAPMAN'" <JOANCHAPMAN799@msn.com>
>Subject: RE: Norton Family
>Date: Tue, 03 Oct 2006 22:25:46 -0400
>
>Hi Joan
>
>
>
>I only began to try and backtrack our families about 2-3 years ago. My
>wife's maiden name was Norton. Her father was John Norton, who was
>born in Troy NY in 1912, lived in Troy all his life, and was a printer
>in Troy, and her Grandfather was William Sirillis Norton, born in Troy, died in 1930.
>He
>was a Troy Police officer, and was the first Motorcycle officer on the
>Troy PD. That is as far as we have gotten with NORTON. I don't recall
>ever seeing or hearing anything about CARHART in my background, or in my wife's.
>
>
>
>
>Sorry I can't be of any more help to you. I will keep Your
>"Descendants of Daniel Norton" and will contact you if I ever make a connection.
>
>
>
>Francis X. Ryan
>
>Grafton NY 12082
>
>
_____
>
>From: JOAN CHAPMAN [mailto:JOANCHAPMAN799@msn.com]
>Sent: Tuesday, September 26, 2006 10:24 AM
>To: kc2jre1@verizon.net
>Subject: Norton Family
>
>
>
>Hello, I have been researching my family for the past 8 years. Daniel
>Norton would be my great great grandfather, he was married to Mary Shea.
>They settled in Green Island and had seven children according to the
>1880 census.
>
19

>Mary E. Norton married Samuel Merritt Carhart. They are my great
>grandparents. I do not know anything about Mary E. Nortons siblings.
>the generation before Daniel. Any help would be appreciated. Thank
>you, Joan
>
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Nor

Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of James Owens
[oenghus@verizon.net]
Wednesday, October 04, 2006 8:46 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Minehan /Minahan

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

If you google "Immigrant Ships List" you will find the Immigrant Ship Transcribers Guild as
well as an Ancestry.com site for New York and other ports ships lists. It might help you.
Jim O.
----==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Kris6851@aol.com
Thursday, October 05, 2006 11:56 PM
NYRENSSE-L@rootsweb.com; NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com; IRISH-NYTROY-L@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Oct Meeting of TIGS

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:
Sent:
To:

There will be no general meeting of the Troy Irish Genealogy Society this month, October. In
lieu of the meeting we invite all to attend; "Why Troy? Irish Immigation in the 19th Century"
Special Photo Essay Presentation
by Jeanne M. Keefe
Visual Resource Librarian
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
To be held at the Rensselaer County Historical Society
57 Second Street
Troy, NY
On Wednesday, October 18th, at 6:30 PM
Our regular monthly meeting will be held in November on the 16th
announced.
We do hope some list members and friends or family can attend
put an excellent program together.

at 6:30 at a location to be

this presentation, Jeanne has

Kristin
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Donna K. Vaughn
[dkvaughn@nycap.rr.com]
Friday, October 06, 2006 6:34 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] TIGS Article in Times Union Albany,today

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Our article on Jeanne Keefe's scheduled talk on the Troy & the Irish, appears in the Times
Union today in the Communities TU Section, front page of that section, p. B3. Here is the
link to the online version:
http://timesunion.com/ASPStories/Story.asp?storyID=523200&newsdate=10/6/2006&BCCode=MBTA
Donna
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of clairedonohue@optonline.net
Friday, October 06, 2006 6:51 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Oct Meeting of TIGS

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

----- Original Message ----From: Kris6851@aol.com
Date: Thursday, October 5, 2006 11:55 pm
Subject: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Oct Meeting of TIGS
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

There will be no general meeting of the Troy Irish Genealogy Society
this month, October. In lieu of the meeting we invite all to attend;
"Why Troy? Irish Immigation in the 19th Century"
Special Photo Essay Presentation
by Jeanne M. Keefe
Visual Resource Librarian
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
To be held at the Rensselaer County Historical Society
57 Second Street
Troy, NY
On Wednesday, October 18th, at 6:30 PM
Our regular monthly meeting will be held in November on the 16th at
6:30 at a location to be announced.
We do hope some list members and friends or family can attend
presentation, Jeanne has put an excellent program together.

this

Kristin
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISHGENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the
quotes in the subject and the body of the message

> Any chance that the Why Troy? presenttion might be added to the web site?
Claire Donohue
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Kevina Munnich
[kevina@munnich.com]
Friday, October 06, 2006 8:38 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] TIGS Article in Times Union Albany, today

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Thanks!

That was neat for those who don't live in the area.

Kevina@munnich.com
On 10/6/06, Donna K. Vaughn <dkvaughn@nycap.rr.com> wrote:
>
> Our article on Jeanne Keefe's scheduled talk on the Troy & the Irish,
> appears in the Times Union today in the Communities TU Section, front
> page of that section, p. B3. Here is the link to the online version:
>
>
> http://timesunion.com/ASPStories/Story.asp?storyID=523200&newsdate=10/
> 6/2006&BCCode=MBTA
>
> Donna
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Judy Roberts
[j.a.roberts@comcast.net]
Friday, October 06, 2006 9:23 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Oct Meeting of TIGS

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

If yo go to the exhibit, canyou send me a flyer or other info on it? I live in lower
Delaware, which is an 8 hour drive to Troy. My grandfather's family went to Troy in 1887, so
I am interested in the exhibit. Thanks.
Judy Roberts
4 Shipcarpenter Square
Lewes, DE 19958
----- Original Message ----From: <Kris6851@aol.com>
To: <NYRENSSE-L@rootsweb.com>; <NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com>;
<IRISH-NY-TROY-L@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Thursday, October 05, 2006 11:55 PM
Subject: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Oct Meeting of TIGS

> There will be no general meeting of the Troy Irish Genealogy Society
> this month, October. In lieu of the meeting we invite all to attend;
> "Why Troy? Irish Immigation in the 19th Century"
> Special Photo Essay Presentation
> by Jeanne M. Keefe
> Visual Resource Librarian
> Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
> To be held at the Rensselaer County Historical Society
>
57 Second Street
>
Troy, NY
> On Wednesday, October 18th, at 6:30 PM
>
> Our regular monthly meeting will be held in November on the 16th at
> 6:30 at a location to be announced.
>
> We do hope some list members and friends or family can attend this
> presentation, Jeanne has put an excellent program together.
>
> Kristin
>
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
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>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Judy Roberts
[j.a.roberts@comcast.net]
Friday, October 06, 2006 9:21 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Oct Meeting of TIGS

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

----- Original Message ----From: <Kris6851@aol.com>
To: <NYRENSSE-L@rootsweb.com>; <NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com>;
<IRISH-NY-TROY-L@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Thursday, October 05, 2006 11:55 PM
Subject: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Oct Meeting of TIGS

> There will be no general meeting of the Troy Irish Genealogy Society
> this month, October. In lieu of the meeting we invite all to attend;
> "Why Troy? Irish Immigation in the 19th Century"
> Special Photo Essay Presentation
> by Jeanne M. Keefe
> Visual Resource Librarian
> Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
> To be held at the Rensselaer County Historical Society
>
57 Second Street
>
Troy, NY
> On Wednesday, October 18th, at 6:30 PM
>
> Our regular monthly meeting will be held in November on the 16th at
> 6:30 at a location to be announced.
>
> We do hope some list members and friends or family can attend this
> presentation, Jeanne has put an excellent program together.
>
> Kristin
>
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of KyBrrt@aol.com
Friday, October 06, 2006 9:39 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] TIGS Article in Times Union Albany, today

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

Just prior to reading this message from Donna Vaughn, I read the article in the Times Union.
It was great and should afford greater visibility for TIGS.
Thanks to Donna and Jeanne.
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Lois [lantana@npgcable.com]
Friday, October 06, 2006 10:57 AM
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Why Troy?

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

I read the article; wish I could attend. Would there be some more available through the
site? I see Pittsburgh is mentioned as a rival city--I think my ggpa worked and lived there
before settling in Troy as an iron worker. What would be the most likely port of entry for
Irish to Pittsburgh in 1867?
Lois in AZ
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Bill & Cathy McGrath
[seamus@nycap.rr.com]
Friday, October 06, 2006 12:47 PM
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com; NYRENSSE-L@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Marriage Index-Update 2

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

TIGS list members and Rensselaer County list members will be interested in this update on
Volume II of the Rensselaer County Marriage Index Project. Volume I, with its 10,000 brides
and grooms names is already on line on the TIGS website: http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
GROOMS NAMES:
The TIGS project to automate Volume II of the Rensselaer County Marriage Index is moving
right along. There were 213 pdf files created for the 5,000 GROOMS names that were scanned
on September 12, 2006. All 213 files were sent to the 27 volunteer transcribers working on
this project.
These dedicated volunteers have been unbelievable in how fast they are completing the
transcribing. Over 90% of the files have been completed and returned AND have been proofread
by another transcriber. The last 25 files were sent to transcribers yesterday and today and
they should be returned shortly.
Still to be done on the GROOMS names:
1. Resolve handwriting problems identified by transcribers and proofreaders by looking at
the source documents in the Rensselaer County Clerk's Office.
2. Make a numerical file of the GROOMS records in order by marriage numbers 5001 to 10,000
to make sure there is a record for every marriage number in that series range.
BRIDES NAMES:
All 5,000 BRIDES names were scanned on Monday, October 2, 2006.
Jeanne Keefe and Bill McGrath.

Scanners were Kay Brearton,

As soon as pdf files of the scanned pages are made, the BRIDES files will be farmed out to
those individuals who have volunteered to help with the transcription.
NEW VOLUNTEERS:
The more volunteers we have to work on the index, the quicker Volume II will be available online on the TIGS website. Anyone interested in working on this exciting project can send an
email off list to: seamus@nycap.rr.com
Regards,
Bill McGrath
TIGS Project Coordinator
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
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------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of James Owens
[oenghus@verizon.net]
Friday, October 06, 2006 4:04 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Oct Meeting of TIGS

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

I am sorry to miss that presentation.
Jim Owens
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Lizette Strait [lstrait94
@earthlink.net]
Friday, October 06, 2006 4:58 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com; ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] TIGS Article in Times Union Albany, today

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

I saw it too.

Excellent article.

Lizette
-----Original Message---->From: "Donna K. Vaughn" <dkvaughn@nycap.rr.com>
>Sent: Oct 6, 2006 6:33 AM
>To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
>Subject: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] TIGS Article in Times Union Albany,today
>
>Our article on Jeanne Keefe's scheduled talk on the Troy & the Irish, appears in the Times
Union today in the Communities TU Section, front page of that section, p. B3. Here is the
link to the online version:
>
>http://timesunion.com/ASPStories/Story.asp?storyID=523200&newsdate=10/6/2006&BCCode=MBTA
>
>Donna
>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
>------------------------------>To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of eileenwerth@gmail.com
Friday, October 06, 2006 9:31 PM
Lizette Strait; ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] TIGS Article in Times Union Albany, today

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

Very interesting article.....I'd love to know how some of my ancestors ended up in Troy. I've
written to Jeanne before as my great great grandmother was a Keefe -- or O'Keefe -- but could
not find a connection.
My most recent ancestor came to America in 1880 and the earliest I can trace was in 1825 but
somehow I am of 100% Irish heritage. My generation is the first to marry to non 100% Irish
descent! (My husband is almost 1/2 of Irish descent.) The other common denominator is that
all of my Irish ancestors that came to the US lived in New York state cities (Brooklyn,
Mahnattan, Syracuse, Troy and Long Beach Long Island). There must have been very close knit
Irish communities in all of these cities.
-Eileen
Plymouth Meeting, PA

On 10/6/06, Lizette Strait <lstrait94@earthlink.net> wrote:
>
> I saw it too. Excellent article.
>
> Lizette
>
> -----Original Message----> >From: "Donna K. Vaughn" <dkvaughn@nycap.rr.com>
> >Sent: Oct 6, 2006 6:33 AM
> >To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
> >Subject: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] TIGS Article in Times Union
> >Albany,today
> >
> >Our article on Jeanne Keefe's scheduled talk on the Troy & the Irish,
> appears in the Times Union today in the Communities TU Section, front
> page of that section, p. B3. Here is the link to the online version:
> >
> >
> http://timesunion.com/ASPStories/Story.asp?storyID=523200&newsdate=10/
> 6/2006&BCCode=MBTA
> >
> >Donna
> >==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >
> >------------------------------> >To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message

-Eileen Callahan Werth
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Lizette Strait [lstrait94
@earthlink.net]
Sunday, October 08, 2006 12:01 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Oct Meeting of TIGS

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Judy,
I will be happy to send you a flyer for the presentation.
brochure. Sorry you will miss all the fun.

I will also include a TIGS

Lizette
-----Original Message---->From: Judy Roberts <j.a.roberts@comcast.net>
>Sent: Oct 6, 2006 9:23 AM
>To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
>Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Oct Meeting of TIGS
>
>If yo go to the exhibit, canyou send me a flyer or other info on it? I
>live in lower Delaware, which is an 8 hour drive to Troy. My
>grandfather's family went to Troy in 1887, so I am interested in the exhibit. Thanks.
>
>Judy Roberts
>4 Shipcarpenter Square
>Lewes, DE 19958
>
>----- Original Message ---->From: <Kris6851@aol.com>
>To: <NYRENSSE-L@rootsweb.com>; <NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com>;
><IRISH-NY-TROY-L@rootsweb.com>
>Sent: Thursday, October 05, 2006 11:55 PM
>Subject: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Oct Meeting of TIGS
>
>
>> There will be no general meeting of the Troy Irish Genealogy Society this
>> month, October. In lieu of the meeting we invite all to attend;
>> "Why Troy? Irish Immigation in the 19th Century"
>> Special Photo Essay Presentation
>> by Jeanne M. Keefe
>> Visual Resource Librarian
>> Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
>> To be held at the Rensselaer County Historical Society
>>
57 Second Street
>>
Troy, NY
>> On Wednesday, October 18th, at 6:30 PM
>>
>> Our regular monthly meeting will be held in November on the 16th at 6:30
>> at
>> a location to be announced.
>>
>> We do hope some list members and friends or family can attend this
37

>> presentation, Jeanne has put an excellent program together.
>>
>> Kristin
>>
>> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>>
>> ------------------------------>> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>
>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
>------------------------------>To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Judy Roberts
[j.a.roberts@comcast.net]
Sunday, October 08, 2006 2:34 PM
Lizette Strait; ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Oct Meeting of TIGS

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

thank you. I'll look forward to reading the brochure.
Judy
----- Original Message ----From: "Lizette Strait" <lstrait94@earthlink.net>
To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Sunday, October 08, 2006 12:01 PM
Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Oct Meeting of TIGS

> Judy,
>
> I will be happy to send you a flyer for the presentation. I will also
> include a TIGS brochure. Sorry you will miss all the fun.
>
> Lizette
>
> -----Original Message---->>From: Judy Roberts <j.a.roberts@comcast.net>
>>Sent: Oct 6, 2006 9:23 AM
>>To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
>>Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Oct Meeting of TIGS
>>
>>If yo go to the exhibit, canyou send me a flyer or other info on it? I
>>live
>>in lower Delaware, which is an 8 hour drive to Troy. My grandfather's
>>family
>>went to Troy in 1887, so I am interested in the exhibit. Thanks.
>>
>>Judy Roberts
>>4 Shipcarpenter Square
>>Lewes, DE 19958
>>
>>----- Original Message ---->>From: <Kris6851@aol.com>
>>To: <NYRENSSE-L@rootsweb.com>; <NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com>;
>><IRISH-NY-TROY-L@rootsweb.com>
>>Sent: Thursday, October 05, 2006 11:55 PM
>>Subject: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Oct Meeting of TIGS
>>
>>
>>> There will be no general meeting of the Troy Irish Genealogy Society
>>> this
>>> month, October. In lieu of the meeting we invite all to attend;
>>> "Why Troy? Irish Immigation in the 19th Century"
>>> Special Photo Essay Presentation
39

>>> by Jeanne M. Keefe
>>> Visual Resource Librarian
>>> Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
>>> To be held at the Rensselaer County Historical Society
>>>
57 Second Street
>>>
Troy, NY
>>> On Wednesday, October 18th, at 6:30 PM
>>>
>>> Our regular monthly meeting will be held in November on the 16th at
>>> 6:30
>>> at
>>> a location to be announced.
>>>
>>> We do hope some list members and friends or family can attend this
>>> presentation, Jeanne has put an excellent program together.
>>>
>>> Kristin
>>>
>>> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>>>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>>>
>>> ------------------------------>>> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>>> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>>> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>>
>>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>>
>>------------------------------>>To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>>without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Lizette Strait [lstrait94
@earthlink.net]
Monday, October 09, 2006 5:17 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com; ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to the TIGS Mailing List

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Hi Listers,
I like to welcome Peter Durkee to the TIGS mailing list.
Lizette
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Donna K. Vaughn
[dkvaughn@nycap.rr.com]
Tuesday, October 10, 2006 7:08 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Privacy bill proposed in Ireland

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

http://www.timesonline.co.uk/article/0,,2091-2393785,00.html
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of James Owens
[oenghus@verizon.net]
Tuesday, October 10, 2006 8:27 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Privacy bill proposed in Ireland

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

This sort of thing is really a problem. My wife has a collateral ancestor who was committed
to an insane asylum in 1896. My wife was interested in who had ordered the confinement, what
disposition was made of her minor children, and if the woman was ever released. Turns out the
records are private and can't be viewed. Never mind that anyone invloved has been dead for
more than fifty years.
Jim Owens

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Mark & Janice
[dane@ptdprolog.net]
Tuesday, October 10, 2006 11:35 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Privacy bill proposed in Ireland

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Don't really know much about this type of thing, but if there was a family physician that
could be traced. Doctors weren't as specialized back then, the family doctor did it all, no?
Find him and you might find some records.
Just a guess.
----- Original Message ----From: "James Owens" <oenghus@verizon.net>
To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Tuesday, October 10, 2006 8:26 PM
Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Privacy bill proposed in Ireland

> This sort of thing is really a problem. My wife has a collateral
> ancestor who was committed to an insane asylum in 1896. My wife was
> interested in who had ordered the confinement, what disposition was
> made of her minor children, and if the woman was ever released. Turns
> out the records are private and can't be viewed. Never mind that
> anyone invloved has been dead for more than fifty years.
>
> Jim Owens
>
>
>
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>
>

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Lois [lantana@npgcable.com]
Wednesday, October 11, 2006 12:17 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Privacy bill proposed in Ireland

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

Institutionalized people were recorded on census records so maybe look for her in 1900 as an
"inmate" for the ward and city where the asylum was located. Of course, the census will not
give the details you are seeking but may provide some more clues.
Lois in AZ
James Owens wrote:
>This sort of thing is really a problem. My wife has a collateral
>ancestor who was committed to an insane asylum in 1896. My wife was
>interested in who had ordered the confinement, what disposition was
>made of her minor children, and if the woman was ever released. Turns
>out the records are private and can't be viewed. Never mind that anyone
>invloved has been dead for more than fifty years.
>
>Jim Owens
>
>
>
>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>
>
>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>>
>>
>
>------------------------------>To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>
>
>
>
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Lee Austin
[austin@dreamscp.com]
Wednesday, October 11, 2006 7:33 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Privacy bill proposed in Ireland

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Mark & Janice wrote:
>Don't really know much about this type of thing, but if there was a
>family physician that could be traced. Doctors weren't as specialized
>back then, the family doctor did it all, no? Find him and you might find some records.
>Just a guess.
>----- Original Message ---->From: "James Owens" <oenghus@verizon.net>
>To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
>Sent: Tuesday, October 10, 2006 8:26 PM
>Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Privacy bill proposed in Ireland
>
>
>
>
>>This sort of thing is really a problem. My wife has a collateral ancestor
>>who was committed to an insane asylum in 1896. My wife was interested in
>>who
>>had ordered the confinement, what disposition was made of her minor
>>children, and if the woman was ever released. Turns out the records are
>>private and can't be viewed. Never mind that anyone invloved has been dead
>>for more than fifty years.
>>
>>Jim Owens
>>
>>
>>
>>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>>
>>
>>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>>>
>>>
>>------------------------------>>To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>>without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>>
>>
>>
>>
>
>
>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>
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>
>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>>
>>
>
>------------------------------>To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
>
>
>
>
For what it may be of use to you, I had a simular problem in another
state and about a decade later but found the commital report and a
report back to the judge with details of his death, in the Probate Court
files at the County where he was admitted. That fairly well cleaned up
my questions, of course as always, it raised new ones.
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Claire Donohue
[clairedonohue@optonline.net]
Wednesday, October 11, 2006 3:45 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Privacy bill proposed in Ireland

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

I had -- have -- the same sort of problem with mental hospital records. In New York State,
at least, there should have been a court hearing to commit the person; I was referred to the
NYC Surrogate's Court, but no record was found. Individual hospitals have some records and
are willing to share them with descendants, but some NY State hospitals will only share the
information with doctors. My doctor wrote, but got no response. The NY State Archives have
some old records from some of the state hospitals, and will summarize them. Check their
catalog for the institution. If they have records, you still have to get permission from the
actual hospital for them to divulge information. Some records include photographs and a
record of who visited the patient. Mine didn't, of course.
Claire Donohue
On Oct 10, 2006, at 11:34 PM, Mark & Janice wrote:
> Don't really know much about this type of thing, but if there was a
> family physician that could be traced. Doctors weren't as specialized
> back then, the family doctor did it all, no? Find him and you might
> find some records.
> Just a guess.
> ----- Original Message ----> From: "James Owens" <oenghus@verizon.net>
> To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
> Sent: Tuesday, October 10, 2006 8:26 PM
> Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Privacy bill proposed in Ireland
>
>
>> This sort of thing is really a problem. My wife has a collateral
>> ancestor who was committed to an insane asylum in 1896. My wife was
>> interested in who had ordered the confinement, what disposition was
>> made of her minor children, and if the woman was ever released. Turns
>> out the records are private and can't be viewed. Never mind that
>> anyone invloved has been dead for more than fifty years.
>>
>> Jim Owens
>>
>>
>>
>> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>>> Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>> http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>>
>> ------------------------------>> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>>
>>
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>
>
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>> Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>> http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH> GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the
> quotes in the subject and the body of the message
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of James Owens
[oenghus@verizon.net]
Wednesday, October 11, 2006 12:59 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Privacy bill proposed in Ireland

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

To All,
I think we pretty much exhausted what was available. We did find the court order but it added
little that we did not know. As I recall that search was started when the lady was found in a
census record in a State Hospital in Oklahoma. The area where the family lived was once
covered with small farms but all that is left now are empty cross roads where eighty years
ago there were churches and sometimes a post office and store.
Jim Owens
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Donna K. Vaughn
[dkvaughn@nycap.rr.com]
Friday, October 13, 2006 6:37 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Program at Troy Public Library

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

On Thurs. Oct. 19 at 6:15 pm at the Troy Public Library (free):
A book talk by the local author & historian, Dr. Hollis Palmer, on his new book, "Leave it to
the Ladies" the setting of which is local. He also wrote "Curse of the Veiled Murderess" a
"true crime" story about a murder that took place in Troy in the 1850's. Here is more info:
http://www.deeprootspublications.com/deeproots/ladies.html
Donna
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Lizette Strait [lstrait94
@earthlink.net]
Saturday, October 14, 2006 3:13 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com; ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to TIGS Mailing List
ATT00033.txt

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Hi Listers,
I like to welcome Holger Weber to the list. He is looking for descendants of an ancestor
that lived in Troy on Locust Ave. in 1900. Below you will find information on his family
research. I know it is not quite Irish genealogy, but I thought someone would be able to
give him some help.
As always, any help is greatly appreciated.
Lizette
<<Holger wrote:
my name is Holger and I'm searching for the descendants of the brothers of my great-greatgrandfather Konrad Hammann, which emigrated from Vielbrunn, Germany, Hesse-Darmstadt to
Amerika:
Johann Wilhelm Hammann (or William Hamman): He's born 1822-08-27 in Vielbrunn (Odenwald area,
Hesse-Darmstadt) and left Germany 1850 at the age of 28 with his wife Maria Elisabetha
(former surname was Berres, old
22
years) and his one year old son Conrad (born in Vielbrunn, Odenwald area, Hesse-Darmstadt,
1849-04-06).The family arrived Newark (New Jersey) and were registred on 1850-09-28 in a list
of free inhabitans with the number 577. Then I've lost them, without a trace.
Now I've received a cencus which stated that Conrad (the son of William) and his wife lived
in Troy City (Rensselaer county), with his wife and his mother in law in 1900-06-12. (see
file attached) Do you see any chance to clarify if the Conrad Hammann named with number
180/216 is the one I'm searching and what's happend with this family? Is there any chance to
detect some descendants?
It would be a great pleasure for me, if anyone of you is able to give me some support...
Mit den besten Gren / Best Regards
Holger Weber
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Tim Hooley
[THOOLEY@nycap.rr.com]
Saturday, October 14, 2006 3:45 PM
Lizette Strait; ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to TIGS Mailing List

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Mr. Weber I am in possession of some old city directories of Albany, New York. There are two
Hammanns listed 1865, Conrad listed as a mason, 149 Central Avenue, and George Hammann also a
mason, 179 Central Avenue. IN the
1888 city directory for Albany, Conrad, jr. brushmaker, house 231 Sherman.
Also from 1888, Conrad, baker, 93 Lexington Avenue. George Hammann, mason,
221 Central Avenue and Henry, mason 144 Sherman. Don't know if this helps you, Albany had a
large German immigrant population living in that part of Albany at the time. My mother's
family emigrated from Hesse-Darmstad in the late 1830s to work as blacksmiths and
steamfitters in Albany's south end.
----- Original Message ----From: "Lizette Strait" <lstrait94@earthlink.net>
To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>; <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Saturday, October 14, 2006 3:12 PM
Subject: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to TIGS Mailing List

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hi Listers,
I like to welcome Holger Weber to the list. He is looking for
descendants of an ancestor that lived in Troy on Locust Ave. in 1900.
Below you will find information on his family research. I know it is
not quite Irish genealogy, but I thought someone would be able to give him some help.
As always, any help is greatly appreciated.
Lizette
<<Holger wrote:
my name is Holger and I'm searching for the descendants of the
brothers of my great-great-grandfather Konrad Hammann, which emigrated
from Vielbrunn, Germany, Hesse-Darmstadt to Amerika:
Johann Wilhelm Hammann (or William Hamman): He's born 1822-08-27 in
Vielbrunn (Odenwald area, Hesse-Darmstadt) and left Germany 1850 at
the age of 28 with his wife Maria Elisabetha (former surname was
Berres, old
22
years) and his one year old son Conrad (born in Vielbrunn, Odenwald
area, Hesse-Darmstadt, 1849-04-06).The family arrived Newark (New
Jersey) and were registred on 1850-09-28 in a list of free inhabitans
with the number 577. Then I've lost them, without a trace.
Now I've received a cencus which stated that Conrad (the son of
William) and his wife lived in Troy City (Rensselaer county), with his
wife and his mother in law in 1900-06-12. (see file attached) Do you
see any chance to clarify if the Conrad Hammann named with number
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

180/216 is the one I'm searching and what's happend with this family?
Is there any chance to detect some descendants?
It would be a great pleasure for me, if anyone of you is able to give
me some support...
Mit den besten Gren / Best Regards
Holger Weber

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Tim Hooley
[THOOLEY@nycap.rr.com]
Saturday, October 14, 2006 3:53 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to TIGS Mailing List

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

I do see in listings also in 1856-57, Hammann, Conrad, mason, Bradford w Perry, Hammann,
George, mason, 69 Bradford.
----- Original Message ----From: "Tim Hooley" <THOOLEY@nycap.rr.com>
To: "Lizette Strait" <lstrait94@earthlink.net>; <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Saturday, October 14, 2006 3:45 PM
Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to TIGS Mailing List

> Mr. Weber I am in possession of some old city directories of Albany,
> New York. There are two Hammanns listed 1865, Conrad listed as a
> mason, 149 Central Avenue, and George Hammann also a mason, 179
> Central Avenue. IN the
> 1888 city directory for Albany, Conrad, jr. brushmaker, house 231 Sherman.
> Also from 1888, Conrad, baker, 93 Lexington Avenue. George Hammann,
> mason,
> 221 Central Avenue and Henry, mason 144 Sherman. Don't know if this
> helps you, Albany had a large German immigrant population living in
> that part of Albany at the time. My mother's family emigrated from
> Hesse-Darmstad in the late 1830s to work as blacksmiths and
> steamfitters in Albany's south end.
> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Lizette Strait" <lstrait94@earthlink.net>
> To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>;
> <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
> Sent: Saturday, October 14, 2006 3:12 PM
> Subject: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to TIGS Mailing List
>
>
>> Hi Listers,
>>
>> I like to welcome Holger Weber to the list. He is looking for
>> descendants of an ancestor that lived in Troy on Locust Ave. in
>> 1900. Below you will find information on his family research. I
>> know it is not quite Irish genealogy, but I thought someone would be
>> able to give him some help.
>>
>> As always, any help is greatly appreciated.
>>
>> Lizette
>>
>> <<Holger wrote:
>>
>> my name is Holger and I'm searching for the descendants of the
>> brothers of my great-great-grandfather Konrad Hammann, which
>> emigrated from Vielbrunn, Germany, Hesse-Darmstadt to Amerika:
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>>
>> Johann Wilhelm Hammann (or William Hamman): He's born 1822-08-27 in
>> Vielbrunn (Odenwald area, Hesse-Darmstadt) and left Germany 1850 at
>> the age of 28 with his wife Maria Elisabetha (former surname was
>> Berres, old
>> 22
>> years) and his one year old son Conrad (born in Vielbrunn, Odenwald
>> area, Hesse-Darmstadt, 1849-04-06).The family arrived Newark (New
>> Jersey) and were registred on 1850-09-28 in a list of free inhabitans
>> with the number 577. Then I've lost them, without a trace.
>> Now I've received a cencus which stated that Conrad (the son of
>> William) and his wife lived in Troy City (Rensselaer county), with
>> his wife and his mother in law in 1900-06-12. (see file attached) Do
>> you see any chance to clarify if the Conrad Hammann named with number
>> 180/216 is the one I'm searching and what's happend with this family?
>> Is there any chance to detect some descendants?
>>
>> It would be a great pleasure for me, if anyone of you is able to give
>> me some support...
>>
>> Mit den besten Gren / Best Regards
>> Holger Weber
>>
>>
>
>
> ---------------------------------------------------------------------> --------->
>
>> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>>
>> ------------------------------>> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>>
>
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of mseppi@nycap.rr.com
Saturday, October 14, 2006 4:00 PM
TIGS
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

Greetings,
Has anybody obtained a NYS birth certificate from the 1880's? I'm curious to find out if the
mother's age is included in this record. I'm trying to nail down an ancestor's age. The
couple of census that she participated in gives inconsistent ages. She had two children in
the 1880's and I think that she herself would have provided reliable information. Before I
spring for $22.00 I'd like to know if the information I seek will be there.
Looking forward to Wednesday evening.
Regards,
Peggy & Jack Seppi
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of PampChefPam
[pampchefpam@yahoo.com]
Saturday, October 14, 2006 4:53 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] death register

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

I don't know about birth records but the verified transcript from the register of deaths
includes:
NAME OF DECEASED
DATE OF DEATH
REGISTER NUMBER
AGE MARITAL STATUS
OCCUPATION
BIRTHPLACE
HOW LONG A RESIDENT HERE
HOW LONG A RESIDENT IN US (if foreign)
FATHER'S NAME & BIRTHPLACE
MOTHER'S NAME AND BIRTHPLACE
PLACE OF DEATH
CAUSE OF DEATH
CONTRIBUING CAUSES
TIME FROM ATTACK TO DEATH
MEDICAL ATTENDANT
PLACE OF BURIAL

mseppi@nycap.rr.com wrote:
Greetings,
Has anybody obtained a NYS birth certificate from the 1880's? I'm curious to find out if the
mother's age is included in this record. I'm trying to nail down an ancestor's age. The
couple of census that she participated in gives inconsistent ages. She had two children in
the 1880's and I think that she herself would have provided reliable information. Before I
spring for $22.00 I'd like to know if the information I seek will be there.
Looking forward to Wednesday evening.
Regards,
Peggy & Jack Seppi
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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--------------------------------Do you Yahoo!?
Everyone is raving about the all-new Yahoo! Mail.
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of eileenwerth@gmail.com
Saturday, October 14, 2006 6:32 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
TIGS
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

I've ordered death certificates through NYS and they seemed to take almost a year. I've
ordered birth certificates from NY City which definitely included both mother's and father's
ages.
On 10/14/06, mseppi@nycap.rr.com <mseppi@nycap.rr.com> wrote:
>
> Greetings,
>
> Has anybody obtained a NYS birth certificate from the 1880's? I'm
> curious to find out if the mother's age is included in this record.
> I'm trying to nail down an ancestor's age. The couple of census that
> she participated in gives inconsistent ages. She had two children in
> the 1880's and I think that she herself would have provided reliable
> information. Before I spring for $22.00 I'd like to know if the
> information I seek will be there.
>
> Looking forward to Wednesday evening.
>
> Regards,
> Peggy & Jack Seppi
>
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>

-Eileen Callahan Werth
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of DandJCasey@aol.com
Saturday, October 14, 2006 11:43 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Conrad Hammann

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

Sorry if this shows up twice!

Hi ~ This is what I found so far on that Conrad Hammann in Troy:
1888 Troy Directory
HAMMANN, Conrad

hairdresser, 469 Fulton, house Locust Av. near

Pawling

1880 Census Troy Dist 128
76 River Street
HAUSMANN, Conrad 32 Barber Ger Ger Ger
Rebe 33 NJ NJ NJ (He had only been married to the wife listed in the 1900 census for 6 yrs
- per that record) Conrad 8 NY Ger NJ Daisy 7 NY Ger NJ RHODES, Sarah A. mother (in law?) 73
NJ NY NJ
1870 Troy Ward 2
RHODES, Charles 76 No Occupation New Jersey Sarah 63 New Jersey Mellissa 40 New Jersey
HAMMOND, Conrad 23 Barber Hesse Darmstadt Rebe 22 Mass Conrad jr. 8/12 NY
Here is the Rhodes family in 1860 couldn't find Conrad Hammann (yet):
1860 Troy Ward 2
RHODES, Charles Bookkeeper New Jersey ---- $600.00 Sarah A. 52 NJ Malissa B. 22 NJ S. Jane
20 NJ Phelix A. 18 NJ George N. 16 NJ Alla C. 14 NJ Thaxena 11 NJ WHITE, John P. 40 Gent. New
Hampshire $10,000.00 $2,000.00 Elisa M. 34 New Hampshire
Hope this is some help!
~Julia

In a message dated 10/14/2006 3:13:12 PM Eastern Standard Time, lstrait94@earthlink.net
writes:
Hi

Listers,

I like to welcome Holger Weber to the list. He is looking for descendants of an ancestor
that lived in Troy on Locust Ave. in 1900. Below you will find information on his family
research. I know it is not quite Irish genealogy, but I thought someone would be able to
give him some help.
As always, any help is greatly

appreciated.
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Lizette
<<Holger wrote:
my name is Holger and I'm searching for the descendants of the brothers of my great-greatgrandfather Konrad Hammann, which emigrated from Vielbrunn, Germany, Hesse-Darmstadt to
Amerika:
Johann Wilhelm Hammann (or William Hamman): He's born 1822-08-27 in Vielbrunn (Odenwald
area, Hesse-Darmstadt) and left Germany 1850 at the age of 28 with his wife Maria Elisabetha
(former surname was Berres, old
22
years) and his one year old son Conrad (born in Vielbrunn, Odenwald area, Hesse-Darmstadt,
1849-04-06).The family arrived Newark (New Jersey) and were registred on 1850-09-28 in a
list of free inhabitans with the number 577. Then I've lost them, without a trace.
Now I've received a cencus which stated that Conrad (the son of William) and his wife lived
in Troy City (Rensselaer county), with his wife and his mother in law in 1900-06-12. (see
file attached) Do you see any chance to clarify if the Conrad Hammann named with number
180/216 is the one I'm searching and what's happend with this family? Is there any chance to
detect some descendants?
It would be

a great pleasure for me, if anyone of you is able to give me some

support...

Mit den besten Gren / Best Regards
Holger Weber

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of DandJCasey@aol.com
Saturday, October 14, 2006 11:40 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Fwd: Welcome to TIGS Mailing List

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Thomas J. Ebert [tome_93611
@yahoo.com]
Sunday, October 15, 2006 12:04 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

The only way you ever can be sure of the right age for someone in the 19th century is if you
can get a baptismal certificate or some other record at the time of birth. My great
grandmother sliced a year or two with every census and her obiturary had her 7 years younger
than she actually was when I got into the census data.
Tom Ebert
--- mseppi@nycap.rr.com wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Greetings,
Has anybody obtained a NYS birth certificate from the 1880's? I'm
curious to find out if the mother's age is included in this record.
I'm trying to nail down an ancestor's age. The couple of census that
she participated in gives inconsistent ages. She had two children in
the 1880's and I think that she herself would have provided reliable
information. Before I spring for $22.00 I'd like to know if the
information I seek will be there.
Looking forward to Wednesday evening.
Regards,
Peggy & Jack Seppi
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around http://mail.yahoo.com ====
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Thomas J. Ebert [tome_93611
@yahoo.com]
Sunday, October 15, 2006 12:05 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

--- eileenwerth@gmail.com wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I've ordered death certificates through NYS and they seemed to take
almost a year. I've ordered birth certificates from NY City which
definitely included both mother's and father's ages.
On 10/14/06, mseppi@nycap.rr.com
<mseppi@nycap.rr.com> wrote:
>
> Greetings,
>
> Has anybody obtained a NYS birth certificate from
the 1880's? I'm curious
> to find out if the mother's age is included in
this record. I'm trying to
> nail down an ancestor's age. The couple of census
that she participated
> in
> gives inconsistent ages. She had two children in
the 1880's and I think
> that she herself would have provided reliable
information. Before I
> spring
> for $22.00 I'd like to know if the information I
seek will be there.
>
> Looking forward to Wednesday evening.
>
> Regards,
> Peggy & Jack Seppi
>
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email
to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the
word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of
the message
>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

-Eileen Callahan Werth
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around http://mail.yahoo.com ====
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Bill [william.delaney@gmail.com]
Sunday, October 15, 2006 12:37 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] death register

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

The information on a death certificate is only as reliable as the informant, whomever that
might have been.
On 10/14/06, PampChefPam <pampchefpam@yahoo.com> wrote:
> I don't know about birth records but the verified transcript from the register of deaths
includes:
>
> NAME OF DECEASED
> DATE OF DEATH
> REGISTER NUMBER
> AGE MARITAL STATUS
> OCCUPATION
> BIRTHPLACE
> HOW LONG A RESIDENT HERE
> HOW LONG A RESIDENT IN US (if foreign) FATHER'S NAME & BIRTHPLACE
> MOTHER'S NAME AND BIRTHPLACE PLACE OF DEATH CAUSE OF DEATH
> CONTRIBUING CAUSES TIME FROM ATTACK TO DEATH MEDICAL ATTENDANT
> PLACE OF BURIAL
>
>
>
>
> mseppi@nycap.rr.com wrote:
> Greetings,
>
> Has anybody obtained a NYS birth certificate from the 1880's? I'm
> curious to find out if the mother's age is included in this record.
> I'm trying to nail down an ancestor's age. The couple of census that
> she participated in gives inconsistent ages. She had two children in
> the 1880's and I think that she herself would have provided reliable
> information. Before I spring for $22.00 I'd like to know if the information I seek will be
there.
>
> Looking forward to Wednesday evening.
>
> Regards,
> Peggy & Jack Seppi
>
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>
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>
>
> --------------------------------> Do you Yahoo!?
> Everyone is raving about the all-new Yahoo! Mail.
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Michael Rainey
[raineymk@msn.com]
Sunday, October 15, 2006 4:21 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

I've gotten death certificates from the 1890's and they include similar info to the birth
certificate. I sent the request direct to Troy City Hall and got the notarized copies of
death certificates within one week. It costs $22.00 but was well worth it. I found out the
name of my great grandfather's father and mother and where my great grandfather was buried.
I believe it listed the home address at time of death.
Do not deal with
the New York State Vital Records Bureau. I have heard of no one who got anything back within
one half a year though I'm told if you drop the request off at their office you may get it
back in two weeks---I would not count on it.
The Troy City Hall and the Troy Library are by far better sources and more cooperative than
most.
Good luck,
Mike

>From: "Thomas J. Ebert" <tome_93611@yahoo.com>
>Reply-To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
>To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
>Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
>Date: Sat, 14 Oct 2006 21:05:14 -0700 (PDT)
>
>
>
>--- eileenwerth@gmail.com wrote:
>
> > I've ordered death certificates through NYS and they seemed to take
> > almost a year. I've ordered birth certificates from NY City which
> > definitely included both mother's and father's ages.
> >
> > On 10/14/06, mseppi@nycap.rr.com
> > <mseppi@nycap.rr.com> wrote:
> > >
> > > Greetings,
> > >
> > > Has anybody obtained a NYS birth certificate from
> > the 1880's? I'm curious
> > > to find out if the mother's age is included in
> > this record. I'm trying to
> > > nail down an ancestor's age. The couple of census
> > that she participated
> > > in
> > > gives inconsistent ages. She had two children in
> > the 1880's and I think
> > > that she herself would have provided reliable
69

> > information. Before I
> > > spring
> > > for $22.00 I'd like to know if the information I
> > seek will be there.
> > >
> > > Looking forward to Wednesday evening.
> > >
> > > Regards,
> > > Peggy & Jack Seppi
> > >
> > > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> > >
> > > ------------------------------> > > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email
> > to
> > > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the
> > word 'unsubscribe'
> > > without the quotes in the subject and the body of
> > the message
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> > -> > Eileen Callahan Werth
> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >
> > ------------------------------> > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word
> > 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the body of the
> > message
> >
>
>
>__________________________________________________
>Do You Yahoo!?
>Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around
>http://mail.yahoo.com ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
>------------------------------>To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
_________________________________________________________________
Get today's hot entertainment gossip http://movies.msn.com/movies/hotgossip
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
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------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of PampChefPam
[pampchefpam@yahoo.com]
Sunday, October 15, 2006 4:58 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

I have found that family members had used different names than what they were actually
baptised with (i.e. my grandmother had always been known as Marie but her real name was Mary,
my g.aunt is known as Teresa but is actually Anna Teresa). I found this info on the
baptismal records.
"Thomas J. Ebert" <tome_93611@yahoo.com> wrote: The only way you ever can be sure of the
right age for someone in the 19th century is if you can get a baptismal certificate or some
other record at the time of birth. My great grandmother sliced a year or two with every
census and her obiturary had her 7 years younger than she actually was when I got into the
census data.
Tom Ebert
--- mseppi@nycap.rr.com wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Greetings,
Has anybody obtained a NYS birth certificate from the 1880's? I'm
curious to find out if the mother's age is included in this record.
I'm trying to nail down an ancestor's age. The couple of census that
she participated in gives inconsistent ages. She had two children in
the 1880's and I think that she herself would have provided reliable
information. Before I spring for $22.00 I'd like to know if the
information I seek will be there.
Looking forward to Wednesday evening.
Regards,
Peggy & Jack Seppi
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around http://mail.yahoo.com ==== NYTROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
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------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message

--------------------------------Stay in the know. Pulse on the new Yahoo.com.
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/

Check it out.

------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Lois [lantana@npgcable.com]
Sunday, October 15, 2006 4:54 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

I have a birth return from NYS 1887.
It shows:
county, city, state, name of child, sex, color or race if other than white, date of birth
(day,month,year), place of birth (home address), name of father, maiden and full name of
mother, birthplace of father (Canada), his age, his occupation, birthplace of mother (New
Hampshire,
USA) age of mother, number of this mother's previous children, how many living, name of
doctor, and his address.
Lois in AZ

mseppi@nycap.rr.com wrote:
>Greetings,
>
>Has anybody obtained a NYS birth certificate from the 1880's? I'm
>curious to find out if the mother's age is included in this record.
>I'm trying to nail down an ancestor's age. The couple of census that
>she participated in gives inconsistent ages. She had two children in
>the 1880's and I think that she herself would have provided reliable
>information. Before I spring for $22.00 I'd like to know if the information I seek will be
there.
>
>Looking forward to Wednesday evening.
>
>Regards,
>Peggy & Jack Seppi
>
>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>
>
>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>>
>>
>
>------------------------------>To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>
>
>
>
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
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------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Tim Hooley
[THOOLEY@nycap.rr.com]
Sunday, October 15, 2006 5:44 PM
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Help

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

I have finally narrowed the search for my relatives to the part of Ireland where I believe my
family lived and then emigrated from to the United States in the late 1830s. Now I need help
in the way researchers on the other side for baptismal and marriage records. The locale in
Ireland I need information from is, County Tipperary, Parish Bourney and Corbally,
residence: Borrisnoe. Is there anyone out there with any good advice or experience in the way
of researchers, who have been down this road ? Please advise. Thank you, Respectfully,
Timothy Hooley ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Tim Hooley
[THOOLEY@nycap.rr.com]
Sunday, October 15, 2006 5:44 PM
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Help

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

I have finally narrowed the search for my relatives to the part of Ireland where I believe my
family lived and then emigrated from to the United States in the late 1830s. Now I need help
in the way researchers on the other side for baptismal and marriage records. The locale in
Ireland I need information from is, County Tipperary, Parish Bourney and Corbally,
residence: Borrisnoe. Is there anyone out there with any good advice or experience in the way
of researchers, who have been down this road ? Please advise. Thank you, Respectfully,
Timothy Hooley ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of mseppi@nycap.rr.com
Sunday, October 15, 2006 7:03 PM
TIGS
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Thank You!

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

Many thanks for all of the responses we received to our question about birth certificate
information. These open letters are a wonderful forum!
Regards,
Peggy & Jack
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of mseppi@nycap.rr.com
Sunday, October 15, 2006 7:03 PM
TIGS
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Thank You!

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

Many thanks for all of the responses we received to our question about birth certificate
information. These open letters are a wonderful forum!
Regards,
Peggy & Jack
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Bill Fitzgerald
[fitzwill@nycap.rr.com]
Sunday, October 15, 2006 9:11 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Mike,
This sounds more promising than dealing with the state. How much info did you have to give
the folks at city hall? I realize more is better usually.
Did you need exact dates of death or were they able to retrieve info with just
"ballpark"dates?
Thanks
Bill Fitzgerald
----- Original Message ----From: "Michael Rainey" <raineymk@msn.com>
To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Sunday, October 15, 2006 4:21 PM
Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question

> I've gotten death certificates from the 1890's and they include similar
> info
> to the birth certificate. I sent the request direct to Troy City Hall and
> got the notarized copies of death certificates within one week. It costs
> $22.00 but was well worth it. I found out the name of my great
> grandfather's father and mother and where my great grandfather was buried.
> I believe it listed the home address at time of death.
Do not deal with
> the New York State Vital Records Bureau. I have heard of no one who got
> anything back within one half a year though I'm told if you drop the
> request
> off at their office you may get it back in two weeks---I would not count
> on
> it.
>
> The Troy City Hall and the Troy Library are by far better sources and more
> cooperative than most.
>
> Good luck,
>
> Mike
>
>
>>From: "Thomas J. Ebert" <tome_93611@yahoo.com>
>>Reply-To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
>>To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
>>Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
>>Date: Sat, 14 Oct 2006 21:05:14 -0700 (PDT)
>>
>>
>>
>>--- eileenwerth@gmail.com wrote:
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I've ordered death certificates through NYS and
they seemed to take almost
a year. I've ordered birth certificates from NY
City which definitely
included both mother's and father's ages.
On 10/14/06, mseppi@nycap.rr.com
<mseppi@nycap.rr.com> wrote:
>
> Greetings,
>
> Has anybody obtained a NYS birth certificate from
the 1880's? I'm curious
> to find out if the mother's age is included in
this record. I'm trying to
> nail down an ancestor's age. The couple of census
that she participated
> in
> gives inconsistent ages. She had two children in
the 1880's and I think
> that she herself would have provided reliable
information. Before I
> spring
> for $22.00 I'd like to know if the information I
seek will be there.
>
> Looking forward to Wednesday evening.
>
> Regards,
> Peggy & Jack Seppi
>
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email
to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the
word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of
the message
>

-Eileen Callahan Werth
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email
to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with
the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the
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>> > subject and the body of the message
>> >
>>
>>
>>__________________________________________________
>>Do You Yahoo!?
>>Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around
>>http://mail.yahoo.com
>>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>>
>>------------------------------>>To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>>without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>
> _________________________________________________________________
> Get today's hot entertainment gossip
> http://movies.msn.com/movies/hotgossip
>
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Ron Eustice [ron@mnbeef.org]
Sunday, October 15, 2006 10:42 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

I have had some experience with both state and village records. Those of us from out of the
area are not always certain of the exact geography involved. For example, it has been my
experience that a person may have lived just outside a certain village's jurisdiction but had
most of the family in the local area. We may miss some important records by not going through
the state system. On the otherhand, I spent considerable money for certificates at both local
and state offices and found very little, even though the persons lived and died in the area
during the time records should have been kept. Perhaps the records didn't exist, but I'll
always wonder how hard the staff looked for the record. I've had better success with church
records than with civil records. The records were from the 1880s and 1890s.
Ron Eustice
________________________________
From: ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Bill Fitzgerald
Sent: Sun 10/15/2006 7:10 PM
To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question

Mike,
This sounds more promising than dealing with the state. How much info did you have to give
the folks at city hall? I realize more is better usually.
Did you need exact dates of death or were they able to retrieve info with just
"ballpark"dates?
Thanks
Bill Fitzgerald
----- Original Message ----From: "Michael Rainey" <raineymk@msn.com>
To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Sunday, October 15, 2006 4:21 PM
Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I've gotten death certificates from the 1890's and they include
similar info to the birth certificate. I sent the request direct to
Troy City Hall and got the notarized copies of death certificates
within one week. It costs $22.00 but was well worth it. I found out
the name of my great grandfather's father and mother and where my
great grandfather was buried.
I believe it listed the home address at time of death.
Do not deal with
the New York State Vital Records Bureau. I have heard of no one who
got anything back within one half a year though I'm told if you drop
the request off at their office you may get it back in two weeks---I
would not count on it.
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> The Troy City Hall and the Troy Library are by far better sources and
> more cooperative than most.
>
> Good luck,
>
> Mike
>
>
>>From: "Thomas J. Ebert" <tome_93611@yahoo.com>
>>Reply-To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
>>To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
>>Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
>>Date: Sat, 14 Oct 2006 21:05:14 -0700 (PDT)
>>
>>
>>
>>--- eileenwerth@gmail.com wrote:
>>
>> > I've ordered death certificates through NYS and they seemed to
>> > take almost a year. I've ordered birth certificates from NY City
>> > which definitely included both mother's and father's ages.
>> >
>> > On 10/14/06, mseppi@nycap.rr.com
>> > <mseppi@nycap.rr.com> wrote:
>> > >
>> > > Greetings,
>> > >
>> > > Has anybody obtained a NYS birth certificate from
>> > the 1880's? I'm curious
>> > > to find out if the mother's age is included in
>> > this record. I'm trying to
>> > > nail down an ancestor's age. The couple of census
>> > that she participated
>> > > in
>> > > gives inconsistent ages. She had two children in
>> > the 1880's and I think
>> > > that she herself would have provided reliable
>> > information. Before I
>> > > spring
>> > > for $22.00 I'd like to know if the information I
>> > seek will be there.
>> > >
>> > > Looking forward to Wednesday evening.
>> > >
>> > > Regards,
>> > > Peggy & Jack Seppi
>> > >
>> > > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>> > > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>> > > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>> > >
>> > > ------------------------------>> > > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email
>> > to
>> > > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the
>> > word 'unsubscribe'
>> > > without the quotes in the subject and the body of
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>> > the message
>> > >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> > ->> > Eileen Callahan Werth
>> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>> > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>> > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>> >
>> > ------------------------------>> > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>> > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word
>> > 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the body of the
>> > message
>> >
>>
>>
>>__________________________________________________
>>Do You Yahoo!?
>>Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around
>>http://mail.yahoo.com <http://mail.yahoo.com/> ====
>>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>>
>>------------------------------>>To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>>without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>
> _________________________________________________________________
> Get today's hot entertainment gossip
> http://movies.msn.com/movies/hotgossip
>
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
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>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Jim Denny [arlenejim@msn.com]
Sunday, October 15, 2006 11:36 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Help

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

Hi Tim!
I'm Jim Denny(Dennehy) from Tucson, AZ. My g-grandfather, James Denny, from Lismoynan
Townland, Co. Tipperary, raised his family at 2715/2717 Fifth Ave. in Troy after arriving in
the USA May 1851. I had great success finding the Dennys through the Tipperary Family
History Research (TFHR) of the Archdiocese of Cashel & Emly.
There are three diocesan family research centers for Co. Tipperary. Waterford Diocese covers
the bottom third, Killaloe Diocese (Co. Clare) covers the top third and Cashel & Emly the
middle. I do not see your parishes of Bourney and Corbally on the Cashel & Emly parish list,
so they must be in one of the other two dioceses. Here is what I suggest. I have personal
acquaintances at TFHR - Charlott Crowe and Nonie Ryan - who would help you make contact with
the right diocesan research center. E-mail Charlott/Nonie at tfhr@tipperary-excel.com and
ask for guidance, using my name.
Let me know how you make out...Good Luck!
Jim
----- Original Message ----From: Tim Hooley
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Sent: Sunday, October 15, 2006 2:43 PM
Subject: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Help

I have finally narrowed the search for my relatives to the part of Ireland where I believe
my family lived and then emigrated from to the United States in the late 1830s. Now I need
help in the way researchers on the other side for baptismal and marriage records. The locale
in Ireland I need information from is, County Tipperary, Parish Bourney and Corbally,
residence: Borrisnoe. Is there anyone out there with any good advice or experience in the way
of researchers, who have been down this road ? Please advise. Thank you, Respectfully,
Timothy Hooley
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Jim Denny [arlenejim@msn.com]
Sunday, October 15, 2006 11:42 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Help

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

PS - Left the "e" off Charlotte.
excel.com.

You can e-mail her direct atCharlotte.Crowe@tipperary-

Jim
----- Original Message ----From: Tim Hooley
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Sent: Sunday, October 15, 2006 2:43 PM
Subject: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Help

I have finally narrowed the search for my relatives to the part of Ireland where I believe
my family lived and then emigrated from to the United States in the late 1830s. Now I need
help in the way researchers on the other side for baptismal and marriage records. The locale
in Ireland I need information from is, County Tipperary, Parish Bourney and Corbally,
residence: Borrisnoe. Is there anyone out there with any good advice or experience in the way
of researchers, who have been down this road ? Please advise. Thank you, Respectfully,
Timothy Hooley
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Thomas J. Ebert [tome_93611
@yahoo.com]
Monday, October 16, 2006 1:11 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Bill
When asking for genealogical information from any locality in NY State, you need to fill out
a form called "General Information and Application for Genealogical Services."
On the back it has the following fee schedule:
1-3 years $22
4-10 years $42
11-20 years $62
21-30 years $82
31-40 years $102
41-50 years $122
51-60 years $142
61-70 years $162
As you can see, the narrower the search the less expensive. I have been able to get most
searches down to within a year before asking for data.
More precision in your request speeds response time with the city clerk having to search
fewer records.
Living in California I have had to send a long list of requests to my hometown of Oswego.
Checks are made payable to the City (or Town) Clerk of the locality.
While they can search the records at any time, they cannot release the data until the check
has cleared. I usually send five requests at a time and can expect to see the results in
three to four weeks. Walk-in requests with cash have resulted in results in less than five
minutes.
Most of the death certificates for my immigrant ancestors gave appoximate dates of birth and
"Ireland"
or "Germany" as birthplaces (good luck tracking them
down.) However, I lucked out when my g grandfather's sister died as an adult before the
parents died. On her death certificate (and none of the other five
children) the actual villages of the parent's birth (Limerick and Mearth) were listed.
On the aforementioned death certificate her birth date was listed as May 7, 1849 but when I
got a hold of the baptismal record of the Catholic Mission of Kingston Ontario where she was
baptized, I found out that she was born on May 5, 1849 and baptized on May 7! Ain't it fun?!
Age was not particularly important to these folks, and many of them being illerate had to
rely on family and later on their own faulty memories because they kept no written records
themselves. Without Social Security, driver's licenses, drinking laws, or restrictions on
marriage age (how many of us have ancestors who married at 16 or there abouts), age was not
socially important. Furthermore, being desititute and Catholic, they didn't have a family
bible.
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Hope this helps.
Tom Ebert
--- Bill Fitzgerald <fitzwill@nycap.rr.com> wrote:
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Mike,
This sounds more promising than dealing with the state. How much info
did you have to give the folks at city hall? I realize more is better
usually.
Did you need exact dates of death or were they able to retrieve info
with just "ballpark"dates?
Thanks
Bill Fitzgerald
----- Original Message ----From: "Michael Rainey" <raineymk@msn.com>
To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Sunday, October 15, 2006 4:21 PM
Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question

> I've gotten death certificates from the 1890's and
they include similar
> info
> to the birth certificate. I sent the request
direct to Troy City Hall and
> got the notarized copies of death certificates
within one week. It costs
> $22.00 but was well worth it. I found out the
name of my great
> grandfather's father and mother and where my great
grandfather was buried.
> I believe it listed the home address at time of
death.
Do not deal with
> the New York State Vital Records Bureau. I have
heard of no one who got
> anything back within one half a year though I'm
told if you drop the
> request
> off at their office you may get it back in two
weeks---I would not count
> on
> it.
>
> The Troy City Hall and the Troy Library are by far
better sources and more
> cooperative than most.
>
> Good luck,
>
> Mike
>
>
>>From: "Thomas J. Ebert" <tome_93611@yahoo.com>
>>Reply-To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
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>>To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
>>Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
>>Date: Sat, 14 Oct 2006 21:05:14 -0700 (PDT)
>>
>>
>>
>>--- eileenwerth@gmail.com wrote:
>>
>> > I've ordered death certificates through NYS
and
>> > they seemed to take almost
>> > a year. I've ordered birth certificates from
NY
>> > City which definitely
>> > included both mother's and father's ages.
>> >
>> > On 10/14/06, mseppi@nycap.rr.com
>> > <mseppi@nycap.rr.com> wrote:
>> > >
>> > > Greetings,
>> > >
>> > > Has anybody obtained a NYS birth certificate
from
>> > the 1880's? I'm curious
>> > > to find out if the mother's age is included
in
>> > this record. I'm trying to
>> > > nail down an ancestor's age. The couple of
census
>> > that she participated
>> > > in
>> > > gives inconsistent ages. She had two
children in
>> > the 1880's and I think
>> > > that she herself would have provided reliable
>> > information. Before I
>> > > spring
>> > > for $22.00 I'd like to know if the
information I
>> > seek will be there.
>> > >
>> > > Looking forward to Wednesday evening.
>> > >
>> > > Regards,
>> > > Peggy & Jack Seppi
>> > >
>> > > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>> > > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>> > > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>> > >
>> > > ------------------------------- To unsubscribe from the list,
>> > > please send an
email
>> > to
>> > > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com
with the
>> > word 'unsubscribe'
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> >> > > without the quotes in the subject and the
> body of
> >> > the message
> >> > >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> > -> >> > Eileen Callahan Werth
> >> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >> > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >> > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >> >
> >> > ------------------------------> >> > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an
> email
> >> > to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com
> with
> >> > the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in
> the
> >> > subject and the body of the message
> >> >
> >>
> >>
> >>__________________________________________________
> >>Do You Yahoo!?
> >>Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam
> protection around
> >>http://mail.yahoo.com
> >>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >>
> >>------------------------------> >>To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email
> to
> >>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the
> word 'unsubscribe'
> >>without the quotes in the subject and the body of
> the message
> >
> >
>
_________________________________________________________________
> > Get today's hot entertainment gossip
> > http://movies.msn.com/movies/hotgossip
> >
> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >
> > ------------------------------> > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email
> to
> > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the
> word 'unsubscribe'
> > without the quotes in the subject and the body of
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

the message
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around http://mail.yahoo.com ====
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of WFWoods@aol.com
Monday, October 16, 2006 6:37 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com; NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Help

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

Tim,
Eight or so years ago, I got baptism records from:
Tipperary Heritage Unit
The Bridfewell, St. Martin Street
Tipperary Town, Ireland
_thu@iol.ie_ (mailto:thu@iol.ie)
Web site: iol.ie/~thu
They provided baptism records dating back to 1816 for my Lanigan, Maher and Buckley
ancestors who lived in Fethard, County Tipperary. The information included names of both
parents, address (townland), date of baptism (not date of birth), sponsors. There are two
Heritage Units in County Tipperary, but you could start there. Good luck with your search.
Bill Woods
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of WFWoods@aol.com
Monday, October 16, 2006 6:37 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com; NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Help

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

Tim,
Eight or so years ago, I got baptism records from:
Tipperary Heritage Unit
The Bridfewell, St. Martin Street
Tipperary Town, Ireland
_thu@iol.ie_ (mailto:thu@iol.ie)
Web site: iol.ie/~thu
They provided baptism records dating back to 1816 for my Lanigan, Maher and Buckley
ancestors who lived in Fethard, County Tipperary. The information included names of both
parents, address (townland), date of baptism (not date of birth), sponsors. There are two
Heritage Units in County Tipperary, but you could start there. Good luck with your search.
Bill Woods
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of CWald36709@aol.com
Monday, October 16, 2006 10:36 AM
NYSARATO-L@rootsweb.com; NY-WARWASHSAR-L@rootsweb.com; ny-troy-irish-gensocl@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] HH Conference

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:
Sent:
To:

Heritage Hunters annual conference, Saturday, October 21, at the United Methodist Church,
corner Fifth Avenue and Henning Road across from BOCES, Saratoga Springs, just one-half mile
from Northway Exit 14.
Jean Nudd, archivist for the National Archives at the Pittsfield branch, will present four
workshops: Using Federal Census Records, Using Military Records at the National Archives,
Finding your Immigrant ancestor at the National Archives, and using Canadian Border Crossing
Records.
The day begins with coffee, exhibits and registration at 8:45, followed by welcome and the
first workshop at 9:20. Call Joan Cady, 587-2978 or Email _melfrojo@aol.com_
(mailto:melfrojo@aol.com) for further information.
WALK-INS WELCOME.
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of CWald36709@aol.com
Monday, October 16, 2006 10:36 AM
NYSARATO-L@rootsweb.com; NY-WARWASHSAR-L@rootsweb.com; ny-troy-irish-gensocl@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] HH Conference

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:
Sent:
To:

Heritage Hunters annual conference, Saturday, October 21, at the United Methodist Church,
corner Fifth Avenue and Henning Road across from BOCES, Saratoga Springs, just one-half mile
from Northway Exit 14.
Jean Nudd, archivist for the National Archives at the Pittsfield branch, will present four
workshops: Using Federal Census Records, Using Military Records at the National Archives,
Finding your Immigrant ancestor at the National Archives, and using Canadian Border Crossing
Records.
The day begins with coffee, exhibits and registration at 8:45, followed by welcome and the
first workshop at 9:20. Call Joan Cady, 587-2978 or Email _melfrojo@aol.com_
(mailto:melfrojo@aol.com) for further information.
WALK-INS WELCOME.
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Lois [lantana@npgcable.com]
Monday, October 16, 2006 11:03 AM
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] RYAN

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

something interesting I think
why would anyone with the name RYAN change it to Nash?
Mary Ryan born
in Troy, NY in 1885 did just that and became a "character" actress
http://www.classicmoviemusicals.com/actorsn.htm
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Lois [lantana@npgcable.com]
Monday, October 16, 2006 11:03 AM
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] RYAN

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

something interesting I think
why would anyone with the name RYAN change it to Nash?
Mary Ryan born
in Troy, NY in 1885 did just that and became a "character" actress
http://www.classicmoviemusicals.com/actorsn.htm
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Lois [lantana@npgcable.com]
Monday, October 16, 2006 12:28 PM
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] RYAN

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

responding to my own query----could it be she feared being discriminated against for being
Irish which would prevent her from getting work?
Lois wrote:
> something interesting I think
> why would anyone with the name RYAN change it to Nash?
Mary Ryan
> born in Troy, NY in 1885 did just that and became a "character"
> actress
>
> http://www.classicmoviemusicals.com/actorsn.htm
>
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Lois [lantana@npgcable.com]
Monday, October 16, 2006 12:28 PM
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] RYAN

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

responding to my own query----could it be she feared being discriminated against for being
Irish which would prevent her from getting work?
Lois wrote:
> something interesting I think
> why would anyone with the name RYAN change it to Nash?
Mary Ryan
> born in Troy, NY in 1885 did just that and became a "character"
> actress
>
> http://www.classicmoviemusicals.com/actorsn.htm
>
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Ed Broecker
[edward.enteract@rcn.com]
Monday, October 16, 2006 12:46 PM
lantana@npgcable.com; ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] RYAN

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

My cousin Raymond MAHER, born 1901, was a piano player who could not find work in show
business beginning in the late teens. He was told to "turn the H upside down," changing his
name to MAYER and the work would come to him.
He did that and became Ray MAYER who teamed up with Edith EVANS. They successfully played
Vaudeville, and he appeared in 45 movies, was in at least 6 Broadway plays, they had a radio
show, and so on and so on.
Ed Broecker

----- Original Message ----From: "Lois" <lantana@npgcable.com>
To: <NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Monday, October 16, 2006 10:02 AM
Subject: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] RYAN

> something interesting I think
> why would anyone with the name RYAN change it to Nash?
Mary Ryan born
> in Troy, NY in 1885 did just that and became a "character" actress
>
> http://www.classicmoviemusicals.com/actorsn.htm
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of James Owens
[oenghus@verizon.net]
Monday, October 16, 2006 2:49 PM
lantana@npgcable.com; ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] RYAN

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Not much doubt about that. My Reilly ancestors were quite successful business men and real
estate owners in Manhattan and Brooklyn. My great grandfather moved out to Long Island and
with his brother owned a considerable amount of property in Lawrence and Cedarhurst.
They also were founding members of the Cedahurst Jockey Club which staged regular racing
events. The story is told that at a party Bernard was introduced to a woman from one of the
"old" families as Mr. Bernard Reilly.
She backed off and said, "Oh! Really?!" He immediatly replied, "No, Ma'am.
O'Reilly." He did not actually use that form but his brother William did his entire life.
I suspect some sociologist could do a dissertation on the unshakeable allegiance to the
Catholic Church of most immigrants from the 1840's on. It seems very much like the devotion
of many blacks to their churches. It was the only way to get an education and provided
leadership opportunities for the ambitious.
The point is if you had a little money, or had made, some you were quite easily accepted. The
funny part is a generation later Jewish performers such as Joseph Yul, Jr., adopted Irish
names such as Mickey Rooney. There were many others, Kirk Douglas comes to mind.
I liked the Marine Corps view of the problem. No one cares what color you are or where you go
to church as long as you are Marine green and profess your belief in the Corps.
Jim Owens

----- Original Message ----From: "Lois" <lantana@npgcable.com>
To: <NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Monday, October 16, 2006 12:28 PM
Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] RYAN

> responding to my own query----could it be she feared being discriminated
> against for being Irish which would prevent her from getting work?
>
> Lois wrote:
>
>> something interesting I think
>> why would anyone with the name RYAN change it to Nash?
Mary Ryan
>> born in Troy, NY in 1885 did just that and became a "character" actress
>>
>> http://www.classicmoviemusicals.com/actorsn.htm
>>
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
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> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Jeanne Daley
[bostonirish@sprintmail.com]
Monday, October 16, 2006 8:27 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

I too have found the Troy City Hall very helpful and cooperative. When applying for my dual
citizenship in Ireland, I had to have the long form of birth /death certificates, and you
have to ask for that specifically or you will get the short form. The long form contains more
info. The $22 is worth it.
Jeanne Daley
----- Original Message ----From: "Michael Rainey" <raineymk@msn.com>
To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Sunday, October 15, 2006 3:21 PM
Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question

> I've gotten death certificates from the 1890's and they include similar
info
> to the birth certificate. I sent the request direct to Troy City Hall and
> got the notarized copies of death certificates within one week. It costs
> $22.00 but was well worth it. I found out the name of my great
> grandfather's father and mother and where my great grandfather was buried.
> I believe it listed the home address at time of death.
Do not deal with
> the New York State Vital Records Bureau. I have heard of no one who got
> anything back within one half a year though I'm told if you drop the
request
> off at their office you may get it back in two weeks---I would not count
on
> it.
>
> The Troy City Hall and the Troy Library are by far better sources and more
> cooperative than most.
>
> Good luck,
>
> Mike
>
>
> >From: "Thomas J. Ebert" <tome_93611@yahoo.com>
> >Reply-To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
> >To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
> >Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
> >Date: Sat, 14 Oct 2006 21:05:14 -0700 (PDT)
> >
> >
> >
> >--- eileenwerth@gmail.com wrote:
> >
> > > I've ordered death certificates through NYS and
> > > they seemed to take almost
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>

a year. I've ordered birth certificates from NY
City which definitely
included both mother's and father's ages.
On 10/14/06, mseppi@nycap.rr.com
<mseppi@nycap.rr.com> wrote:
>
> Greetings,
>
> Has anybody obtained a NYS birth certificate from
the 1880's? I'm curious
> to find out if the mother's age is included in
this record. I'm trying to
> nail down an ancestor's age. The couple of census
that she participated
> in
> gives inconsistent ages. She had two children in
the 1880's and I think
> that she herself would have provided reliable
information. Before I
> spring
> for $22.00 I'd like to know if the information I
seek will be there.
>
> Looking forward to Wednesday evening.
>
> Regards,
> Peggy & Jack Seppi
>
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email
to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the
word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of
the message
>

-Eileen Callahan Werth
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email
to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with
the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the
subject and the body of the message
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> >
> >__________________________________________________
> >Do You Yahoo!?
> >Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around
> >http://mail.yahoo.com
> >==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >
> >------------------------------> >To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> >NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> >without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>
> _________________________________________________________________
> Get today's hot entertainment gossip
http://movies.msn.com/movies/hotgossip
>
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>
>
> -> No virus found in this incoming message.
> Checked by AVG Free Edition.
> Version: 7.1.408 / Virus Database: 268.13.4/477 - Release Date: 10/16/2006
>
>
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Bill Fitzgerald
[fitzwill@nycap.rr.com]
Monday, October 16, 2006 8:53 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Tom,
Thank you very much. I'm sure your info will help a lot of other folks too.
I have had good luck with church records and they are happy with a $10.00 donation!
Thanks again
Bill fitzgerald
----- Original Message ----From: "Thomas J. Ebert" <tome_93611@yahoo.com>
To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Monday, October 16, 2006 1:10 AM
Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
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>
>
>

Bill
When asking for genealogical information from any
locality in NY State, you need to fill out a form
called "General Information and Application for
Genealogical Services."
On the back it has the following fee schedule:
1-3 years $22
4-10 years $42
11-20 years $62
21-30 years $82
31-40 years $102
41-50 years $122
51-60 years $142
61-70 years $162
As you can see, the narrower the search the less
expensive. I have been able to get most searches down
to within a year before asking for data.
More precision in your request speeds response time
with the city clerk having to search fewer records.
Living in California I have had to send a long list of
requests to my hometown of Oswego. Checks are made
payable to the City (or Town) Clerk of the locality.
While they can search the records at any time, they
cannot release the data until the check has cleared. I
usually send five requests at a time and can expect to
see the results in three to four weeks. Walk-in
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> requests with cash have resulted in results in less
> than five minutes.
>
> Most of the death certificates for my immigrant
> ancestors gave appoximate dates of birth and "Ireland"
> or "Germany" as birthplaces (good luck tracking them
> down.) However, I lucked out when my g grandfather's
> sister died as an adult before the parents died. On
> her death certificate (and none of the other five
> children) the actual villages of the parent's birth
> (Limerick and Mearth) were listed.
>
> On the aforementioned death certificate her birth date
> was listed as May 7, 1849 but when I got a hold of the
> baptismal record of the Catholic Mission of Kingston
> Ontario where she was baptized, I found out that she
> was born on May 5, 1849 and baptized on May 7! Ain't
> it fun?!
>
> Age was not particularly important to these folks, and
> many of them being illerate had to rely on family and
> later on their own faulty memories because they kept
> no written records themselves. Without Social
> Security, driver's licenses, drinking laws, or
> restrictions on marriage age (how many of us have
> ancestors who married at 16 or there abouts), age was
> not socially important. Furthermore, being desititute
> and Catholic, they didn't have a family bible.
>
> Hope this helps.
>
> Tom Ebert
>
> --- Bill Fitzgerald <fitzwill@nycap.rr.com> wrote:
>
>> Mike,
>> This sounds more promising than dealing with the
>> state. How much info did
>> you have to give the folks at city hall? I realize
>> more is better usually.
>> Did you need exact dates of death or were they able
>> to retrieve info with
>> just "ballpark"dates?
>> Thanks
>>
>> Bill Fitzgerald
>> ----- Original Message ---->> From: "Michael Rainey" <raineymk@msn.com>
>> To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
>> Sent: Sunday, October 15, 2006 4:21 PM
>> Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
>>
>>
>> > I've gotten death certificates from the 1890's and
>> they include similar
>> > info
>> > to the birth certificate. I sent the request
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direct to Troy City Hall and
> got the notarized copies of death certificates
within one week. It costs
> $22.00 but was well worth it. I found out the
name of my great
> grandfather's father and mother and where my great
grandfather was buried.
> I believe it listed the home address at time of
death.
Do not deal with
> the New York State Vital Records Bureau. I have
heard of no one who got
> anything back within one half a year though I'm
told if you drop the
> request
> off at their office you may get it back in two
weeks---I would not count
> on
> it.
>
> The Troy City Hall and the Troy Library are by far
better sources and more
> cooperative than most.
>
> Good luck,
>
> Mike
>
>
>>From: "Thomas J. Ebert" <tome_93611@yahoo.com>
>>Reply-To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
>>To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
>>Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
>>Date: Sat, 14 Oct 2006 21:05:14 -0700 (PDT)
>>
>>
>>
>>--- eileenwerth@gmail.com wrote:
>>
>> > I've ordered death certificates through NYS
and
>> > they seemed to take almost
>> > a year. I've ordered birth certificates from
NY
>> > City which definitely
>> > included both mother's and father's ages.
>> >
>> > On 10/14/06, mseppi@nycap.rr.com
>> > <mseppi@nycap.rr.com> wrote:
>> > >
>> > > Greetings,
>> > >
>> > > Has anybody obtained a NYS birth certificate
from
>> > the 1880's? I'm curious
>> > > to find out if the mother's age is included
in
>> > this record. I'm trying to
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>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
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>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

>> > > nail down an ancestor's age. The couple of
census
>> > that she participated
>> > > in
>> > > gives inconsistent ages. She had two
children in
>> > the 1880's and I think
>> > > that she herself would have provided reliable
>> > information. Before I
>> > > spring
>> > > for $22.00 I'd like to know if the
information I
>> > seek will be there.
>> > >
>> > > Looking forward to Wednesday evening.
>> > >
>> > > Regards,
>> > > Peggy & Jack Seppi
>> > >
>> > > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>> > > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>> > > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>> > >
>> > > ------------------------------>> > > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an
email
>> > to
>> > > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com
with the
>> > word 'unsubscribe'
>> > > without the quotes in the subject and the
body of
>> > the message
>> > >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> > ->> > Eileen Callahan Werth
>> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>> > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>> > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>> >
>> > ------------------------------>> > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an
email
>> > to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com
with
>> > the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in
the
>> > subject and the body of the message
>> >
>>
>>
>>__________________________________________________
>>Do You Yahoo!?
>>Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam
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>> protection around
>> >>http://mail.yahoo.com
>> >>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>> >> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>> >> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>> >>
>> >>------------------------------>> >>To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email
>> to
>> >>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the
>> word 'unsubscribe'
>> >>without the quotes in the subject and the body of
>> the message
>> >
>> >
>>
> _________________________________________________________________
>> > Get today's hot entertainment gossip
>> > http://movies.msn.com/movies/hotgossip
>> >
>> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>> >>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>> >>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>> >
>> > ------------------------------>> > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email
>> to
>> > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the
>> word 'unsubscribe'
>> > without the quotes in the subject and the body of
>> the message
>>
>> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>>
>> ------------------------------>> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email
>> to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with
>> the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the
>> subject and the body of the message
>>
>
>
> __________________________________________________
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around
> http://mail.yahoo.com
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
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==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of eileenwerth@gmail.com
Monday, October 16, 2006 8:49 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Dual Citizenship

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

Jeanne:
Did you get your dual citizenship? I did last year. I actually got it through a great
grandparent....only one of my 8 great grandparents was born in Ireland but there was a loophole that I fell into because my father had filed in 1978 which was after the 1956
citizenship act and before 1986.
Usually you have to be a grandchild. Somehow while my ancestry is distant I am of 100% Irish
descent.....all NY Irish Catholic.
I also had to apply for the long form with all of the information of my parents' marriage in
Brooklyn NY....it took a long, long time........but finally arrived.
I am, of course, 100% US American --- but I applied for dual citizenship to honor my father
(who died in 1980) and was very proud and quite smitten with his Irish heritage....as am I.
Part of my being somehow remains connected to all of my Irish ancestors.
The documentation required for dual citizenship is quite involved but......not impossible to
gather.

-Eileen

On 10/16/06, Jeanne Daley <bostonirish@sprintmail.com> wrote:
>
> I too have found the Troy City Hall very helpful and cooperative. When
> applying for my dual citizenship in Ireland, I had to have the long
> form of birth /death certificates, and you have to ask for that
> specifically or you will get the short form. The long form contains
> more info. The $22 is worth it.
> Jeanne Daley
> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Michael Rainey" <raineymk@msn.com>
> To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
> Sent: Sunday, October 15, 2006 3:21 PM
> Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
>
>
> > I've gotten death certificates from the 1890's and they include similar
> info
> > to the birth certificate. I sent the request direct to Troy City Hall
> and
> > got the notarized copies of death certificates within one week. It
> costs
> > $22.00 but was well worth it. I found out the name of my great
> > grandfather's father and mother and where my great grandfather was
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>
>

buried.
> I believe it listed the home address at time of death.
Do not deal
with
> the New York State Vital Records Bureau. I have heard of no one who got
> anything back within one half a year though I'm told if you drop the
request
> off at their office you may get it back in two weeks---I would not count
on
> it.
>
> The Troy City Hall and the Troy Library are by far better sources and
more
> cooperative than most.
>
> Good luck,
>
> Mike
>
>
> >From: "Thomas J. Ebert" <tome_93611@yahoo.com>
> >Reply-To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
> >To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
> >Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
> >Date: Sat, 14 Oct 2006 21:05:14 -0700 (PDT)
> >
> >
> >
> >--- eileenwerth@gmail.com wrote:
> >
> > > I've ordered death certificates through NYS and
> > > they seemed to take almost
> > > a year. I've ordered birth certificates from NY
> > > City which definitely
> > > included both mother's and father's ages.
> > >
> > > On 10/14/06, mseppi@nycap.rr.com
> > > <mseppi@nycap.rr.com> wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Greetings,
> > > >
> > > > Has anybody obtained a NYS birth certificate from
> > > the 1880's? I'm curious
> > > > to find out if the mother's age is included in
> > > this record. I'm trying to
> > > > nail down an ancestor's age. The couple of census
> > > that she participated
> > > > in
> > > > gives inconsistent ages. She had two children in
> > > the 1880's and I think
> > > > that she herself would have provided reliable
> > > information. Before I
> > > > spring
> > > > for $22.00 I'd like to know if the information I
> > > seek will be there.
> > > >
> > > > Looking forward to Wednesday evening.
> > > >
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> > > > Regards,
> > > > Peggy & Jack Seppi
> > > >
> > > > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > > > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > > > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> > > >
> > > > ------------------------------> > > > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email
> > > to
> > > > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the
> > > word 'unsubscribe'
> > > > without the quotes in the subject and the body of
> > > the message
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > -> > > Eileen Callahan Werth
> > > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> > >
> > > ------------------------------> > > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email
> > > to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with
> > > the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the
> > > subject and the body of the message
> > >
> >
> >
> >__________________________________________________
> >Do You Yahoo!?
> >Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around
> >http://mail.yahoo.com
> >==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >
> >------------------------------> >To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> >NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> >without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>
> _________________________________________________________________
> Get today's hot entertainment gossip
http://movies.msn.com/movies/hotgossip
>
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
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>
>
> -> No virus found in this incoming message.
> Checked by AVG Free Edition.
> Version: 7.1.408 / Virus Database: 268.13.4/477 - Release Date:
10/16/2006
>
>
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message

-Eileen Callahan Werth
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Tim Hooley
[THOOLEY@nycap.rr.com]
Monday, October 16, 2006 8:59 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Help

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

To Jim Denny and Bill Woods, Thank You! I'm on my way.
----- Original Message ----From: "Jim Denny" <arlenejim@msn.com>
To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Sunday, October 15, 2006 11:35 PM
Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Help
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>
>

Hi Tim!
I'm Jim Denny(Dennehy) from Tucson, AZ. My g-grandfather, James Denny,
from Lismoynan Townland, Co. Tipperary, raised his family at 2715/2717
Fifth Ave. in Troy after arriving in the USA May 1851. I had great
success finding the Dennys through the Tipperary Family History Research
(TFHR) of the Archdiocese of Cashel & Emly.
There are three diocesan family research centers for Co. Tipperary.
Waterford Diocese covers the bottom third, Killaloe Diocese (Co. Clare)
covers the top third and Cashel & Emly the middle. I do not see your
parishes of Bourney and Corbally on the Cashel & Emly parish list, so they
must be in one of the other two dioceses. Here is what I suggest. I have
personal acquaintances at TFHR - Charlott Crowe and Nonie Ryan - who would
help you make contact with the right diocesan research center. E-mail
Charlott/Nonie at tfhr@tipperary-excel.com and ask for guidance, using my
name.
Let me know how you make out...Good Luck!
Jim
----- Original Message ----From: Tim Hooley
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Sent: Sunday, October 15, 2006 2:43 PM
Subject: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Help

I have finally narrowed the search for my relatives to the part of
Ireland where I believe my family lived and then emigrated from to the
United States in the late 1830s. Now I need help in the way researchers on
the other side for baptismal and marriage records. The locale in Ireland I
need information from is, County Tipperary, Parish Bourney and Corbally,
residence: Borrisnoe. Is there anyone out there with any good advice or
experience in the way of researchers, who have been down this road ?
Please advise. Thank you, Respectfully, Timothy Hooley
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
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> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Lizette Strait [lstrait94
@earthlink.net]
Monday, October 16, 2006 9:35 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com; ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to the TIGS Mailing List

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Hi Listers,
I like to welcome Nancy Charnee to the list. Below you will find information on her family
research. As always, any help is greatly appreciated.
Lizette
Nancy Charnee Family history:
John and Margaret O'Connor, Ire., (born around 1800? in Galway) listed as parents of Thomas
and Jeremiah
Martin O'Connor
Married Rosalina, b. 1821, Canada (came to US 1856)
Martin born 5/1/50?
Patrick, 1853 in Canada
Margaret, 1855
Elizabeth, 1861
Jeremiah O'Connor, b. 1827 (30?) Ire.
Married Anastasia (lived at least to 1895)
Emigrated 1845, died 12/12/1884
Mary Ann, b. 1854
Thomas, b. 1831, Galway, Ire.
Married Catherine
Edward Martin O'Connor, b. Galway, Ire.
Married Anna, b. 8/15/1835 Ire., on 3/2/1851
b. 1819? d. 11/5/1879
d. after 1890
George, 12/30/51-3/16/52
Mary Frances, 9/20/53-6/3/55
Thomas, 11/13/55-11/13/1937
Married Helen Doubleday, perhaps 1895
b. 1871 in Binghamton d. 11/4/49
Helen Loretta, 1899-1988
Edward Thomas, 3/25/1901-7/75 Married Catherine Marian Tholl, b. 9/1/1901-11/8/75 in
8/31/1938
Nancy Ann, b. 11/17/42
Married Michael Alvin Charnee, b. 1/17/37
On 6/1/68
Alexis Catherine, b. 11/10/73
Anne Elizabeth, 8/27/5710/21/72
James, 10/21/59-1/4/72
Mary, 2/18/62-3/29/96
Margaret (Maggie), 1864
Married Shields (see separate sheet)
Alice, 1868-10/16/36
Married Williams
Anna, 1875-2/08
Agnes, 1877-8/30/13
Married Elster in 1909
Edward, 1879-3/10/01
ALSO BURIED IN St. Peters Sara Hymes 4/4/28
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Edward Martin sailed from Newcross, Ire. 4/6/1844 and arrived Quebec 5/17/44. Came to the
U.S. 8/12/44. Fort Ann, NY. Was definitely in Troy in 1852. He became a fireman with Engine
Co. #8, and in 1870 foreman for L. Horan at Kirks? & Wolf Foundry at the end of Long Bridge.
They lived with Thomas and Catherine at 144 North 3rd Street (1860 and 1880 censuses). Thomas
left from Liverpool, arrived in 1850, Lived in Fort Ann, moved to Troy 1/11/1854. Martin,
but not Jeremiah (Jerry) is mentioned in the diary, but I remember Helen talking about Uncle
Jerry. All listed their occupation as iron moulder.
Helen Doubleday was born in Binghamton to Robert (b. 1837) and Eloise C. Doubleday (b. 1841).
She had a sister, Jane, two years younger. The parents were born in New York State (see 1880
census).
Thomas and Helen (Nellie) bought the house at 2328 6th Avenue in 4/03 (probably from mother
Anna). They were living at that address with Anna from about 1881, according to the city
directories. This house was demolished for a new roadway in the 1980s. They bought Bloss
Cottage at the third Burden Lake in 9/08 (house directly before 2nd dyke on main road). This
house is still standing. His sister, Alice (Allie) Williams owned a cottage on the second
Burden Lake, as did the Shields family. He first worked for Steven Bulman from 6/13/1870. In
1878 he was working at Bussey's for less than $1 a day. He was in the cigar business with
Charles Elkenburgh at 18 King Street starting 4/14/1894.
Edward O’Connor met Catherine Tholl at the summer home of May and Joe Stapf on the third
Burden Lake. The Stapfs were neighbors of the Tholls in Albany, and often hosted them.
Starting with Thomas F., many are buried in the same plot in St. Peter’s Cemetery, Oakwood
Avenue, Troy. Jeremiah O’Connor is buried at St. Joseph’s Cemetery.

O'Connor-Shields
Margaret O'Connor, 1864
Married
William Shields
Ruth
Married
James Summers
Anne 2/1/28-7/9/96 Married
Gerald Siesfeld, married Gail,1996?
Harold J.
Married
Ella Loop
Sally (twin to Harold)
Married
Digney (Richboro PA)
Margaret
Married
Allen (deceased)
Ella
Married
Marcoux (deceased)
Harold J. Jr.
Married
Patricia Mulligan (in 1952) (Latham)
1928-3/2003
Jay
Married
Dorothy (Atlanta)
Jack
Married
Jane (Eastham MA)
Thomas Married
Joni (Scotia)
Chris
Married
Laura (Latham)
Jennifer

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Lizette Strait [lstrait94
@earthlink.net]
Monday, October 16, 2006 9:35 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com; ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to the TIGS Mailing List

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Hi Listers,
I like to welcome Nancy Charnee to the list. Below you will find information on her family
research. As always, any help is greatly appreciated.
Lizette
Nancy Charnee Family history:
John and Margaret O'Connor, Ire., (born around 1800? in Galway) listed as parents of Thomas
and Jeremiah
Martin O'Connor
Married Rosalina, b. 1821, Canada (came to US 1856)
Martin born 5/1/50?
Patrick, 1853 in Canada
Margaret, 1855
Elizabeth, 1861
Jeremiah O'Connor, b. 1827 (30?) Ire.
Married Anastasia (lived at least to 1895)
Emigrated 1845, died 12/12/1884
Mary Ann, b. 1854
Thomas, b. 1831, Galway, Ire.
Married Catherine
Edward Martin O'Connor, b. Galway, Ire.
Married Anna, b. 8/15/1835 Ire., on 3/2/1851
b. 1819? d. 11/5/1879
d. after 1890
George, 12/30/51-3/16/52
Mary Frances, 9/20/53-6/3/55
Thomas, 11/13/55-11/13/1937
Married Helen Doubleday, perhaps 1895
b. 1871 in Binghamton d. 11/4/49
Helen Loretta, 1899-1988
Edward Thomas, 3/25/1901-7/75 Married Catherine Marian Tholl, b. 9/1/1901-11/8/75 in
8/31/1938
Nancy Ann, b. 11/17/42
Married Michael Alvin Charnee, b. 1/17/37
On 6/1/68
Alexis Catherine, b. 11/10/73
Anne Elizabeth, 8/27/5710/21/72
James, 10/21/59-1/4/72
Mary, 2/18/62-3/29/96
Margaret (Maggie), 1864
Married Shields (see separate sheet)
Alice, 1868-10/16/36
Married Williams
Anna, 1875-2/08
Agnes, 1877-8/30/13
Married Elster in 1909
Edward, 1879-3/10/01
ALSO BURIED IN St. Peters Sara Hymes 4/4/28
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Edward Martin sailed from Newcross, Ire. 4/6/1844 and arrived Quebec 5/17/44. Came to the
U.S. 8/12/44. Fort Ann, NY. Was definitely in Troy in 1852. He became a fireman with Engine
Co. #8, and in 1870 foreman for L. Horan at Kirks? & Wolf Foundry at the end of Long Bridge.
They lived with Thomas and Catherine at 144 North 3rd Street (1860 and 1880 censuses). Thomas
left from Liverpool, arrived in 1850, Lived in Fort Ann, moved to Troy 1/11/1854. Martin,
but not Jeremiah (Jerry) is mentioned in the diary, but I remember Helen talking about Uncle
Jerry. All listed their occupation as iron moulder.
Helen Doubleday was born in Binghamton to Robert (b. 1837) and Eloise C. Doubleday (b. 1841).
She had a sister, Jane, two years younger. The parents were born in New York State (see 1880
census).
Thomas and Helen (Nellie) bought the house at 2328 6th Avenue in 4/03 (probably from mother
Anna). They were living at that address with Anna from about 1881, according to the city
directories. This house was demolished for a new roadway in the 1980s. They bought Bloss
Cottage at the third Burden Lake in 9/08 (house directly before 2nd dyke on main road). This
house is still standing. His sister, Alice (Allie) Williams owned a cottage on the second
Burden Lake, as did the Shields family. He first worked for Steven Bulman from 6/13/1870. In
1878 he was working at Bussey's for less than $1 a day. He was in the cigar business with
Charles Elkenburgh at 18 King Street starting 4/14/1894.
Edward O’Connor met Catherine Tholl at the summer home of May and Joe Stapf on the third
Burden Lake. The Stapfs were neighbors of the Tholls in Albany, and often hosted them.
Starting with Thomas F., many are buried in the same plot in St. Peter’s Cemetery, Oakwood
Avenue, Troy. Jeremiah O’Connor is buried at St. Joseph’s Cemetery.

O'Connor-Shields
Margaret O'Connor, 1864
Married
William Shields
Ruth
Married
James Summers
Anne 2/1/28-7/9/96 Married
Gerald Siesfeld, married Gail,1996?
Harold J.
Married
Ella Loop
Sally (twin to Harold)
Married
Digney (Richboro PA)
Margaret
Married
Allen (deceased)
Ella
Married
Marcoux (deceased)
Harold J. Jr.
Married
Patricia Mulligan (in 1952) (Latham)
1928-3/2003
Jay
Married
Dorothy (Atlanta)
Jack
Married
Jane (Eastham MA)
Thomas Married
Joni (Scotia)
Chris
Married
Laura (Latham)
Jennifer

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Lizette Strait [lstrait94
@earthlink.net]
Monday, October 16, 2006 9:38 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com; ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com; ny-troy-irishgensoc@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to the TIGS Mailing List

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:
Sent:
To:

Hi Listers,
I like to welcome Sue Miller to the list.
Lizette
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Lizette Strait [lstrait94
@earthlink.net]
Tuesday, October 17, 2006 5:58 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to the TIGS Mailing List

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Hi Listers,
I like to welcome Mike Halabuda to the list. Below you will find information on his family
research. As always, any help is greatly appreciated.
Lizette
<Mike Halabuda's wrote:
I would like to be added to your mailing list, please. My maternal grandmother's maiden name
was Anna Flannery and she was born in Troy in 1884. She was married to Albert Graber. They
lived in Troy all their lives and raised several children.
Thanks!
-m
Mike Halabuda

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Michael Rainey
[raineymk@msn.com]
Tuesday, October 17, 2006 6:00 PM
lstrait94@earthlink.net; ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to the TIGS Mailing List
ATT00118.txt

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Please forward this to Nancy Charnee,

My mother's name was O'Connor though I don't think there is a relationship via the O'Connors
of Waterford. However, on my father's side Raymond Rainey I've traced our Rianey heritage
through Troy from 1837 to the present though present Rainey's in Troy are probably third
cousins or so.
In the 1850's and 1860's there is a church record of a Jeremiah O'Connor being godfather to
several Raineys (primarlily a John Rainey (1800 -1868 and his son John (1828-1892). Also, a
John Rainey, Mary Rainey and Patrick rainey served as godpaarents to some of Jeremiah
O'Connors children. It is all in the St Joseph Church record which I'll be glad to send you
if you think this is a match. I have not checked too much out about Jeremiah O'Connor but it
appears he was very close to several of my ancestors. I believe his wife was Ann O'Connor
and they lived in Troy at least in the 1850 and 1860's.
John Rainey (1800-1868) was my great great grandfather.
Please advise if you think there is a match and we can exchnage more info.
Take care,
Mike
>From: Lizette Strait <lstrait94@earthlink.net>
>Reply-To: Lizette Strait <lstrait94@earthlink.net>,
>ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
>To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com,
>ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
>Subject: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to the TIGS Mailing List
>Date: Mon, 16 Oct 2006 21:34:52 -0400 (GMT-04:00)
>
>Hi Listers,
>
>I like to welcome Nancy Charnee to the list. Below you will find
>information on her family research. As always, any help is greatly
>appreciated.
>
>Lizette
>
>Nancy Charnee Family history:
>
>John and Margaret O'Connor, Ire., (born around 1800? in Galway) listed
>as parents of Thomas and Jeremiah
>
>Martin O'Connor
Married Rosalina, b. 1821, Canada (came to US 1856)
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>
Martin born 5/1/50?
>
Patrick, 1853 in Canada
>
Margaret, 1855
>
Elizabeth, 1861
>Jeremiah O'Connor, b. 1827 (30?) Ire.
Married Anastasia (lived at least to
>1895)
>Emigrated 1845, died 12/12/1884
>
Mary Ann, b. 1854
>
>Thomas, b. 1831, Galway, Ire.
Married Catherine
>Edward Martin O'Connor, b. Galway, Ire.
Married Anna, b. 8/15/1835 Ire., on
>3/2/1851
>b. 1819? d. 11/5/1879
d. after 1890
>
George, 12/30/51-3/16/52
>
Mary Frances, 9/20/53-6/3/55
>
Thomas, 11/13/55-11/13/1937
Married Helen Doubleday, perhaps 1895
>
b. 1871 in Binghamton d. 11/4/49
>
Helen Loretta, 1899-1988
>Edward Thomas, 3/25/1901-7/75 Married Catherine Marian Tholl, b.
>9/1/1901-11/8/75 in 8/31/1938
>
Nancy Ann, b. 11/17/42
Married Michael Alvin Charnee, b. 1/17/37
>
On 6/1/68
>
Alexis Catherine, b. 11/10/73
>
Anne Elizabeth, 8/27/5710/21/72
>
James, 10/21/59-1/4/72
>
Mary, 2/18/62-3/29/96
>
Margaret (Maggie), 1864
Married Shields (see separate sheet)
>
Alice, 1868-10/16/36
Married Williams
>
Anna, 1875-2/08
>
Agnes, 1877-8/30/13
Married Elster in 1909
>
Edward, 1879-3/10/01
>ALSO BURIED IN St. Peters Sara Hymes 4/4/28
>
>
>Edward Martin sailed from Newcross, Ire. 4/6/1844 and arrived Quebec
>5/17/44. Came to the U.S. 8/12/44. Fort Ann, NY. Was definitely in
>Troy in 1852. He became a fireman with Engine Co. #8, and in 1870 foreman for L.
>Horan at Kirks? & Wolf Foundry at the end of Long Bridge. They lived
>with Thomas and Catherine at 144 North 3rd Street (1860 and 1880 censuses).
>Thomas left from Liverpool, arrived in 1850, Lived in Fort Ann, moved
>to Troy 1/11/1854. Martin, but not Jeremiah (Jerry) is mentioned in
>the diary, but I remember Helen talking about Uncle Jerry. All listed
>their occupation as iron moulder.
>
>Helen Doubleday was born in Binghamton to Robert (b. 1837) and Eloise C.
>Doubleday (b. 1841). She had a sister, Jane, two years younger. The
>parents were born in New York State (see 1880 census).
>
>Thomas and Helen (Nellie) bought the house at 2328 6th Avenue in 4/03
>(probably from mother Anna). They were living at that address with Anna
>from about 1881, according to the city directories. This house was
>demolished for a new roadway in the 1980s. They bought Bloss Cottage
>at the third Burden Lake in 9/08 (house directly before 2nd dyke on
>main road). This house is still standing. His sister, Alice (Allie)
>Williams owned a cottage on the second Burden Lake, as did the Shields
>family. He first worked for Steven Bulman from 6/13/1870. In 1878 he
>was working at Bussey's for less than $1 a day. He was in the cigar
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>business with Charles Elkenburgh at 18 King Street starting 4/14/1894.
>Edward OConnor met Catherine Tholl at the summer home of May and Joe
>Stapf on the third Burden Lake. The Stapfs were neighbors of the Tholls
>in Albany, and often hosted them.
>
> Starting with Thomas F., many are buried in the same plot in St.
>Peters Cemetery, Oakwood Avenue, Troy. Jeremiah OConnor is buried at
>St. Josephs Cemetery.
>
>
>
>
>O'Connor-Shields
>
>Margaret O'Connor, 1864
Married
William Shields
>
Ruth
Married
James Summers
>
Anne 2/1/28-7/9/96 Married
Gerald Siesfeld, married Gail,1996?
>
Harold J.
Married
Ella Loop
>Sally (twin to Harold) Married
Digney (Richboro PA)
>
Margaret
Married
Allen (deceased)
>
Ella
Married
Marcoux (deceased)
>
Harold J. Jr.
Married
Patricia Mulligan (in 1952) (Latham)
>
1928-3/2003
>
Jay
Married
Dorothy (Atlanta)
>
Jack
Married
Jane (Eastham MA)
>
Thomas Married
Joni (Scotia)
>
Chris
Married
Laura (Latham)
>
Jennifer
>
>
>
>
>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
>------------------------------>To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
_________________________________________________________________
Stay in touch with old friends and meet new ones with Windows Live Spaces
http://clk.atdmt.com/MSN/go/msnnkwsp0070000001msn/direct/01/?href=http://spaces.live.com/spac
esapi.aspx?wx_action=create&wx_url=/friends.aspx&mkt=en-us
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Michael Rainey
[raineymk@msn.com]
Tuesday, October 17, 2006 10:36 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
ATT00124.txt

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Jeanne,
I see you applied for dual citizenship in Ireland. What do you have to do to qualify? Both
my great great grandfathers were born in Ireland and married Irish women. Is there a direct
relationship or time period since they left Ireland that must be met?

I've thought about this and your note spurred me to ask how to do it.
Thanks,
Mike Rainey

>From: "Jeanne Daley" <bostonirish@sprintmail.com>
>Reply-To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
>To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
>Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
>Date: Mon, 16 Oct 2006 19:27:16 -0500
>
>I too have found the Troy City Hall very helpful and cooperative. When
>applying for my dual citizenship in Ireland, I had to have the long
>form of birth /death certificates, and you have to ask for that
>specifically or you will get the short form. The long form contains
>more info. The $22 is worth it.
>Jeanne Daley
>----- Original Message ---->From: "Michael Rainey" <raineymk@msn.com>
>To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
>Sent: Sunday, October 15, 2006 3:21 PM
>Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
>
>
> > I've gotten death certificates from the 1890's and they include
> > similar
>info
> > to the birth certificate. I sent the request direct to Troy City
> > Hall
>and
> > got the notarized copies of death certificates within one week. It
>costs
> > $22.00 but was well worth it. I found out the name of my great
> > grandfather's father and mother and where my great grandfather was
>buried.
> > I believe it listed the home address at time of death.
Do not deal
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>with
> > the New York State Vital Records Bureau. I have heard of no one who
> > got anything back within one half a year though I'm told if you drop
> > the
>request
> > off at their office you may get it back in two weeks---I would not
> > count
>on
> > it.
> >
> > The Troy City Hall and the Troy Library are by far better sources
> > and
>more
> > cooperative than most.
> >
> > Good luck,
> >
> > Mike
> >
> >
> > >From: "Thomas J. Ebert" <tome_93611@yahoo.com>
> > >Reply-To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
> > >To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
> > >Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
> > >Date: Sat, 14 Oct 2006 21:05:14 -0700 (PDT)
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >--- eileenwerth@gmail.com wrote:
> > >
> > > > I've ordered death certificates through NYS and they seemed to
> > > > take almost a year. I've ordered birth certificates from NY
> > > > City which definitely included both mother's and father's ages.
> > > >
> > > > On 10/14/06, mseppi@nycap.rr.com <mseppi@nycap.rr.com> wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Greetings,
> > > > >
> > > > > Has anybody obtained a NYS birth certificate from
> > > > the 1880's? I'm curious
> > > > > to find out if the mother's age is included in
> > > > this record. I'm trying to
> > > > > nail down an ancestor's age. The couple of census
> > > > that she participated
> > > > > in
> > > > > gives inconsistent ages. She had two children in
> > > > the 1880's and I think
> > > > > that she herself would have provided reliable
> > > > information. Before I
> > > > > spring
> > > > > for $22.00 I'd like to know if the information I
> > > > seek will be there.
> > > > >
> > > > > Looking forward to Wednesday evening.
> > > > >
> > > > > Regards,
> > > > > Peggy & Jack Seppi
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> > > > >
> > > > > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > > > > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > > > > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> > > > >
> > > > > ------------------------------- To unsubscribe from the list,
> > > > > please send an email
> > > > to
> > > > > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the
> > > > word 'unsubscribe'
> > > > > without the quotes in the subject and the body of
> > > > the message
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > -> > > > Eileen Callahan Werth
> > > > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > > > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > > > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> > > >
> > > > ------------------------------> > > > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> > > > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word
> > > > 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the body of
> > > > the message
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > >__________________________________________________
> > >Do You Yahoo!?
> > >Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around
> > >http://mail.yahoo.com ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> > >
> > >------------------------------> > >To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> > >NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> > >without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> >
> > _________________________________________________________________
> > Get today's hot entertainment gossip
>http://movies.msn.com/movies/hotgossip
> >
> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >
> > ------------------------------> > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> >
> >
> > -131

> > No virus found in this incoming message.
> > Checked by AVG Free Edition.
> > Version: 7.1.408 / Virus Database: 268.13.4/477 - Release Date:
>10/16/2006
> >
> >
>
>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
>------------------------------>To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
_________________________________________________________________
Find a local pizza place, music store, museum and morethen map the best route!
http://local.live.com?FORM=MGA001
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of eileenwerth@gmail.com
Wednesday, October 18, 2006 8:00 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

Mike:
I received dual citizenship through a great grandparent but usually you cannot apply through
a great grandparent. It is limited to grandchildren except in certain cases such as mine in
which my father had applied through his grandfather after the Irish Citizenship Act in 1956
and before 1986. I don't think there is any possibility of receiving cual citizenship
through a great great grandfather.
-Eileen

On 10/17/06, Michael Rainey <raineymk@msn.com> wrote:
>
> Jeanne,
>
> I see you applied for dual citizenship in Ireland. What do you have
> to do to qualify? Both my great great grandfathers were born in
> Ireland and married Irish women. Is there a direct relationship or
> time period since they left Ireland that must be met?
>
> I've thought about this and your note spurred me to ask how to do it.
>
> Thanks,
>
> Mike Rainey
>
>
> >From: "Jeanne Daley" <bostonirish@sprintmail.com>
> >Reply-To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
> >To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
> >Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
> >Date: Mon, 16 Oct 2006 19:27:16 -0500
> >
> >I too have found the Troy City Hall very helpful and cooperative.
> >When applying for my dual citizenship in Ireland, I had to have the
> >long form
> of
> >birth /death certificates, and you have to ask for that specifically
> >or
> you
> >will get the short form. The long form contains more info. The $22 is
> worth
> >it.
> >Jeanne Daley
> >----- Original Message ----133
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>From: "Michael Rainey" <raineymk@msn.com>
>To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
>Sent: Sunday, October 15, 2006 3:21 PM
>Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
>
>
> > I've gotten death certificates from the 1890's and they include
similar
>info
> > to the birth certificate. I sent the request direct to Troy City
> > Hall
>and
> > got the notarized copies of death certificates within one week.
> > It
>costs
> > $22.00 but was well worth it. I found out the name of my great
> > grandfather's father and mother and where my great grandfather was
>buried.
> > I believe it listed the home address at time of death.
Do not deal
>with
> > the New York State Vital Records Bureau. I have heard of no one
> > who
got
> > anything back within one half a year though I'm told if you drop
> > the
>request
> > off at their office you may get it back in two weeks---I would not
count
>on
> > it.
> >
> > The Troy City Hall and the Troy Library are by far better sources
> > and
>more
> > cooperative than most.
> >
> > Good luck,
> >
> > Mike
> >
> >
> > >From: "Thomas J. Ebert" <tome_93611@yahoo.com>
> > >Reply-To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
> > >To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
> > >Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
> > >Date: Sat, 14 Oct 2006 21:05:14 -0700 (PDT)
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >--- eileenwerth@gmail.com wrote:
> > >
> > > > I've ordered death certificates through NYS and they seemed
> > > > to take almost a year. I've ordered birth certificates from
> > > > NY City which definitely included both mother's and father's
> > > > ages.
> > > >
> > > > On 10/14/06, mseppi@nycap.rr.com <mseppi@nycap.rr.com> wrote:
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>

> > >
> > > Greetings,
> > >
> > > Has anybody obtained a NYS birth certificate from
> > the 1880's? I'm curious
> > > to find out if the mother's age is included in
> > this record. I'm trying to
> > > nail down an ancestor's age. The couple of census
> > that she participated
> > > in
> > > gives inconsistent ages. She had two children in
> > the 1880's and I think
> > > that she herself would have provided reliable
> > information. Before I
> > > spring
> > > for $22.00 I'd like to know if the information I
> > seek will be there.
> > >
> > > Looking forward to Wednesday evening.
> > >
> > > Regards,
> > > Peggy & Jack Seppi
> > >
> > > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> > >
> > > ------------------------------- To unsubscribe from the
> > > list, please send an email
> > to
> > > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the
> > word 'unsubscribe'
> > > without the quotes in the subject and the body of
> > the message
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> > -> > Eileen Callahan Werth
> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >
> > ------------------------------- To unsubscribe from the list,
> > please send an email to
> > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word
> > 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the body
> > of the message
> >
>
>
>__________________________________________________
>Do You Yahoo!?
>Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around
>http://mail.yahoo.com ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
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> > > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> > >
> > >------------------------------> > >To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> > >NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> > >without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> >
> > _________________________________________________________________
> > Get today's hot entertainment gossip
>http://movies.msn.com/movies/hotgossip
> >
> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >
> > ------------------------------> > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> >
> >
> > -> > No virus found in this incoming message.
> > Checked by AVG Free Edition.
> > Version: 7.1.408 / Virus Database: 268.13.4/477 - Release Date:
>10/16/2006
> >
> >
>
>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
>------------------------------>To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
_________________________________________________________________
Find a local pizza place, music store, museum and more…then map the
best route! http://local.live.com?FORM=MGA001

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
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Eileen Callahan Werth
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Michael A. Halabuda
[halabm@rpi.edu]
Wednesday, October 18, 2006 9:22 AM
Lizette Strait; ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to the TIGS Mailing List

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Thanks, Lizette.
-m

At 05:58 PM 10/17/2006, you wrote:
>Hi Listers,
>
>I like to welcome Mike Halabuda to the list. Below you will find
>information on his family research. As always, any help is greatly
>appreciated.
>
>Lizette
>
><Mike Halabuda's wrote:
>
>I would like to be added to your mailing list, please. My maternal
>grandmother's maiden name was Anna Flannery and she was born in Troy in
>1884. She was married to Albert Graber. They lived in Troy all their
>lives and raised several children.
>
>Thanks!
>
>-m
>
>Mike Halabuda
>
>
>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
>------------------------------>To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
Mike Halabuda
Technical Sales
<http://www.rpi.edu/computerstore>Rensselaer Campus Computer
<http://www.rpi.edu/computerstore>Store
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
518-276-8171
halabm@rpi.edu
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
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>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Pamela Ward
[rkivem0m@msn.com]
Wednesday, October 18, 2006 10:59 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
ATT00140.txt

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Just curious - - - What is the benefit of dual citizenship and why would you do this? I am
only familiar with dual citizenship in cases where a child of an american citizen was born in
another country.
seeking knowledge,
Pam

>From: eileenwerth@gmail.com
>Reply-To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
>To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
>Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
>Date: Wed, 18 Oct 2006 07:59:51 -0400
>
>Mike:
>
>I received dual citizenship through a great grandparent but usually you
>cannot apply through a great grandparent. It is limited to
>grandchildren except in certain cases such as mine in which my father
>had applied through his grandfather after the Irish Citizenship Act in
>1956 and before 1986. I don't think there is any possibility of
>receiving cual citizenship through a great great grandfather.
>
>-Eileen
>
>
>
>
>On 10/17/06, Michael Rainey <raineymk@msn.com> wrote:
> >
> > Jeanne,
> >
> > I see you applied for dual citizenship in Ireland. What do you have
> > to
>do
> > to qualify? Both my great great grandfathers were born in Ireland
> > and married Irish women. Is there a direct relationship or time
> > period
>since
> > they left Ireland that must be met?
> >
> > I've thought about this and your note spurred me to ask how to do it.
> >
> > Thanks,
> >
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> > Mike Rainey
> >
> >
> > >From: "Jeanne Daley" <bostonirish@sprintmail.com>
> > >Reply-To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
> > >To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
> > >Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
> > >Date: Mon, 16 Oct 2006 19:27:16 -0500
> > >
> > >I too have found the Troy City Hall very helpful and cooperative.
> > >When applying for my dual citizenship in Ireland, I had to have the
> > >long
>form
> > of
> > >birth /death certificates, and you have to ask for that
> > >specifically or
> > you
> > >will get the short form. The long form contains more info. The $22
> > >is
> > worth
> > >it.
> > >Jeanne Daley
> > >----- Original Message ----> > >From: "Michael Rainey" <raineymk@msn.com>
> > >To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
> > >Sent: Sunday, October 15, 2006 3:21 PM
> > >Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
> > >
> > >
> > > > I've gotten death certificates from the 1890's and they include
> > similar
> > >info
> > > > to the birth certificate. I sent the request direct to Troy
> > > > City
>Hall
> > >and
> > > > got the notarized copies of death certificates within one week.
> > > > It
> > >costs
> > > > $22.00 but was well worth it. I found out the name of my great
> > > > grandfather's father and mother and where my great grandfather
> > > > was
> > >buried.
> > > > I believe it listed the home address at time of death.
Do not deal
> > >with
> > > > the New York State Vital Records Bureau. I have heard of no one
> > > > who
> > got
> > > > anything back within one half a year though I'm told if you drop
> > > > the
> > >request
> > > > off at their office you may get it back in two weeks---I would
> > > > not
> > count
> > >on
> > > > it.
> > > >
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> > > > The Troy City Hall and the Troy Library are by far better
> > > > sources
>and
> > >more
> > > > cooperative than most.
> > > >
> > > > Good luck,
> > > >
> > > > Mike
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > >From: "Thomas J. Ebert" <tome_93611@yahoo.com>
> > > > >Reply-To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
> > > > >To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
> > > > >Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
> > > > >Date: Sat, 14 Oct 2006 21:05:14 -0700 (PDT)
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >--- eileenwerth@gmail.com wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > > I've ordered death certificates through NYS and they seemed
> > > > > > to take almost a year. I've ordered birth certificates from
> > > > > > NY City which definitely included both mother's and father's
> > > > > > ages.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > On 10/14/06, mseppi@nycap.rr.com <mseppi@nycap.rr.com>
> > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Greetings,
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Has anybody obtained a NYS birth certificate from
> > > > > > the 1880's? I'm curious
> > > > > > > to find out if the mother's age is included in
> > > > > > this record. I'm trying to
> > > > > > > nail down an ancestor's age. The couple of census
> > > > > > that she participated
> > > > > > > in
> > > > > > > gives inconsistent ages. She had two children in
> > > > > > the 1880's and I think
> > > > > > > that she herself would have provided reliable
> > > > > > information. Before I
> > > > > > > spring
> > > > > > > for $22.00 I'd like to know if the information I
> > > > > > seek will be there.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Looking forward to Wednesday evening.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Regards,
> > > > > > > Peggy & Jack Seppi
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > > > > > > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > > > > > > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > ------------------------------- To unsubscribe from the
> > > > > > > list, please send an email
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> > > > > > to
> > > > > > > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the
> > > > > > word 'unsubscribe'
> > > > > > > without the quotes in the subject and the body of
> > > > > > the message
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > -> > > > > > Eileen Callahan Werth
> > > > > > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > > > > > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > > > > > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> > > > > >
> > > > > > ------------------------------- To unsubscribe from the
> > > > > > list, please send an email to
> > > > > > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word
> > > > > > 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the body
> > > > > > of the message
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >__________________________________________________
> > > > >Do You Yahoo!?
> > > > >Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around
> > > > >http://mail.yahoo.com ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List
> > > > >====
> > > > > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > > > > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> > > > >
> > > > >------------------------------- To unsubscribe from the list,
> > > > >please send an email to
> > > > >NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word
>'unsubscribe'
> > > > >without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> > > >
> > > > ________________________________________________________________
> > > > _ Get today's hot entertainment gossip
> > >http://movies.msn.com/movies/hotgossip
> > > >
> > > > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > > > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > > > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> > > >
> > > > ------------------------------> > > > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> > >NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> > >without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > -> > > > No virus found in this incoming message.
> > > > Checked by AVG Free Edition.
> > > > Version: 7.1.408 / Virus Database: 268.13.4/477 - Release Date:
> > >10/16/2006
> > > >
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> > > >
> > >
> > >==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> > >
> > >------------------------------> > >To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> > >NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> > >without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> >
> > _________________________________________________________________
> > Find a local pizza place, music store, museum and morethen map the
> > best route! http://local.live.com?FORM=MGA001
> >
> >
> >
> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >
> > ------------------------------> > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> > without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> >
> >
>
>
>->Eileen Callahan Werth
>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
>------------------------------>To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Iglobalone@aol.com
Wednesday, October 18, 2006 11:44 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

In a message dated 10/18/2006 10:59:40 A.M. Eastern Standard Time, rkivem0m@msn.com writes:
Just curious - - - What is the benefit of dual citizenship and why would you do this? I am
only familiar with dual citizenship in cases where a child of an american citizen was born
in another country.
seeking
Pam

knowledge,

i am going to do it just for the "cool factor". to be a citizen of
jeff gaul
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/

ireland.

------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of eileenwerth@gmail.com
Wednesday, October 18, 2006 2:04 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

My reasons were mostly sentimental. My father died when I was 20. He had applied for dual
citizenship in 1978, visited Ireland in 1979 and then he died in 1980. He was very proud to
be of Irish descent and instilled the same pride in all of us. He had started genealogical
research --so I had a big head start. I started my research in 2003 and I've learned so much
about my ancestors. My fathers' ancestors were very accomplished and very well educated.
Even his mother earned a bachelor's degree in 1920. I always associate being Irish with being
smart and interesting and ignore any other negative stereotypes!!
Anyway there are reasons for acquiring dual citizenship other than sentimental ones.
Supposedly you can get a European Union passport which would allow you to work and buy
property in Ireland. The Irish Economy -- the Celtic Tiger -- has been moving forward for
many years. The unemployment rate is extraordinarily low, education and health care are
available to all.....of course the real estate is very expensive now.
Anyway I have no real plans to move to Ireland....but with dual citizenship I suppose I could
someday!
-Eileen

On 10/18/06, Iglobalone@aol.com <Iglobalone@aol.com> wrote:
>
>
> In a message dated 10/18/2006 10:59:40 A.M. Eastern Standard Time,
> rkivem0m@msn.com writes:
>
> Just curious - - - What is the benefit of dual citizenship and why
> would you do this? I am only familiar with dual citizenship in cases
> where a child of an american citizen was born in another country.
>
> seeking knowledge,
> Pam
>
>
> i am going to do it just for the "cool factor". to be a citizen of
> ireland.
> jeff gaul
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>
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-Eileen Callahan Werth
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Rebecca Rector [rrector1
@nycap.rr.com]
Wednesday, October 18, 2006 4:22 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Vital records

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Death certificates can be obtained from NYS in about 2 weeks, IF the form is filled out
locally at the NYS Archives (on 11th Fl.) and dropped in the box there, along with the check
for $22. You need to fill out the information that is from the microfiche collection on the
11th Fl. It also helps to include the certificate #, which also speeds up the process.
If you are not local, you need to find someone who can do this process for you. Otherwise,
it can take many months to receive the vital records certificates.
Rebecca
----- Original Message ----From: <eileenwerth@gmail.com>
To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
Cc: "TIGS" <NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Saturday, October 14, 2006 6:31 PM
Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question

> I've ordered death certificates through NYS and they seemed to take almost
> a year. I've ordered birth certificates from NY City which definitely
> included both mother's and father's ages.
>
> On 10/14/06, mseppi@nycap.rr.com <mseppi@nycap.rr.com> wrote:
> >
> > Greetings,
> >
> > Has anybody obtained a NYS birth certificate from the 1880's? I'm
curious
> > to find out if the mother's age is included in this record. I'm trying
to
> > nail down an ancestor's age. The couple of census that she participated
> > in
> > gives inconsistent ages. She had two children in the 1880's and I think
> > that she herself would have provided reliable information. Before I
> > spring
> > for $22.00 I'd like to know if the information I seek will be there.
> >
> > Looking forward to Wednesday evening.
> >
> > Regards,
> > Peggy & Jack Seppi
> >
> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >
> > ------------------------------> > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
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> > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> > without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> >
>
>
>
> -> Eileen Callahan Werth
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Pamela Ward
[rkivem0m@msn.com]
Wednesday, October 18, 2006 4:22 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Can dual citizenship be obtained for other countries as well as Ireland?
say, maybe England?
This subject is new and fasinating to me...
Pam

>From: eileenwerth@gmail.com
>Reply-To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
>To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
>Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
>Date: Wed, 18 Oct 2006 14:04:13 -0400
>
>My reasons were mostly sentimental. My father died when I was 20. He
>had applied for dual citizenship in 1978, visited Ireland in 1979 and
>then he died in 1980. He was very proud to be of Irish descent and
>instilled the same pride in all of us. He had started genealogical
>research --so I had a big head start. I started my research in 2003
>and I've learned so much about my ancestors. My fathers' ancestors
>were very accomplished and very well educated. Even his mother earned a
>bachelor's degree in 1920. I always associate being Irish with being
>smart and interesting and ignore any other negative stereotypes!!
>
>Anyway there are reasons for acquiring dual citizenship other than
>sentimental ones. Supposedly you can get a European Union passport
>which would allow you to work and buy property in Ireland. The Irish
>Economy -- the Celtic Tiger -- has been moving forward for many years.
>The unemployment rate is extraordinarily low, education and health care
>are available to all.....of course the real estate is very expensive now.
>Anyway I have no real plans to move to Ireland....but with dual
>citizenship I suppose I could someday!
>
>-Eileen
>
>
>On 10/18/06, Iglobalone@aol.com <Iglobalone@aol.com> wrote:
> >
> >
> > In a message dated 10/18/2006 10:59:40 A.M. Eastern Standard Time,
> > rkivem0m@msn.com writes:
> >
> > Just curious - - - What is the benefit of dual citizenship and why
>would
> > you do this? I am only familiar with dual citizenship in cases
> > where a child of an american citizen was born in another country.
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> >
> > seeking knowledge,
> > Pam
> >
> >
> > i am going to do it just for the "cool factor". to be a citizen of
> > ireland.
> > jeff gaul
> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >
> > ------------------------------> > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> > without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> >
>
>
>
>->Eileen Callahan Werth
>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
>------------------------------>To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Anne McLaughlin
[anne.mc@sympatico.ca]
Wednesday, October 18, 2006 4:36 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Hello Pam,
I was married to an Englishman and our eldest daughter was born in London.
As far as I know, you can request English citizenship IF your father or grand father were
born in England (I am not sure about the mother or grand mother). I don't think you can go
further back. One of the advantages for young people is that they can more easily work in the
countries member of the EU.
Anne, Montreal
-------------------------- Original Message ----From: "Pamela Ward" <rkivem0m@msn.com>
To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2006 4:21 PM
Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question

>
>
>
>
>
>

Can dual citizenship be obtained for other countries as well as Ireland?
say, maybe England?
This subject is new and fasinating to me...
Pam

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Michael McAlonie
[mmcalonie@msn.com]
Wednesday, October 18, 2006 5:28 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] citizenship

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Out of curiosity, does anyone know if there is a website that describes the full details of
this dual citizen process?
----- Original Message ----From: Pamela Ward<mailto:rkivem0m@msn.com>
To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com<mailto:ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2006 4:21 PM
Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question

Can dual citizenship be obtained for other countries as well as Ireland?
say, maybe England?
This subject is new and fasinating to me...
Pam

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Anne McLaughlin
[anne.mc@sympatico.ca]
Wednesday, October 18, 2006 6:00 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] citizenship

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Michael,
I would suggest going to a site for English or Irish citizenship, or calling your nearest
Consulate or Embassy for these countries. Good luck,
Anne, Montreal
-------------------------- Original Message ----From: "Michael McAlonie" <mmcalonie@msn.com>
To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2006 5:27 PM
Subject: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] citizenship

> Out of curiosity, does anyone know if there is a website that
> describes the full details of this dual citizen process?
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of eileenwerth@gmail.com
Wednesday, October 18, 2006 5:55 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] citizenship

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

The Citizenship act changed recently to tighten down the rules to get Irish Citizenship but I
don't know if there were any changes to getting Irish Citizenship by descent.
Regards,
Eileen

http://www.irelandemb.org/post.html
Consulate General of Ireland
345 Park Avenue
New York NY 10154

On 10/18/06, Michael McAlonie <mmcalonie@msn.com> wrote:
>
> Out of curiosity, does anyone know if there is a website that
> describes the full details of this dual citizen process?
> ----- Original Message ----> From: Pamela Ward<mailto:rkivem0m@msn.com>
> To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com<mailto:
> ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
> Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2006 4:21 PM
> Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
>
>
> Can dual citizenship be obtained for other countries as well as Ireland?
> say, maybe England?
>
> This subject is new and fasinating to me...
>
> Pam
>
>
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com
> with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
> body of the message
>
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-Eileen Callahan Werth
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Pat Connors [nymets11
@pacbell.net]
Wednesday, October 18, 2006 6:10 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Troy O'Connor/Connors

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Recently two new subscribers to our list had O'Connor ancestors. I have collected much info
on the surname for Troy, including state censuses, cemetery, naturalization, passenger etc.
records. However, I am on an extended trip and won't get home until the middle of November.
If you write me off list at that time when I am home, I will happily check my records and see
if I can find you new info on your families.
-Pat Connors, visiting South Lee, MA
http://www.connorsgenealogy.com
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Lois [lantana@npgcable.com]
Wednesday, October 18, 2006 6:34 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] citizenship

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

May I say without offending anyone; American citizenship is fine and dandy and enough for me
:-) but -- to each his own.
Anne McLaughlin wrote:
>Michael,
>
>I would suggest going to a site for English or Irish citizenship, or
>calling your nearest Consulate or Embassy for these countries. Good
>luck,
>
>Anne, Montreal
>--------------------->----- Original Message ---->From: "Michael McAlonie" <mmcalonie@msn.com>
>To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
>Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2006 5:27 PM
>Subject: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] citizenship
>
>
>
>
>>Out of curiosity, does anyone know if there is a website that describes
>>the full details of this dual citizen process?
>>
>>
>
>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>
>
>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>>
>>
>
>------------------------------>To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
>
>
>
>
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
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------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Michael McAlonie
[mmcalonie@msn.com]
Wednesday, October 18, 2006 6:56 PM
lantana@npgcable.com; ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] citizenship

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

I was thinking that also- last year, after 2 weeks in Ireland, even though we had a
time, there was nothing like tiredly walking off the plane into O'Hare and seeing a
Stars and Stripes on the wall to let you know you were safely HOME. I was asked by
friend's father to do some research for his citizenship intentions, and was curious
what the particulars were.
-Mike
----- Original Message ----From: Lois<mailto:lantana@npgcable.com>
To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com<mailto:ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2006 6:34 PM
Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] citizenship

great
HUGE
a
as to

May I say without offending anyone; American citizenship is fine and
dandy and enough for me :-)
but -- to each his own.
Anne McLaughlin wrote:
>Michael,
>
>I would suggest going to a site for English or Irish citizenship, or calling
>your nearest Consulate or Embassy for these countries. Good luck,
>
>Anne, Montreal
>---------------------==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of eileenwerth@gmail.com
Wednesday, October 18, 2006 6:55 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] citizenship

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

Here is a site with more information.
http://www.oasis.gov.ie/moving_country/migration_and_citizenship/irish_citizenship_through_bi
rth_or_descent.html

On 10/18/06, Michael McAlonie <mmcalonie@msn.com> wrote:
>
> Out of curiosity, does anyone know if there is a website that
> describes the full details of this dual citizen process?
> ----- Original Message ----> From: Pamela Ward<mailto:rkivem0m@msn.com>
> To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com<mailto:
> ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
> Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2006 4:21 PM
> Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
>
>
> Can dual citizenship be obtained for other countries as well as Ireland?
> say, maybe England?
>
> This subject is new and fasinating to me...
>
> Pam
>
>
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>

-Eileen Callahan Werth
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
-------------------------------
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To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Donna K. Vaughn
[dkvaughn@nycap.rr.com]
Wednesday, October 18, 2006 9:54 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Presentation by Jeanne Keefe a huge success!

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Tonight the Rensselaer Co. Historical Society hosted our Troy Irish Genealogy Society's
presentation by our very own webmaster, Jeanne Keefe, on "Why Troy? Irish Immigration during
the 19th Century." It was a rousing success! Are you ready for this? There were a reported
175 people there!
Jeanne's talk was fantastic, and was accompanied by her visual presentation, chock full of
wonderful old pictures of Troy and surrounding areas. People seemed to really enjoy it, as
evidenced by their lively comments and the fact that even though there was standing room
only, people still stayed to hear the entire presentation.
Many thanks to Jeanne, and to all who worked on making this event happen.
Donna
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Kris6851@aol.com
Wednesday, October 18, 2006 10:03 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com; lstrait94@earthlink.net
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Graber

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

1929 Troy City Directory
Graber, Albert R. (Anna V) clerk h 107 Congress Graber, Edward J. chauffeur 69 third h 107
congress Graber, Joseph A. clerk res107 Congress ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Lizette Strait [lstrait94
@earthlink.net]
Wednesday, October 18, 2006 10:04 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to the TIGS Mailing List

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Hi Listers,
I like to welcome Lauretta Mc Guirk to the TIGS Mailing List.
Lizette
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Lizette Strait [lstrait94
@earthlink.net]
Wednesday, October 18, 2006 10:03 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to the TIGS Mailing List

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Hi Listers,
I like to welcome Don Clifford. Below you will find information on his family research.
always, any help is greatly appreciated.

As

Lizette

<Don Clifford wrote:
Please add my email addrwss to your mailing list. My great-grandparents, Thomas and Margaret
Clifford, appear on the 1860 census as living in Troy.
Thank you
Don Clifford
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Lizette Strait [lstrait94
@earthlink.net]
Wednesday, October 18, 2006 10:19 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Presentation by Jeanne Keefe a huge success!

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

It was fabulous!!!

Standing room only.

Way to go Jeanne.

Lizette
-----Original Message---->From: "Donna K. Vaughn" <dkvaughn@nycap.rr.com>
>Sent: Oct 18, 2006 9:54 PM
>To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
>Subject: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Presentation by Jeanne Keefe a huge success!
>
>Tonight the Rensselaer Co. Historical Society hosted our Troy Irish Genealogy Society's
presentation by our very own webmaster, Jeanne Keefe, on "Why Troy? Irish Immigration during
the 19th Century." It was a rousing success! Are you ready for this? There were a reported
175 people there!
>
>Jeanne's talk was fantastic, and was accompanied by her visual presentation, chock full of
wonderful old pictures of Troy and surrounding areas. People seemed to really enjoy it, as
evidenced by their lively comments and the fact that even though there was standing room
only, people still stayed to hear the entire presentation.
>
>Many thanks to Jeanne, and to all who worked on making this event happen.
>
>Donna
>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
>------------------------------>To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Ella Kemp [ellakemp2000
@yahoo.com]
Wednesday, October 18, 2006 11:55 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Yes.
My sister is helping her husband get his Italian citizenship.
In that case, it is my understanding, if you can prove your paternal line back to Italy
from any generation, you're in.
Ella
Pamela Ward <rkivem0m@msn.com> wrote:
Can dual citizenship be obtained for other countries as well as Ireland?
say, maybe England?
This subject is new and fasinating to me...
Pam

>From: eileenwerth@gmail.com
>Reply-To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
>To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
>Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
>Date: Wed, 18 Oct 2006 14:04:13 -0400
>
>My reasons were mostly sentimental. My father died when I was 20. He
>had applied for dual citizenship in 1978, visited Ireland in 1979 and
>then he died in 1980. He was very proud to be of Irish descent and
>instilled the same pride in all of us. He had started genealogical
>research --so I had a big head start. I started my research in 2003 and
>I've learned so much about my ancestors. My fathers' ancestors were
>very accomplished and very well educated. Even his mother earned a
>bachelor's degree in 1920. I always associate being Irish with being
>smart and interesting and ignore any other negative stereotypes!!
>
>Anyway there are reasons for acquiring dual citizenship other than
>sentimental ones. Supposedly you can get a European Union passport
>which would allow you to work and buy property in Ireland. The Irish
>Economy -- the Celtic Tiger -- has been moving forward for many years.
>The unemployment rate is extraordinarily low, education and health care
>are available to all.....of course the real estate is very expensive now.
>Anyway I have no real plans to move to Ireland....but with dual
>citizenship I suppose I could someday!
>
>-Eileen
>
>
>On 10/18/06, Iglobalone@aol.com wrote:
> >
168

> >
> > In a message dated 10/18/2006 10:59:40 A.M. Eastern Standard Time,
> > rkivem0m@msn.com writes:
> >
> > Just curious - - - What is the benefit of dual citizenship and why
>would
> > you do this? I am only familiar with dual citizenship in cases where
> > a child of an american citizen was born in another country.
> >
> > seeking knowledge,
> > Pam
> >
> >
> > i am going to do it just for the "cool factor". to be a citizen of
> > ireland.
> > jeff gaul
> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >
> > ------------------------------> > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> > without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> >
>
>
>
>->Eileen Callahan Werth
>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
>------------------------------>To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message

--------------------------------Get your own web address for just $1.99/1st yr. We'll help. Yahoo! Small Business.
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
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------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Donna K. Vaughn
[dkvaughn@nycap.rr.com]
Thursday, October 19, 2006 6:52 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Genealogy Bank

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

I saw this on another mailing list and took a look at it. Is anyone familiar with this?
(genealogybank.com). You can try it out and search for free, but there is a membership fee
if you want to see the entire article. It indicates $19.95 a month, but I don't know how
many months you may need to sign up for. Take a look at its listings on the home page:
obituaries, historical newspapers, military records, books, etc.
I AM NOT PROMOTING THIS IN ANY WAY, I do not know anything about this--just informing you of
its existence and asking if anyone has tried it out. Here's the link:
http://www.genealogybank.com/gbnk/keyword.html
And here's a write-up I found on it:
http://blog.eogn.com/eastmans%5Fonline%5Fgenealogy/2006/03/americas%5Fgeneal.html
Donna
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Bill [william.delaney@gmail.com]
Thursday, October 19, 2006 12:22 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Presentation by Jeanne Keefe a huge success!

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

It was so successful that about 50 of us couldn't fit in the room!

Encore!

On 10/18/06, Donna K. Vaughn <dkvaughn@nycap.rr.com> wrote:
> Tonight the Rensselaer Co. Historical Society hosted our Troy Irish Genealogy Society's
presentation by our very own webmaster, Jeanne Keefe, on "Why Troy? Irish Immigration during
the 19th Century." It was a rousing success! Are you ready for this? There were a reported
175 people there!
>
> Jeanne's talk was fantastic, and was accompanied by her visual presentation, chock full of
wonderful old pictures of Troy and surrounding areas. People seemed to really enjoy it, as
evidenced by their lively comments and the fact that even though there was standing room
only, people still stayed to hear the entire presentation.
>
> Many thanks to Jeanne, and to all who worked on making this event happen.
>
> Donna
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
>
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of eviolette@cox.net
Thursday, October 19, 2006 11:18 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Presentation by Jeanne Keefe a huge success!

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

I wish I could have seen Jeanne's presentation on the Irish Immigration in Troy. Any
possibility of having her do it again next summer?
---- "Donna K. Vaughn" <dkvaughn@nycap.rr.com> wrote:
> Tonight the Rensselaer Co. Historical Society hosted our Troy Irish Genealogy Society's
presentation by our very own webmaster, Jeanne Keefe, on "Why Troy? Irish Immigration during
the 19th Century." It was a rousing success! Are you ready for this? There were a reported
175 people there!
>
> Jeanne's talk was fantastic, and was accompanied by her visual presentation, chock full of
wonderful old pictures of Troy and surrounding areas. People seemed to really enjoy it, as
evidenced by their lively comments and the fact that even though there was standing room
only, people still stayed to hear the entire presentation.
>
> Many thanks to Jeanne, and to all who worked on making this event happen.
>
> Donna
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Claire Donohue
[clairedonohue@optonline.net]
Thursday, October 19, 2006 1:35 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com; Donna K. Vaughn
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Presentation by Jeanne Keefe a huge success!

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Is there anyway to post Jeanne's talk and photos on the site? For all that you had 175
people, there are a lot of us at a distance who would have loved to be there too!
Claire Donohue
On Oct 18, 2006, at 9:54 PM, Donna K. Vaughn wrote:
> Tonight the Rensselaer Co. Historical Society hosted our Troy Irish
> Genealogy Society's presentation by our very own webmaster, Jeanne
> Keefe, on "Why Troy? Irish Immigration during the 19th Century."
> It was a rousing success! Are you ready for this? There were a
> reported 175 people there!
>
> Jeanne's talk was fantastic, and was accompanied by her visual
> presentation, chock full of wonderful old pictures of Troy and
> surrounding areas. People seemed to really enjoy it, as evidenced by
> their lively comments and the fact that even though there was standing
> room only, people still stayed to hear the entire presentation.
>
> Many thanks to Jeanne, and to all who worked on making this event
> happen.
>
> Donna
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>> Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>> http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH> GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the
> quotes in the subject and the body of the message
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Jan [rsulliva@nycap.rr.com]
Thursday, October 19, 2006 5:59 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Presentation by Jeanne Keefe a huge success!

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

Hi Donna,
I never made it into the meeting! I had five guests with me. We arrived a little before
6:30, parking was difficult. We were disappointed we missed the presentation.
Many people were leaving and standing around outside and on the steps. I think there must
have been between 30 or 50 people who left while we stood there. I spoke to several Trojans
who were to were disappointed, and expressed the desire of a repeat performance. I gave them
the "TIGS"
website, and encouraged them to look us up.
Whuda thunk!!!!!
Jan

----- Original Message ----From: "Donna K. Vaughn" <dkvaughn@nycap.rr.com>
To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2006 9:54 PM
Subject: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Presentation by Jeanne Keefe a huge success!

> Tonight the Rensselaer Co. Historical Society hosted our Troy Irish
> Genealogy Society's presentation by our very own webmaster, Jeanne Keefe,
> on "Why Troy? Irish Immigration during the 19th Century." It was a
> rousing success! Are you ready for this? There were a reported 175
> people there!
>
> Jeanne's talk was fantastic, and was accompanied by her visual
> presentation, chock full of wonderful old pictures of Troy and surrounding
> areas. People seemed to really enjoy it, as evidenced by their lively
> comments and the fact that even though there was standing room only,
> people still stayed to hear the entire presentation.
>
> Many thanks to Jeanne, and to all who worked on making this event happen.
>
> Donna
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
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>

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Jeanne M. Keefe [keefej@rpi.edu]
Thursday, October 19, 2006 4:24 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Presentation by Jeanne Keefe a huge success!

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

Hi Clair:
I'm very happy that so many people are interested in my presentation , but unfortunately due
to numerous copyright issues, I am unable to post the talk to the web. It would be nice, but
I used the photos under the Fair Use Clause for educational purposes as it was a free
lecture, but many of the photos are not in the Public Domain so I cannot publish them to the
web without paying steep fees or risk getting sued.
Thanks for asking though.
Jeanne

At 01:34 AM 10/19/2006, you wrote:
>Is there anyway to post Jeanne's talk and photos on the site? For all
>that you had 175 people, there are a lot of us at a distance who would
>have loved to be there too!
>Claire Donohue
>On Oct 18, 2006, at 9:54 PM, Donna K. Vaughn wrote:
>
> > Tonight the Rensselaer Co. Historical Society hosted our Troy Irish
> > Genealogy Society's presentation by our very own webmaster, Jeanne
> > Keefe, on "Why Troy? Irish Immigration during the 19th Century."
> > It was a rousing success! Are you ready for this? There were a
> > reported 175 people there!
> >
> > Jeanne's talk was fantastic, and was accompanied by her visual
> > presentation, chock full of wonderful old pictures of Troy and
> > surrounding areas. People seemed to really enjoy it, as evidenced
> > by their lively comments and the fact that even though there was
> > standing room only, people still stayed to hear the entire
> > presentation.
> >
> > Many thanks to Jeanne, and to all who worked on making this event
> > happen.
> >
> > Donna
> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >> Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >> http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >
> > ------------------------------> > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH> > GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the
> > quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>
>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
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>------------------------------>To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
Jeanne M. Keefe
Visual Resources Librarian
Architecture Library
Greene Building, Rm 306
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
110 8th Street, Troy, NY 12180
Tel: 518-276-2727
Fax: 518-276-6753
E-mail: keefej@rpi.edu
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Ron Eustice [ron@mnbeef.org]
Thursday, October 19, 2006 5:05 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Presentation by Jeanne Keefe a
hugesuccess!

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

I agree. The topic is intriguing, but I'm in Minnesota and it was too far to drive for the
evening.
Ronald F. Eustice, Executive Director
Minnesota Beef Council
2950 Metro Drive # 102
Minneapolis, MN 55425
Phone: (952) 854-6980
Fax: (952) 854-6906
E-mail: ron@mnbeef.org

-----Original Message----From: ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com
[mailto:ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com] On Behalf Of Claire Donohue
Sent: Thursday, October 19, 2006 12:35 AM
To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com; Donna K. Vaughn
Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Presentation by Jeanne Keefe a hugesuccess!

Is there anyway to post Jeanne's talk and photos on the site? For all that you had 175
people, there are a lot of us at a distance who would have loved to be there too!
Claire Donohue
On Oct 18, 2006, at 9:54 PM, Donna K. Vaughn wrote:
> Tonight the Rensselaer Co. Historical Society hosted our Troy Irish
> Genealogy Society's presentation by our very own webmaster, Jeanne
> Keefe, on "Why Troy? Irish Immigration during the 19th Century."
> It was a rousing success! Are you ready for this? There were a
> reported 175 people there!
>
> Jeanne's talk was fantastic, and was accompanied by her visual
> presentation, chock full of wonderful old pictures of Troy and
> surrounding areas. People seemed to really enjoy it, as evidenced by
> their lively comments and the fact that even though there was standing
> room only, people still stayed to hear the entire presentation.
>
> Many thanks to Jeanne, and to all who worked on making this event
> happen.
>
> Donna
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>> Troy Irish Genealogy Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH179

> GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the
> quotes in the subject and the body of the message
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Jeanne Daley
[bostonirish@sprintmail.com]
Thursday, October 19, 2006 6:46 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Dual Citizenship

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Eileen,
I have not received it yet....but all my info has been verified and according to the last
letter they sent it should be done in 4-6 months. I had to go through the Chicago Irish
Consulate as I live in the Midwest, and they tell you up front that Consulate takes longer
than any other. I tried to go through Boston, where I am from originally but could not.
I too am very proud of my 100% Irish heritage, and since my Nana was born in Limerick
(emigrated to Troy with her parents) I qualified. You are the first person I've heard of to
qualify on your great grandparents....good for you!
My plan is to apply for an Irish passport as well.
Jeanne
----- Original Message ----From: <eileenwerth@gmail.com>
To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Monday, October 16, 2006 7:48 PM
Subject: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Dual Citizenship

> Jeanne:
>
> Did you get your dual citizenship? I did last year. I actually got it
> through a great grandparent....only one of my 8 great grandparents was
born
> in Ireland but there was a loop-hole that I fell into because my father
had
> filed in 1978 which was after the 1956 citizenship act and before 1986.
> Usually you have to be a grandchild. Somehow while my ancestry is distant
I
> am of 100% Irish descent.....all NY Irish Catholic.
>
> I also had to apply for the long form with all of the information of my
> parents' marriage in Brooklyn NY....it took a long, long time........but
> finally arrived.
>
> I am, of course, 100% US American --- but I applied for dual citizenship
to
> honor my father (who died in 1980) and was very proud and quite smitten
> with his Irish heritage....as am I. Part of my being somehow remains
> connected to all of my Irish ancestors.
>
> The documentation required for dual citizenship is quite involved
> but......not impossible to gather.
>
>
> -Eileen
>
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>
>
> On 10/16/06, Jeanne Daley <bostonirish@sprintmail.com> wrote:
> >
> > I too have found the Troy City Hall very helpful and cooperative. When
> > applying for my dual citizenship in Ireland, I had to have the long form
> > of
> > birth /death certificates, and you have to ask for that specifically or
> > you
> > will get the short form. The long form contains more info. The $22 is
> > worth
> > it.
> > Jeanne Daley
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: "Michael Rainey" <raineymk@msn.com>
> > To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
> > Sent: Sunday, October 15, 2006 3:21 PM
> > Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
> >
> >
> > > I've gotten death certificates from the 1890's and they include
similar
> > info
> > > to the birth certificate. I sent the request direct to Troy City Hall
> > and
> > > got the notarized copies of death certificates within one week. It
> > costs
> > > $22.00 but was well worth it. I found out the name of my great
> > > grandfather's father and mother and where my great grandfather was
> > buried.
> > > I believe it listed the home address at time of death.
Do not deal
> > with
> > > the New York State Vital Records Bureau. I have heard of no one who
got
> > > anything back within one half a year though I'm told if you drop the
> > request
> > > off at their office you may get it back in two weeks---I would not
count
> > on
> > > it.
> > >
> > > The Troy City Hall and the Troy Library are by far better sources and
> > more
> > > cooperative than most.
> > >
> > > Good luck,
> > >
> > > Mike
> > >
> > >
> > > >From: "Thomas J. Ebert" <tome_93611@yahoo.com>
> > > >Reply-To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
> > > >To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
> > > >Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
> > > >Date: Sat, 14 Oct 2006 21:05:14 -0700 (PDT)
> > > >
> > > >
182
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>
>--- eileenwerth@gmail.com wrote:
>
> > I've ordered death certificates through NYS and
> > they seemed to take almost
> > a year. I've ordered birth certificates from NY
> > City which definitely
> > included both mother's and father's ages.
> >
> > On 10/14/06, mseppi@nycap.rr.com
> > <mseppi@nycap.rr.com> wrote:
> > >
> > > Greetings,
> > >
> > > Has anybody obtained a NYS birth certificate from
> > the 1880's? I'm curious
> > > to find out if the mother's age is included in
> > this record. I'm trying to
> > > nail down an ancestor's age. The couple of census
> > that she participated
> > > in
> > > gives inconsistent ages. She had two children in
> > the 1880's and I think
> > > that she herself would have provided reliable
> > information. Before I
> > > spring
> > > for $22.00 I'd like to know if the information I
> > seek will be there.
> > >
> > > Looking forward to Wednesday evening.
> > >
> > > Regards,
> > > Peggy & Jack Seppi
> > >
> > > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> > >
> > > ------------------------------> > > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email
> > to
> > > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the
> > word 'unsubscribe'
> > > without the quotes in the subject and the body of
> > the message
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> > -> > Eileen Callahan Werth
> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >
> > ------------------------------> > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email
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> > > to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with
> > > the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the
> > > subject and the body of the message
> > >
> >
> >
> >__________________________________________________
> >Do You Yahoo!?
> >Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around
> >http://mail.yahoo.com
> >==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >
> >------------------------------> >To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> >NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> >without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>
> _________________________________________________________________
> Get today's hot entertainment gossip
http://movies.msn.com/movies/hotgossip
>
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>
>
> -> No virus found in this incoming message.
> Checked by AVG Free Edition.
> Version: 7.1.408 / Virus Database: 268.13.4/477 - Release Date:
10/16/2006
>
>
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message

-Eileen Callahan Werth
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
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> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>
>
> -> No virus found in this incoming message.
> Checked by AVG Free Edition.
> Version: 7.1.408 / Virus Database: 268.13.4/477 - Release Date: 10/16/2006
>
>
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Jeanne Daley
[bostonirish@sprintmail.com]
Thursday, October 19, 2006 7:05 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Michael,
To apply of Irish citizenship by decent you must have had a grandparent born in Ireland and
you must be able to prove that. Eileen is the first person I've heard of who was able to get
it by a great grand parent. You can call the Irish Consulate in New York (if that is your
state of residence) and they will send you an application to fill out and give you a list of
the documents you must provide as well as the other requirements. It does take time and some
of the forms cost a little more than usual because you are asking for the long form. I hope
this helps Jeanne
----- Original Message ----From: "Michael Rainey" <raineymk@msn.com>
To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Tuesday, October 17, 2006 9:35 PM
Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question

> Jeanne,
>
> I see you applied for dual citizenship in Ireland. What do you have to do
> to qualify? Both my great great grandfathers were born in Ireland and
> married Irish women. Is there a direct relationship or time period since
> they left Ireland that must be met?
>
> I've thought about this and your note spurred me to ask how to do it.
>
> Thanks,
>
> Mike Rainey
>
>
> >From: "Jeanne Daley" <bostonirish@sprintmail.com>
> >Reply-To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
> >To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
> >Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
> >Date: Mon, 16 Oct 2006 19:27:16 -0500
> >
> >I too have found the Troy City Hall very helpful and cooperative. When
> >applying for my dual citizenship in Ireland, I had to have the long form
of
> >birth /death certificates, and you have to ask for that specifically or
you
> >will get the short form. The long form contains more info. The $22 is
worth
> >it.
> >Jeanne Daley
> >----- Original Message ----> >From: "Michael Rainey" <raineymk@msn.com>
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> >To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
> >Sent: Sunday, October 15, 2006 3:21 PM
> >Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
> >
> >
> > > I've gotten death certificates from the 1890's and they include
similar
> >info
> > > to the birth certificate. I sent the request direct to Troy City Hall
> >and
> > > got the notarized copies of death certificates within one week. It
> >costs
> > > $22.00 but was well worth it. I found out the name of my great
> > > grandfather's father and mother and where my great grandfather was
> >buried.
> > > I believe it listed the home address at time of death.
Do not deal
> >with
> > > the New York State Vital Records Bureau. I have heard of no one who
got
> > > anything back within one half a year though I'm told if you drop the
> >request
> > > off at their office you may get it back in two weeks---I would not
count
> >on
> > > it.
> > >
> > > The Troy City Hall and the Troy Library are by far better sources and
> >more
> > > cooperative than most.
> > >
> > > Good luck,
> > >
> > > Mike
> > >
> > >
> > > >From: "Thomas J. Ebert" <tome_93611@yahoo.com>
> > > >Reply-To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
> > > >To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
> > > >Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
> > > >Date: Sat, 14 Oct 2006 21:05:14 -0700 (PDT)
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >--- eileenwerth@gmail.com wrote:
> > > >
> > > > > I've ordered death certificates through NYS and
> > > > > they seemed to take almost
> > > > > a year. I've ordered birth certificates from NY
> > > > > City which definitely
> > > > > included both mother's and father's ages.
> > > > >
> > > > > On 10/14/06, mseppi@nycap.rr.com
> > > > > <mseppi@nycap.rr.com> wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Greetings,
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Has anybody obtained a NYS birth certificate from
187
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> > the 1880's? I'm curious
> > > to find out if the mother's age is included in
> > this record. I'm trying to
> > > nail down an ancestor's age. The couple of census
> > that she participated
> > > in
> > > gives inconsistent ages. She had two children in
> > the 1880's and I think
> > > that she herself would have provided reliable
> > information. Before I
> > > spring
> > > for $22.00 I'd like to know if the information I
> > seek will be there.
> > >
> > > Looking forward to Wednesday evening.
> > >
> > > Regards,
> > > Peggy & Jack Seppi
> > >
> > > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> > >
> > > ------------------------------> > > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email
> > to
> > > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the
> > word 'unsubscribe'
> > > without the quotes in the subject and the body of
> > the message
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> > -> > Eileen Callahan Werth
> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >
> > ------------------------------> > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email
> > to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with
> > the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the
> > subject and the body of the message
> >
>
>
>__________________________________________________
>Do You Yahoo!?
>Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around
>http://mail.yahoo.com
>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
>------------------------------188
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> > >To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> > >NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> > >without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> >
> > _________________________________________________________________
> > Get today's hot entertainment gossip
>http://movies.msn.com/movies/hotgossip
> >
> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >
> > ------------------------------> > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> >
> >
> > -> > No virus found in this incoming message.
> > Checked by AVG Free Edition.
> > Version: 7.1.408 / Virus Database: 268.13.4/477 - Release Date:
>10/16/2006
> >
> >
>
>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
>------------------------------>To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
_________________________________________________________________
Find a local pizza place, music store, museum and more.then map the best
route! http://local.live.com?FORM=MGA001

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message

---------------------------------------------------------------------------189

----

No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked by AVG Free Edition.
Version: 7.1.408 / Virus Database: 268.13.7/488 - Release Date: 10/19/2006
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Lizette Strait [lstrait94
@earthlink.net]
Thursday, October 19, 2006 6:33 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Presentation by Jeanne Keefe a huge success!

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Maybe we can convenience her to take it on the road.

Only kidding.

L.
-----Original Message---->From: eviolette@cox.net
>Sent: Oct 19, 2006 11:17 AM
>To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
>Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Presentation by Jeanne Keefe a huge success!
>
>I wish I could have seen Jeanne's presentation on the Irish Immigration in Troy. Any
possibility of having her do it again next summer?
>---- "Donna K. Vaughn" <dkvaughn@nycap.rr.com> wrote:
>> Tonight the Rensselaer Co. Historical Society hosted our Troy Irish Genealogy Society's
presentation by our very own webmaster, Jeanne Keefe, on "Why Troy? Irish Immigration during
the 19th Century." It was a rousing success! Are you ready for this? There were a reported
175 people there!
>>
>> Jeanne's talk was fantastic, and was accompanied by her visual presentation, chock full of
wonderful old pictures of Troy and surrounding areas. People seemed to really enjoy it, as
evidenced by their lively comments and the fact that even though there was standing room
only, people still stayed to hear the entire presentation.
>>
>> Many thanks to Jeanne, and to all who worked on making this event happen.
>>
>> Donna
>> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>>
>> ------------------------------>> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>
>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
>------------------------------>To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
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>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Lizette Strait [lstrait94
@earthlink.net]
Thursday, October 19, 2006 7:34 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to the TIGS Mailing List

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Hi Listers,
I like to welcome Mary Frisbee to the list.
Regards,
Lizette
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Donna K. Vaughn
[dkvaughn@nycap.rr.com]
Thursday, October 19, 2006 7:55 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Troy Record Monday Oct. 16

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Did anyone get the Troy Record newspaper on Monday? There was a big article about Jeanne's
talk last night, (even lengthier than the one in the Times Union) and I missed the article.
If anyone got it and can send me a copy, I'd greatly appreciate it. (It's not available online).
Thanks,
Donna
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Iglobalone@aol.com
Thursday, October 19, 2006 8:02 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Troy Record Monday Oct. 16

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

In a message dated 10/19/2006 8:01:23 P.M. Eastern Standard Time, dkvaughn@nycap.rr.com
writes:
Did anyone get the Troy Record newspaper on Monday? There was a big article about Jeanne's
talk last night, (even lengthier than the one in the Times
Union) and I missed the article. If anyone got it and can send me a copy, I'd greatly
appreciate it. (It's not available on-line).
Thanks,
Donna

me too....
thx
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Donna K. Vaughn
[dkvaughn@nycap.rr.com]
Thursday, October 19, 2006 8:18 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Troy Record Monday Oct. 16

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

I don't recall if I posted this before, but here's the one from the Times Union.
online:
http://timesunion.com/ASPStories/storyprint.asp?StoryID=523200
Donna
----- Original Message ----From: <Iglobalone@aol.com>
To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Thursday, October 19, 2006 8:01 PM
Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Troy Record Monday Oct. 16

>
> In a message dated 10/19/2006 8:01:23 P.M. Eastern Standard Time,
> dkvaughn@nycap.rr.com writes:
>
> Did anyone get the Troy Record newspaper on Monday? There was a big
> article
> about Jeanne's talk last night, (even lengthier than the one in the Times
> Union) and I missed the article. If anyone got it and can send me a
> copy, I'd
> greatly appreciate it. (It's not available on-line).
>
> Thanks,
> Donna
>
>
> me too....
> thx
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
-------------------------------
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That one is

To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of eileenwerth@gmail.com
Thursday, October 19, 2006 8:57 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Dual Citizenship

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

Jeanne:
I intend to apply for an Irish passport as well. I have the paperwork and it is on my mental
"to-do" list. The reason I was able to get dual citizenship as a great grandchild is because
my father applied prior to 1986. For those who applied prior to 1986 the effective date of
the citizenship is the date of the Citizenship Act in 1956. Any children born after 1956 (I
was born in 1959) are permitted to apply through the parent that applied.......if the parent
applied prior to 1986. My father's grandfather was born in County Longford. He somehow met
his wife Mary Langton from Troy and they were married in Troy but raised their family in
Manhattan.
It did take a long time for the Irish Consulate to process the paperwork.
through NY.
-Eileen

On 10/19/06, Jeanne Daley <bostonirish@sprintmail.com> wrote:
>
> Eileen,
> I have not received it yet....but all my info has been verified and
> according to the last letter they sent it should be done in 4-6
> months. I had to go through the Chicago Irish Consulate as I live in
> the Midwest, and they tell you up front that Consulate takes longer
> than any other. I tried to go through Boston, where I am from
> originally but could not.
>
> I too am very proud of my 100% Irish heritage, and since my Nana was
> born in Limerick (emigrated to Troy with her parents) I qualified. You
> are the first person I've heard of to qualify on your great
> grandparents....good for you!
> My plan is to apply for an Irish passport as well.
> Jeanne
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <eileenwerth@gmail.com>
> To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
> Sent: Monday, October 16, 2006 7:48 PM
> Subject: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Dual Citizenship
>
>
> > Jeanne:
> >
> > Did you get your dual citizenship? I did last year. I actually got
> > it through a great grandparent....only one of my 8 great
> > grandparents was
> born
> > in Ireland but there was a loop-hole that I fell into because my
198

I filed mine
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> father
had
> filed in 1978 which was after the 1956 citizenship act and before 1986.
> Usually you have to be a grandchild. Somehow while my ancestry is
distant
I
> am of 100% Irish descent.....all NY Irish Catholic.
>
> I also had to apply for the long form with all of the information of
> my parents' marriage in Brooklyn NY....it took a long, long
> time........but finally arrived.
>
> I am, of course, 100% US American --- but I applied for dual
> citizenship
to
> honor my father (who died in 1980) and was very proud and quite
> smitten with his Irish heritage....as am I. Part of my being somehow
> remains connected to all of my Irish ancestors.
>
> The documentation required for dual citizenship is quite involved
> but......not impossible to gather.
>
>
> -Eileen
>
>
>
> On 10/16/06, Jeanne Daley <bostonirish@sprintmail.com> wrote:
> >
> > I too have found the Troy City Hall very helpful and cooperative.
> > When applying for my dual citizenship in Ireland, I had to have
> > the long
form
> > of
> > birth /death certificates, and you have to ask for that
> > specifically
or
> > you
> > will get the short form. The long form contains more info. The $22
> > is worth it.
> > Jeanne Daley
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: "Michael Rainey" <raineymk@msn.com>
> > To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
> > Sent: Sunday, October 15, 2006 3:21 PM
> > Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
> >
> >
> > > I've gotten death certificates from the 1890's and they include
similar
> > info
> > > to the birth certificate. I sent the request direct to Troy
> > > City
Hall
> > and
> > > got the notarized copies of death certificates within one week.
> > > It
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> > costs
> > > $22.00 but was well worth it. I found out the name of my great
> > > grandfather's father and mother and where my great grandfather
> > > was
> > buried.
> > > I believe it listed the home address at time of death.
Do not deal
> > with
> > > the New York State Vital Records Bureau. I have heard of no one
> > > who
got
> > > anything back within one half a year though I'm told if you drop
> > > the
> > request
> > > off at their office you may get it back in two weeks---I would
> > > not
count
> > on
> > > it.
> > >
> > > The Troy City Hall and the Troy Library are by far better
> > > sources
and
> > more
> > > cooperative than most.
> > >
> > > Good luck,
> > >
> > > Mike
> > >
> > >
> > > >From: "Thomas J. Ebert" <tome_93611@yahoo.com>
> > > >Reply-To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
> > > >To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
> > > >Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
> > > >Date: Sat, 14 Oct 2006 21:05:14 -0700 (PDT)
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >--- eileenwerth@gmail.com wrote:
> > > >
> > > > > I've ordered death certificates through NYS and they seemed
> > > > > to take almost a year. I've ordered birth certificates from
> > > > > NY City which definitely included both mother's and father's
> > > > > ages.
> > > > >
> > > > > On 10/14/06, mseppi@nycap.rr.com <mseppi@nycap.rr.com>
> > > > > wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Greetings,
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Has anybody obtained a NYS birth certificate from
> > > > > the 1880's? I'm curious
> > > > > > to find out if the mother's age is included in
> > > > > this record. I'm trying to
> > > > > > nail down an ancestor's age. The couple of census
> > > > > that she participated
> > > > > > in
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> > > > > > gives inconsistent ages. She had two children in
> > > > > the 1880's and I think
> > > > > > that she herself would have provided reliable
> > > > > information. Before I
> > > > > > spring
> > > > > > for $22.00 I'd like to know if the information I
> > > > > seek will be there.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Looking forward to Wednesday evening.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Regards,
> > > > > > Peggy & Jack Seppi
> > > > > >
> > > > > > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > > > > > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > > > > > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> > > > > >
> > > > > > ------------------------------- To unsubscribe from the
> > > > > > list, please send an email
> > > > > to
> > > > > > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the
> > > > > word 'unsubscribe'
> > > > > > without the quotes in the subject and the body of
> > > > > the message
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > -> > > > > Eileen Callahan Werth
> > > > > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > > > > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > > > > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> > > > >
> > > > > ------------------------------- To unsubscribe from the
> > > > > list, please send an email to
> > > > > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word
> > > > > 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the body
> > > > > of the message
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >__________________________________________________
> > > >Do You Yahoo!?
> > > >Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around
> > > >http://mail.yahoo.com ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List
> > > >====
> > > > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > > > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> > > >
> > > >------------------------------- To unsubscribe from the list,
> > > >please send an email to
> > > >NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word
'unsubscribe'
> > > >without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> > >
> > > ________________________________________________________________
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> > > _ Get today's hot entertainment gossip
> > http://movies.msn.com/movies/hotgossip
> > >
> > > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> > >
> > > ------------------------------> > > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> > without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> > >
> > >
> > > -> > > No virus found in this incoming message.
> > > Checked by AVG Free Edition.
> > > Version: 7.1.408 / Virus Database: 268.13.4/477 - Release Date:
> > 10/16/2006
> > >
> > >
> >
> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >
> > ------------------------------> > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> > without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> >
>
>
>
> -> Eileen Callahan Werth
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>
>
> -> No virus found in this incoming message.
> Checked by AVG Free Edition.
> Version: 7.1.408 / Virus Database: 268.13.4/477 - Release Date:
10/16/2006
>
>
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
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>
>
>
>
>

------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message

-Eileen Callahan Werth
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Michael Rainey
[raineymk@msn.com]
Thursday, October 19, 2006 11:28 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Bill,
For my great grandfather I had found his date of death by going to the NY State Library. On
the 11th floor they have a microfiche listing of all deaths, births and marriages from 1880
to 1955 (has to be 50 years before they will make info available to public. On the 7th floor
there are Census records or especially for Troy they have the 1855 and 1865 State Census
(actually they have they for most NY cities. In the troy library they have the directory
books themselves you can review. They list the employed person alphabetically (sometimes the
spouse is listed--especially if the worker died in the past year.
So in one case I gave the exact date of death. In a few others I spoke to one of the clerks
who was kind enough to search the records on my long distance call from Florida. She checked
a few years and said there was no death of my great great grandfather in the 1880's decade.
In a few other cases I got some info on deaths verbally over the phone. They were relatives
but I didn't need a death certificate. Most of the calls were the usual "Please send in a
request with $22.00 and we'll check our records and get back to you. You should try a few
times by phone and maybe you'll get a
friendly person to help you.
Some will, some won't. However, they did
always respond timely to wrtiten requests---a simple letter will do though use of the form is
probably the best way to go. They will provide you with this form. Basically all you need
to provide is the first and last name, estimated date of death/birth, etc. The State Vital
Records has the same info but you need to know the document number (NY Library 11th floor
provide this). You don't need it for the City Clerk. NY Vital Reocrds will respond in two
weeks to 9 months---don't waste your time there.
I made the calls to the City Clerk because I didn't know the names of all my relatives when I
started and I didn't want to have to pay $22.00 for every Tom, Dick and Mary who were not
direct line ancestors. However, once you isolate whom you want the death certificate for it
is a great document, usually with names of both parents(including maiden name), spouses name,
burial location, country of birth (it has a blank for the county but hardly ever if the
county filled in. It usually has cause of death and length of illness; name of doctor and
relative who provide info, etc.
Please call if you have any more questions. I found out so much info that earlier people had
discovered that helped immensely. If you can get the naturalization papers---most immigrants
usually filed those within aq few years of arrival or when they went looking for a job. It
is how we found out my rainey ancestors came from County Cork. Nowhere else was it listed
and no one seems to know. I'm going to look at a few others who were born in Ireland to see
if their papers listed the town they came from.
Good luck
Mike
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>From: "Bill Fitzgerald" <fitzwill@nycap.rr.com>
>Reply-To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
>To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
>Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
>Date: Sun, 15 Oct 2006 21:10:56 -0400
>
>Mike,
>This sounds more promising than dealing with the state. How much info
>did you have to give the folks at city hall? I realize more is better usually.
>Did you need exact dates of death or were they able to retrieve info
>with just "ballpark"dates?
>Thanks
>
>Bill Fitzgerald
>----- Original Message ---->From: "Michael Rainey" <raineymk@msn.com>
>To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
>Sent: Sunday, October 15, 2006 4:21 PM
>Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
>
>
> > I've gotten death certificates from the 1890's and they include
> > similar info to the birth certificate. I sent the request direct to
> > Troy City Hall
>and
> > got the notarized copies of death certificates within one week. It
>costs
> > $22.00 but was well worth it. I found out the name of my great
> > grandfather's father and mother and where my great grandfather was
>buried.
> > I believe it listed the home address at time of death.
Do not deal
>with
> > the New York State Vital Records Bureau. I have heard of no one who
> > got anything back within one half a year though I'm told if you drop
> > the request off at their office you may get it back in two weeks---I
> > would not count on it.
> >
> > The Troy City Hall and the Troy Library are by far better sources
> > and
>more
> > cooperative than most.
> >
> > Good luck,
> >
> > Mike
> >
> >
> >>From: "Thomas J. Ebert" <tome_93611@yahoo.com>
> >>Reply-To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
> >>To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
> >>Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
> >>Date: Sat, 14 Oct 2006 21:05:14 -0700 (PDT)
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>--- eileenwerth@gmail.com wrote:
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I've ordered death certificates through NYS and they seemed to
take almost a year. I've ordered birth certificates from NY City
which definitely included both mother's and father's ages.
On 10/14/06, mseppi@nycap.rr.com
<mseppi@nycap.rr.com> wrote:
>
> Greetings,
>
> Has anybody obtained a NYS birth certificate from
the 1880's? I'm curious
> to find out if the mother's age is included in
this record. I'm trying to
> nail down an ancestor's age. The couple of census
that she participated
> in
> gives inconsistent ages. She had two children in
the 1880's and I think
> that she herself would have provided reliable
information. Before I
> spring
> for $22.00 I'd like to know if the information I
seek will be there.
>
> Looking forward to Wednesday evening.
>
> Regards,
> Peggy & Jack Seppi
>
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------- To unsubscribe from the list,
> please send an email
to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the
word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of
the message
>

-Eileen Callahan Werth
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word
'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the body of
the message
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> >>
> >>
> >>__________________________________________________
> >>Do You Yahoo!?
> >>Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around
> >>http://mail.yahoo.com ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >>
> >>------------------------------> >>To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> >>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> >>without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> >
> > _________________________________________________________________
> > Get today's hot entertainment gossip
> > http://movies.msn.com/movies/hotgossip
> >
> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >
> > ------------------------------> > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> > without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>
>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
>------------------------------>To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
_________________________________________________________________
Use your PC to make calls at very low rates
https://voiceoam.pcs.v2s.live.com/partnerredirect.aspx
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Kris6851@aol.com
Thursday, October 19, 2006 11:33 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Troy Record Monday Oct. 16

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

I have the article Donna, I will let you take it and copy it.
Kris
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Thomas J. Ebert [tome_93611
@yahoo.com]
Friday, October 20, 2006 1:59 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Another place to find the mid-decade censuses is in the County Records office of each county.
Tom Ebert
--- Michael Rainey <raineymk@msn.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Bill,
For my great grandfather I had found his date of death by going to the
NY State Library. On the 11th floor they have a microfiche listing of
all deaths, births and marriages from 1880 to 1955 (has to be 50 years
before they will make info available to public. On the 7th floor
there are Census records or especially for Troy they have the 1855 and
1865 State Census (actually they have they for most NY cities. In the
troy library they have the directory books themselves you can review.
They list the employed person alphabetically (sometimes the spouse is
listed--especially if the worker died in the past year.
So in one case I gave the exact date of death. In a few others I
spoke to one of the clerks who was kind enough to search the records
on my long distance call from Florida. She checked a few years and
said there was no death of my great great grandfather in the 1880's
decade. In a few other cases I got some info on deaths verbally over
the phone. They were relatives but I didn't need a death certificate.
Most of the calls were the
usual "Please send in a request with $22.00 and we'll check our
records and get back to you. You should try a few times by phone and
maybe you'll get a
friendly person to help you.
Some will, some
won't. However, they did
always respond timely to wrtiten requests---a simple letter will do
though use of the form is probably the best way to go.
They will provide you with
this form. Basically all you need to provide is the first and last
name, estimated date of death/birth, etc. The State Vital Records has
the same info but you need to know the document number (NY Library
11th floor provide this). You don't need it for the City Clerk. NY
Vital Reocrds will respond in two weeks to 9 months---don't waste your
time there.
I made the calls to the City Clerk because I didn't know the names of
all my relatives when I started and I didn't want to have to pay
$22.00 for every Tom, Dick and Mary who were not direct line
ancestors. However, once you isolate whom you want the death
certificate for it is a great document, usually with names of both
parents(including maiden name), spouses name, burial location, country
209
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of birth (it has a blank for the county but hardly ever if the county
filled in. It usually has cause of death and length of illness; name
of doctor and relative who provide info, etc.
Please call if you have any more questions. I found out so much info
that earlier people had discovered that helped immensely.
If you can get the
naturalization papers---most immigrants usually filed those within aq
few years of arrival or when they went looking for a job. It is how
we found out my rainey ancestors came from County Cork.
Nowhere else was it listed
and no one seems to know. I'm going to look at a few others who were
born in Ireland to see if their papers listed the town they came from.
Good luck
Mike

>From: "Bill Fitzgerald" <fitzwill@nycap.rr.com>
>Reply-To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
>To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
>Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
>Date: Sun, 15 Oct 2006 21:10:56 -0400
>
>Mike,
>This sounds more promising than dealing with the
state. How much info did
>you have to give the folks at city hall? I realize
more is better usually.
>Did you need exact dates of death or were they able
to retrieve info with
>just "ballpark"dates?
>Thanks
>
>Bill Fitzgerald
>----- Original Message ---->From: "Michael Rainey" <raineymk@msn.com>
>To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
>Sent: Sunday, October 15, 2006 4:21 PM
>Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
>
>
> > I've gotten death certificates from the 1890's
and they include similar
> > info
> > to the birth certificate. I sent the request
direct to Troy City Hall
>and
> > got the notarized copies of death certificates
within one week. It
>costs
> > $22.00 but was well worth it. I found out the
name of my great
> > grandfather's father and mother and where my
210
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great grandfather was
>buried.
> > I believe it listed the home address at time of
death.
Do not deal
>with
> > the New York State Vital Records Bureau. I have
heard of no one who got
> > anything back within one half a year though I'm
told if you drop the
> > request
> > off at their office you may get it back in two
weeks---I would not count
> > on
> > it.
> >
> > The Troy City Hall and the Troy Library are by
far better sources and
>more
> > cooperative than most.
> >
> > Good luck,
> >
> > Mike
> >
> >
> >>From: "Thomas J. Ebert" <tome_93611@yahoo.com>
> >>Reply-To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
> >>To: ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
> >>Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question
> >>Date: Sat, 14 Oct 2006 21:05:14 -0700 (PDT)
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>--- eileenwerth@gmail.com wrote:
> >>
> >> > I've ordered death certificates through NYS
and
> >> > they seemed to take almost
> >> > a year. I've ordered birth certificates from
NY
> >> > City which definitely
> >> > included both mother's and father's ages.
> >> >
> >> > On 10/14/06, mseppi@nycap.rr.com <mseppi@nycap.rr.com> wrote:
> >> > >
> >> > > Greetings,
> >> > >
> >> > > Has anybody obtained a NYS birth
certificate from
> >> > the 1880's? I'm curious
> >> > > to find out if the mother's age is included
in
> >> > this record. I'm trying to
> >> > > nail down an ancestor's age. The couple of
census
> >> > that she participated
> >> > > in
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> >> > > gives inconsistent ages. She had two
children in
> >> > the 1880's and I think
> >> > > that she herself would have provided
reliable
> >> > information. Before I
> >> > > spring
> >> > > for $22.00 I'd like to know if the
information I
> >> > seek will be there.
> >> > >
> >> > > Looking forward to Wednesday evening.
> >> > >
> >> > > Regards,
> >> > > Peggy & Jack Seppi
> >> > >
> >> > > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >> > > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >> > > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >> > >
> >> > > ------------------------------- To unsubscribe from the list,
> >> > > please send
an email
> >> > to
> >> > > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com
with the
> >> > word 'unsubscribe'
> >> > > without the quotes in the subject and the
body of
> >> > the message
> >> > >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> > -> >> > Eileen Callahan Werth
> >> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >> > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >> > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >> >
> >> > ------------------------------- To unsubscribe from the list,
> >> > please send an
email
> >> > to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com
with
> >> > the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in
the
> >> > subject and the body of the message
> >> >
> >>
> >>
>
>>__________________________________________________
> >>Do You Yahoo!?
> >>Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam
protection around
> >>http://mail.yahoo.com
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> > >>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > >> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > >> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> > >>
> > >>------------------------------> > >>To unsubscribe from the list, please send an
> email to
> > >>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with
> the word 'unsubscribe'
> > >>without the quotes in the subject and the body
> of the message
> > >
> > >
>
_________________________________________________________________
> > > Get today's hot entertainment gossip
> > > http://movies.msn.com/movies/hotgossip
> > >
> > > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > >>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > >>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> > >
> > > ------------------------------> > > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an
> email to
> > > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with
> the word 'unsubscribe'
> > > without the quotes in the subject and the body
> of the message
> >
> >==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >
> >------------------------------> >To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email
> to
> >NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the
> word 'unsubscribe'
> >without the quotes in the subject and the body of
> the message
>
>
_________________________________________________________________
> Use your PC to make calls at very low rates
>
https://voiceoam.pcs.v2s.live.com/partnerredirect.aspx
>
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>
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__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around http://mail.yahoo.com ====
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Lizette Strait [lstrait94
@earthlink.net]
Friday, October 20, 2006 3:44 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to the TIGS Mailing List

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Hi Listers,
I like to welcome Linda Sharp to the list.
Lizette
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Lizette Strait [lstrait94
@earthlink.net]
Friday, October 20, 2006 3:53 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to the TIGS Mailing List

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Hi Listers,
I like to welcome Jean Coffey Foss to the list.
always, any help is greatly appreciated.

Below you will find her family research.

As

Lizette

<Jean Coffey Foss wrote:
I would like to become a member of the Troy Irish Genealogy Society. I am of Irish descent
on both sides of my family and am interested in gathering information to supplement what I
have already learned through my independent research. My father was Joseph J. Coffey and my
mother was Catherine E. Rafferty Coffey, both descended from families who emigrated from
Ireland and settled in Troy. I was very sorry to have missed Jeanne Keefe's presentation at
the Troy Historical Society on Wednesday, (10/18) because of a prior commitment, and I
certainly hope that additional similar events will be scheduled in the future.
Sincerely,
Jean Coffey Foss
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Lois [lantana@npgcable.com]
Sunday, October 22, 2006 7:02 PM
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] GAFFEY

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

On the 1880 census Thomas GAFFEY worked at the cotton mill (assuming
Troy) but lived in Cohoes with wife Roseanne and seven children namely, Patrick, James (born
in England), Mary J ,Thomas, Joseph, John, and Edward.(born in NY) I am looking for help on
where to look for the marriage of the parents, Thomas and Roseanne who were both born in
Ireland but possibly England since the first two children were born there.
Also seeking any connection to this family.
Lois in AZ
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Lois [lantana@npgcable.com]
Sunday, October 22, 2006 7:02 PM
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] GAFFEY

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

On the 1880 census Thomas GAFFEY worked at the cotton mill (assuming
Troy) but lived in Cohoes with wife Roseanne and seven children namely, Patrick, James (born
in England), Mary J ,Thomas, Joseph, John, and Edward.(born in NY) I am looking for help on
where to look for the marriage of the parents, Thomas and Roseanne who were both born in
Ireland but possibly England since the first two children were born there.
Also seeking any connection to this family.
Lois in AZ
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of KyBrrt@aol.com
Tuesday, October 24, 2006 9:03 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Where are You?

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

Hi Pat,
I returned last evening from my trip overseas.
Are you in the area?

Will there be a time when we can get together?

Kay
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Deerbea5@aol.com
Tuesday, October 24, 2006 10:26 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Where are You?

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

Hi Kay
I think you may have sent this email to the wrong person My name is Pat but I live in Florida
your name is very familiar to me but I am not sure I know you Have a good day and it was nice
to hear from you Pat ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Mimi Nicotina [miminicotina@nycap.rr.com]
Sunday, October 22, 2006 10:46 AM
Lizette Strait; ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to the TIGS Mailing List

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Lizette,
I saw your email about welcoming Jean Coffey Foss to TIGS...I am anxious to email her since
I am researching the Coffey families of Albany and Troy....can you send me her email? I
didn't see her email address on that message. Mimi----- Original Message ----From: "Lizette Strait" <lstrait94@earthlink.net>
To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Friday, October 20, 2006 3:52 PM
Subject: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to the TIGS Mailing List

> Hi Listers,
>
> I like to welcome Jean Coffey Foss to the list. Below you will find
> her
family research. As always, any help is greatly appreciated.
>
> Lizette
>
>
>
> <Jean Coffey Foss wrote:
>
> I would like to become a member of the Troy Irish Genealogy Society.
> I am
of Irish descent on both sides of my family and am interested in gathering information to
supplement what I have already learned through my independent research. My father was Joseph
J. Coffey and my mother was Catherine E.
Rafferty Coffey, both descended from families who emigrated from Ireland and settled in Troy.
I was very sorry to have missed Jeanne Keefe's presentation at the Troy Historical Society on
Wednesday, (10/18) because of a prior commitment, and I certainly hope that additional
similar events will be scheduled in the future.
> Sincerely,
> Jean Coffey Foss
>
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
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------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Kris6851@aol.com
Wednesday, October 25, 2006 12:07 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

On one of the other lists I belong to the list administrator said the list had been real
quiet so he posed this question, " If you could ask your ancestor one question what would it
be". Now, I hate to steal someone else's gusto, but it did activate the list so.......
If I could ask Michael Cooney, my great grandfather, a question it would be who did you come
with to the US? I first find you making your Declaration of Intent to become a citizen in
Troy NYon 10/18/1868. You are a minor living in Greenbush having been born in Ireland. You
are about 8 years old and you are with a group of other minors from Greenbush, are you an
orphan.? If not why can I not find you in Troy again until you are married in 1880 with a
family in 1900 and 1910. Where were you living before you were married, did you have parents
here? Then in 1911 the City Directory says "you have left the city". Did you visit family
in another city if so who were they and why did your wife not stay with them instead of
coming back to Troy and showing up in the 1915 Troy City Directory as a widow?
Well maybe that was more than one question, but it boils down to before getting married did
you have family here that you arrived with???
Kristin
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Donna K. Vaughn
[dkvaughn@nycap.rr.com]
Wednesday, October 25, 2006 7:05 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] What's your Question for an Ancestor?

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Great idea, Kris!
I would ask my great-great grandfather Jacob Michael Steinway (Steinweg), who came to Troy
from Germany in the mid 1850's, if he is, as I suspect, one of THE piano Steinway's. My
theory is that he came over with some of the other Steinway's; some stayed in NYC and started
the piano company, and Jacob went upstate to Troy (I now know "Why Troy?" thanks to Jeanne
Keefe's presentation!!). His Alien's Declaration indicates he migrated from the Port of
Antwerp and landed in the City of New York on July 10, 1856, but I have been unable to locate
him on any ship's register.
Donna
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of donald clifford [DCLIFFORD92
@nycap.rr.com]
Wednesday, October 25, 2006 12:43 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Kris6851In your recent note you referred to a "Declaration of Intent" to become a US citizen. Is
there a record of such "declarations" around and where might I find them? My Greatgrandparents are listed on the 1860 census as living in Troy and I would like to do more
research on them.
Thank you
Don
----- Original Message ----From: <Kris6851@aol.com>
To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Wednesday, October 25, 2006 12:06 AM
Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

On one of the other lists I belong to the list administrator said the list
had been real quiet so he posed this question, " If you could ask your
ancestor
one question what would it be". Now, I hate to steal someone else's
gusto,
but it did activate the list so.......
If I could ask Michael Cooney, my great grandfather, a question it would
be
who did you come with to the US? I first find you making your
Declaration of
Intent to become a citizen in Troy NYon 10/18/1868. You are a minor
living
in Greenbush having been born in Ireland. You are about 8 years old and
you
are with a group of other minors from Greenbush, are you an orphan.? If
not
why can I not find you in Troy again until you are married in 1880 with a
family in 1900 and 1910. Where were you living before you were married,
did you
have parents here? Then in 1911 the City Directory says "you have left
the
city". Did you visit family in another city if so who were they and why
did
your wife not stay with them instead of coming back to Troy and showing
up in
the 1915 Troy City Directory as a widow?
Well maybe that was more than one question, but it boils down to before
getting married did you have family here that you arrived with???
Kristin
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> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Kris6851@aol.com
Wednesday, October 25, 2006 11:48 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] A Question Declaration of Intent

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

_http://www.connorsgenealogy.com/troy/ND1304662.htm_
(http://www.connorsgenealogy.com/troy/ND1304662.htm)
Go to Pat Connors site and under the heading of NY you will find Troy.
Under Troy there are some transcribed records and an excellent explanation as to what the
documents were.
If you don't have a date you can search the transcribed ones and if you can't find them there
you can inquire as to what LDS film you would need.
This is where I found my ancestor, actually have yet to confirm 100% it is him, but
everything else to date says it is.
Kristin
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Bill & Cathy McGrath
[seamus@nycap.rr.com]
Thursday, October 26, 2006 12:35 PM
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com; NYRENSSE-L@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Marriage Index Project- Update 3

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

TIGS list members and Rensselaer County list members will be interested in this update on
Volume II of the Rensselaer County Marriage Index Project. Volume I, with its 10,000 brides
and grooms names is already on line on the TIGS website: http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
On September 13, 2006 the first of the 212 scanned Grooms files, covering 5,000 names, were
sent to the volunteer transcribers. On October 10, 2006 the first of the 174 scanned Brides
files, covering 5,000 names were sent to the volunteers. (Note: The Brides names were
scanned on a bigger scanner which resulted in less files than for the Grooms.)
As of today, October 26, 2006, ALL 10,000 Brides and Grooms
transcribed and proof read.

records have now been

The 28 volunteers working on the Marriage Index Project have done a fantastic job in
completing the work on Volume II of the Marriage Index in such a short period of time. As
shown by the following listing, this dedicated group of volunteers came from all over the
country:
1
1
3
1
3
4
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
3
2
1

-

Tennessee
Ohio
Wynantskill, NY
California
Troy, NY
Massachusetts
Saratoga Springs NY
Poughkeepsie, NY
North Carolina
Maryland
Williamson, NY
Washington, DC
Pennsylvania
New Paltz, NY
Clifton Park, NY
Albany, NY
Washington

Before the data in Volume II is available on the TIGS website, the following steps have to be
done.
1. A file of the GROOMS records, in order by marriage number 5001 to 10,000 is being created
for review. File will be checked to make sure there is a marriage record, and only ONE
record, for EACH number in the sequence 5001-10,000. Missing or duplicate marriage numbers
will have to be resolved by looking at the Marriage Book itself (not the index). Page
numbers will also be reviewed for obvious errors.
2. A file of the BRIDES records, in order by marriage number 5001 to 10,000 is being created
for review. File will be checked to make sure there is a marriage record, and only ONE
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record, for EACH number in the sequence 5001-10,000. Missing or duplicate marriage numbers
will have to be resolved by looking at the Marriage Book itself (not the index). Page
numbers will also be reviewed for obvious errors.
3. Once the GROOMS and the BRIDES records are finalized, the two files will then be combined
by the MARRIAGE NUMBER. The page number and the marriage date will then be reviewed to make
sure that each COMBINED Groom and Bride record agree on these two items.
4. After all issues have been resolved with the data, and after a quality control check is
made on sample records to ensure that the correct Groom and Brides names have been linked
together, the data will be formatted in the same manner as Vol. I is on the TIGS website.
Volume II will then be available on-line as a SEPARATE data base under the PROJECTS section
of the TIGS website.
Hopefully, this tremendous data base of 10,000 names will be available sometime in December.
Regards,
Bill McGrath
TIGS Project Coordinator
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Bill & Cathy McGrath
[seamus@nycap.rr.com]
Thursday, October 26, 2006 12:35 PM
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com; NYRENSSE-L@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Marriage Index Project- Update 3

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

TIGS list members and Rensselaer County list members will be interested in this update on
Volume II of the Rensselaer County Marriage Index Project. Volume I, with its 10,000 brides
and grooms names is already on line on the TIGS website: http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
On September 13, 2006 the first of the 212 scanned Grooms files, covering 5,000 names, were
sent to the volunteer transcribers. On October 10, 2006 the first of the 174 scanned Brides
files, covering 5,000 names were sent to the volunteers. (Note: The Brides names were
scanned on a bigger scanner which resulted in less files than for the Grooms.)
As of today, October 26, 2006, ALL 10,000 Brides and Grooms
transcribed and proof read.

records have now been

The 28 volunteers working on the Marriage Index Project have done a fantastic job in
completing the work on Volume II of the Marriage Index in such a short period of time. As
shown by the following listing, this dedicated group of volunteers came from all over the
country:
1
1
3
1
3
4
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
3
2
1

-

Tennessee
Ohio
Wynantskill, NY
California
Troy, NY
Massachusetts
Saratoga Springs NY
Poughkeepsie, NY
North Carolina
Maryland
Williamson, NY
Washington, DC
Pennsylvania
New Paltz, NY
Clifton Park, NY
Albany, NY
Washington

Before the data in Volume II is available on the TIGS website, the following steps have to be
done.
1. A file of the GROOMS records, in order by marriage number 5001 to 10,000 is being created
for review. File will be checked to make sure there is a marriage record, and only ONE
record, for EACH number in the sequence 5001-10,000. Missing or duplicate marriage numbers
will have to be resolved by looking at the Marriage Book itself (not the index). Page
numbers will also be reviewed for obvious errors.
2. A file of the BRIDES records, in order by marriage number 5001 to 10,000 is being created
for review. File will be checked to make sure there is a marriage record, and only ONE
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record, for EACH number in the sequence 5001-10,000. Missing or duplicate marriage numbers
will have to be resolved by looking at the Marriage Book itself (not the index). Page
numbers will also be reviewed for obvious errors.
3. Once the GROOMS and the BRIDES records are finalized, the two files will then be combined
by the MARRIAGE NUMBER. The page number and the marriage date will then be reviewed to make
sure that each COMBINED Groom and Bride record agree on these two items.
4. After all issues have been resolved with the data, and after a quality control check is
made on sample records to ensure that the correct Groom and Brides names have been linked
together, the data will be formatted in the same manner as Vol. I is on the TIGS website.
Volume II will then be available on-line as a SEPARATE data base under the PROJECTS section
of the TIGS website.
Hopefully, this tremendous data base of 10,000 names will be available sometime in December.
Regards,
Bill McGrath
TIGS Project Coordinator
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Lizette Strait [lstrait94
@earthlink.net]
Thursday, October 26, 2006 7:35 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to the TIGS Mailing List

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Hi Listers,
I like to welcome Ken Wheeling to the list.
help is greatly appreciated.

Below you will find Ken's query.

As always, any

Lizette

<Ken Wheeling wrote:
Good afternoon....
I am working on research pertaining to one of Troy's oldest carriage makers, WILLIAM LOWN. I
have tracked him as early as 1861 and as late as 1885.
There is a funeral notice in the Burden Iron Company scrapbook - pg. 5-4.
Could someone check to see if this Wm Lown is the carriagemaker who used to do business at
Broadway and Seventh.
If so, can I get a copy of the funeral notice/obituary?
(Purpose: Carriage maker research - and possible connections to Hart House (59 Second Street,
Troy).
Thank you. Ken Wheeling - Associate Editor/The Carriage Journal
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of marilynmahoney@adelphia.net
Friday, October 27, 2006 6:57 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Troy Record Monday Oct. 16

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

Is it possible to scan the article and put it on the website?
Thanks
Marilyn
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Bill [william.delaney@gmail.com]
Friday, October 27, 2006 3:35 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Troy Record Monday Oct. 16

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

Or how about the text without the copyrighted material!
On 10/27/06, marilynmahoney@adelphia.net <marilynmahoney@adelphia.net> wrote:
> Is it possible to scan the article and put it on the website?
> Thanks
> Marilyn
>
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
>
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Donna Wilson [elwewo1
@gmail.com]
Saturday, October 28, 2006 9:07 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc-l
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] occupation clarification..a rhyme!

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Dear Ones,
My GGGgrandfather, Cooper Crawford Browne, immigrated from Ireland to the US in 1852,
probably Church of Ireland since the Browne's kept a family Bible.. He stated his occupation
was a gold beater.
There after in each US Census, even up until he's in his 70's, he declares he is an "agent".
Does anyone know what this means?
Shortly after immigrating, he is first seen in the Mechanicville area visiting his eldest
daughter, Eliza Jane, who was (ahem) romatically involved with Richard Lightbown.
Then, it appears he goes to NYC for good, even though his 2nd daughter, Mary, marries a Troy
man, Charles S. Davis, and sets up house in Troy.
Eliza will go to live with her at some point before 1860, and dies in 1862.
But back to my GGGgrandfather. I have copies of his hand writing (unless his words were
transcribed).
I have just watched National Geographic's show on the "Real Gangs of New York."
Could "agent" have been another word for a member in an Irish gang?
Hope some one can give me a clue!
Donna
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of jean.foss@att.net
Sunday, October 29, 2006 8:16 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] occupation clarification..a rhyme!

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

Hi..
Just a quick thought on the occupation noted as "agent". It could mean a person who
represented a company, usually in a sales capacity. I'll check further with others who are
more familiar with the vocabulary of the times. I've been told too, that the census takers
who gathered information about the populace were not always very well educated, competent or
consciencious, and that was possibly the case with some hired because of political
connections. I've also heard traveling salesmen referred to as drummers but I think that was
a slang term.
I've just joined TIGS and am researching the Coffey family as well as the Healys, Raffertys
and Donnellys in Troy and Albany. Would be very grateful for any connections.
Jean Coffey Foss
-------------- Original message from "Donna Wilson" <elwewo1@gmail.com>: --------------

> Dear Ones,
> My GGGgrandfather, Cooper Crawford Browne, immigrated from Ireland to
> the US in 1852, probably Church of Ireland since the Browne's kept a
> family Bible.. He stated his occupation was a gold beater.
> There after in each US Census, even up until he's in his 70's, he
> declares he is an "agent". Does anyone know what this means?
> Shortly after immigrating, he is first seen in the Mechanicville area
> visiting his eldest daughter, Eliza Jane, who was (ahem) romatically
> involved with Richard Lightbown.
> Then, it appears he goes to NYC for good, even though his 2nd
> daughter, Mary, marries a Troy man, Charles S. Davis, and sets up house in Troy.
> Eliza will go to live with her at some point before 1860, and dies in 1862.
> But back to my GGGgrandfather. I have copies of his hand writing
> (unless his words were transcribed).
> I have just watched National Geographic's show on the "Real Gangs of
> New York."
> Could "agent" have been another word for a member in an Irish gang?
> Hope some one can give me a clue!
> Donna
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------236

To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Tim Hooley
[THOOLEY@nycap.rr.com]
Sunday, October 29, 2006 8:27 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] occupation clarification..a rhyme!

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Jean, I am currently researching Morgan and Mary Margaret Coffey Hooley who emigrated to Troy
in the late 1830s. At this point I do not know for sure if Mary had Coffey relatives in Troy
at that period but will pass on to you any information I find I think might help you. I
currently have a search in process going on in Ireland, Tipperary. Good Luck! Tim Hooley
----- Original Message ----From: <jean.foss@att.net>
To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Sunday, October 29, 2006 7:15 AM
Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] occupation clarification..a rhyme!

> Hi..
> Just a quick thought on the occupation noted as "agent". It could
> mean a person who represented a company, usually in a sales capacity.
> I'll check further with others who are more familiar with the
> vocabulary of the times. I've been told too, that the census takers
> who gathered information about the populace were not always very well
> educated, competent or consciencious, and that was possibly the case
> with some hired because of political connections. I've also heard
> traveling salesmen referred to as drummers but I think that was a slang term.
> I've just joined TIGS and am researching the Coffey family as well as
> the Healys, Raffertys and Donnellys in Troy and Albany. Would be very
> grateful for any connections.
> Jean Coffey Foss
>
> -------------- Original message from "Donna Wilson"
> <elwewo1@gmail.com>: ------------->
>
>> Dear Ones,
>> My GGGgrandfather, Cooper Crawford Browne, immigrated from Ireland to
>> the US in 1852, probably Church of Ireland since the Browne's kept a
>> family Bible.. He stated his occupation was a gold beater.
>> There after in each US Census, even up until he's in his 70's, he
>> declares he is an "agent". Does anyone know what this means?
>> Shortly after immigrating, he is first seen in the Mechanicville area
>> visiting his eldest daughter, Eliza Jane, who was (ahem) romatically
>> involved with Richard Lightbown.
>> Then, it appears he goes to NYC for good, even though his 2nd
>> daughter, Mary, marries a Troy man, Charles S. Davis, and sets up house in Troy.
>> Eliza will go to live with her at some point before 1860, and dies in
>> 1862.
>> But back to my GGGgrandfather. I have copies of his hand writing
>> (unless his words were transcribed).
>> I have just watched National Geographic's show on the "Real Gangs of
>> New York."
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>> Could "agent" have been another word for a member in an Irish gang?
>> Hope some one can give me a clue!
>> Donna
>> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>>
>> ------------------------------>> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>> without
>> the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Pat Connors [nymets11
@pacbell.net]
Sunday, October 29, 2006 10:16 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] occupation clarification..a rhyme!

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

I seen 'agent' used at times as a salesman.
-Pat Connors, visiting New Baltimore, NY
http://www.connorsgenealogy.com
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Bill & Cathy McGrath
[seamus@nycap.rr.com]
Sunday, October 29, 2006 11:46 AM
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Occupation Name

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

In researching my CARROLL line in Troy, I found LAWRENCE J. CARROLL (1887-1946) a half
brother to my grandmother, MARY ELIZABETH CARROLL O'CONNOR (1874-1960), listed in the Troy
City Directory as a Commercial Traveler.
This threw me for a while until I surmised it may have been a fancy term for salesman. When
I found Lawrence in the 1930 Census, he indeed was listed as a Commercial Salesman-Cigars.
Regards,
Bill McGrath
Clifton Park, NY
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Mimi Nicotina [miminicotina@nycap.rr.com]
Friday, October 27, 2006 7:09 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] occupation clarification..a rhyme!

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Thank you again, for the info on Michael Coffey from Troy.....do you know the exact date of
his death? I think that it was 1888 and I am goin g over to Troy tomorrow to do research at
the library....would like to try to get his death certificate.
tomorrow, I will also zeroz a copy of my dad's wedding picture, and send it to you, along
with the picture of Judge James V. Coffey which appeared in the Troy Record when he died. If
I am not mistaken, you will see , a great resemblance , phiscally, between the two men.
Thanks again, for all you help. Mimi Coffey Nicotina
----- Original Message ----From: <jean.foss@att.net>
To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Sunday, October 29, 2006 8:15 AM
Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] occupation clarification..a rhyme!

> Hi..
> Just a quick thought on the occupation noted as "agent". It could
> mean a
person who represented a company, usually in a sales capacity. I'll check further with
others who are more familiar with the vocabulary of the times.
I've been told too, that the census takers who gathered information about the populace were
not always very well educated, competent or consciencious, and that was possibly the case
with some hired because of political connections. I've also heard traveling salesmen
referred to as drummers but I think that was a slang term.
> I've just joined TIGS and am researching the Coffey family as well as
> the
Healys, Raffertys and Donnellys in Troy and Albany. Would be very grateful for any
connections.
> Jean Coffey Foss
>
> -------------- Original message from "Donna Wilson"
<elwewo1@gmail.com>: ------------->
>
> > Dear Ones,
> > My GGGgrandfather, Cooper Crawford Browne, immigrated from Ireland
> > to
the US
> > in 1852, probably Church of Ireland since the Browne's kept a family
> > Bible.. He stated his occupation was a gold beater.
> > There after in each US Census, even up until he's in his 70's, he
declares
> > he is an "agent". Does anyone know what this means?
> > Shortly after immigrating, he is first seen in the Mechanicville
> > area visiting his eldest daughter, Eliza Jane, who was (ahem)
> > romatically involved with Richard Lightbown.
> > Then, it appears he goes to NYC for good, even though his 2nd
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> > daughter, Mary, marries a Troy man, Charles S. Davis, and sets up house in Troy.
> > Eliza will go to live with her at some point before 1860, and dies
> > in
1862.
> > But back to my GGGgrandfather. I have copies of his hand writing
> > (unless his words were transcribed).
> > I have just watched National Geographic's show on the "Real Gangs of
> > New York."
> > Could "agent" have been another word for a member in an Irish gang?
> > Hope some one can give me a clue!
> > Donna
> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >
> > ------------------------------> > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
without
> > the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Mimi Nicotina [miminicotina@nycap.rr.com]
Friday, October 27, 2006 7:27 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] occupation clarification..a rhyme!

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Tim, I saw your message to Jean....I am a member of TIGS and am researching the Coffey
family, primarily of Albany, but which also could(because of
"clustering") had Troy connections. My g.g. grandfather was James Francis, a trained
carpenter, later, a well known builder in Albany.. He was married to Julia Maloney...I have
no idea where he was from in Ireland. Can you
help? Mimi Coffey Nicotina
mimi-nicotina@nycap.rr.com
----- Original Message ----From: "Tim Hooley" <THOOLEY@nycap.rr.com>
To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Sunday, October 29, 2006 8:26 AM
Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] occupation clarification..a rhyme!

> Jean, I am currently researching Morgan and Mary Margaret Coffey
> Hooley
who
> emigrated to Troy in the late 1830s. At this point I do not know for
> sure
if
> Mary had Coffey relatives in Troy at that period but will pass on to
> you
any
> information I find I think might help you. I currently have a search
> in process going on in Ireland, Tipperary. Good Luck! Tim Hooley
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <jean.foss@att.net>
> To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
> Sent: Sunday, October 29, 2006 7:15 AM
> Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] occupation clarification..a rhyme!
>
>
> > Hi..
> > Just a quick thought on the occupation noted as "agent". It could
> > mean
a
> > person who represented a company, usually in a sales capacity. I'll
check
> > further with others who are more familiar with the vocabulary of the
> > times. I've been told too, that the census takers who gathered
> > information about the populace were not always very well educated,
> > competent or consciencious, and that was possibly the case with some
hired
> > because of political connections. I've also heard traveling
> > salesmen referred to as drummers but I think that was a slang term.
> > I've just joined TIGS and am researching the Coffey family as well
> > as
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the
> > Healys, Raffertys and Donnellys in Troy and Albany. Would be very
> > grateful for any connections.
> > Jean Coffey Foss
> >
> > -------------- Original message from "Donna Wilson"
> > <elwewo1@gmail.com>: -------------> >
> >
> >> Dear Ones,
> >> My GGGgrandfather, Cooper Crawford Browne, immigrated from Ireland
> >> to
the
> >> US
> >> in 1852, probably Church of Ireland since the Browne's kept a
> >> family Bible.. He stated his occupation was a gold beater.
> >> There after in each US Census, even up until he's in his 70's, he
> >> declares he is an "agent". Does anyone know what this means?
> >> Shortly after immigrating, he is first seen in the Mechanicville
> >> area visiting his eldest daughter, Eliza Jane, who was (ahem)
> >> romatically involved with Richard Lightbown.
> >> Then, it appears he goes to NYC for good, even though his 2nd
> >> daughter, Mary, marries a Troy man, Charles S. Davis, and sets up house in Troy.
> >> Eliza will go to live with her at some point before 1860, and dies
> >> in 1862.
> >> But back to my GGGgrandfather. I have copies of his hand writing
(unless
> >> his words were transcribed).
> >> I have just watched National Geographic's show on the "Real Gangs
> >> of
New
> >> York."
> >> Could "agent" have been another word for a member in an Irish gang?
> >> Hope some one can give me a clue!
> >> Donna
> >> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >>
> >> ------------------------------> >> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> >> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> >> without
> >> the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >
> > ------------------------------> > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> > without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
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> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of jean.foss@att.net
Sunday, October 29, 2006 6:21 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] occupation clarification..a rhyme!

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

Hi, Mimi
Well glory be....James V. Coffey was my father's cousin! His father and my grandfather were
brothers. My father was Joseph J. Coffey and he served on the Troy police force for many
years. My uncles..Mike, John, Ed, William, and I believe one I never knew named James who
died before I was born were also of course, cousins of James V. We used to have all the
information about his untimely death and the newspaper coverage in a family scrapbook.
Sadly, there is very little left of family historical artifacts, photos, etc. because they
were destroyed many, many years ago by some unfortunate mischance. Then, to compound that
misfortune, a trunk containing memorabilia, photos and such was lost when my mother moved
from Troy to Poestenkill back in the 60s.
I will be reorganizing the materials I have in my possession and will be glad to share
anything that might interest you. I've been absorbed in some musical and theatrical ventures
and have not kept up with my search until I became aware of TIGS. Oh yes...my brother, Ed
Coffey has what's left of the family papers and photos carefully preserved in several neatly
kept albums, so he's a resource as well.
Jean
-------------- Original message from "Mimi Nicotina" <mimi-nicotina@nycap.rr.com>: -------------

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Thank you again, for the info on Michael Coffey from Troy.....do you
know the exact date of his death? I think that it was 1888 and I am
goin g over to Troy tomorrow to do research at the library....would
like to try to get his death certificate.
tomorrow, I will also zeroz a copy of my dad's wedding picture, and
send it to you, along with the picture of Judge James V. Coffey which
appeared in the Troy Record when he died. If I am not mistaken, you
will see , a great resemblance , phiscally, between the two men.
Thanks again, for all you help. Mimi Coffey Nicotina
----- Original Message ----From:
To:
Sent: Sunday, October 29, 2006 8:15 AM
Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] occupation clarification..a rhyme!

> Hi..
> Just a quick thought on the occupation noted as "agent". It could
> mean a
person who represented a company, usually in a sales capacity. I'll
check further with others who are more familiar with the vocabulary of the times.
I've been told too, that the census takers who gathered information
about the populace were not always very well educated, competent or
consciencious, and that was possibly the case with some hired because
of political connections. I've also heard traveling salesmen referred
to as drummers but I think that was a slang term.
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> I've just joined TIGS and am researching the Coffey family as well
> as the
Healys, Raffertys and Donnellys in Troy and Albany. Would be very
grateful for any connections.
> Jean Coffey Foss
>
> -------------- Original message from "Donna Wilson"
: ------------->
>
> > Dear Ones,
> > My GGGgrandfather, Cooper Crawford Browne, immigrated from Ireland
> > to
the US
> > in 1852, probably Church of Ireland since the Browne's kept a
> > family Bible.. He stated his occupation was a gold beater.
> > There after in each US Census, even up until he's in his 70's, he
declares
> > he is an "agent". Does anyone know what this means?
> > Shortly after immigrating, he is first seen in the Mechanicville
> > area visiting his eldest daughter, Eliza Jane, who was (ahem)
> > romatically involved with Richard Lightbown.
> > Then, it appears he goes to NYC for good, even though his 2nd
> > daughter, Mary, marries a Troy man, Charles S. Davis, and sets up house in Troy.
> > Eliza will go to live with her at some point before 1860, and dies
> > in
1862.
> > But back to my GGGgrandfather. I have copies of his hand writing
> > (unless his words were transcribed).
> > I have just watched National Geographic's show on the "Real Gangs
> > of New York."
> > Could "agent" have been another word for a member in an Irish gang?
> > Hope some one can give me a clue!
> > Donna
> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >
> > ------------------------------> > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
without
> > the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
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> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Donna K. Vaughn
[dkvaughn@nycap.rr.com]
Sunday, October 29, 2006 6:27 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] occupation clarification..a rhyme!

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

YAH!

I love it when "cousins" find each other on our list!

Donna
----- Original Message ----From: <jean.foss@att.net>
To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Sunday, October 29, 2006 5:20 PM
Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] occupation clarification..a rhyme!

> Hi, Mimi
> Well glory be....James V. Coffey was my father's cousin! His father and
> my grandfather were brothers. My father was Joseph J. Coffey and he
> served on the Troy police force for many years. My uncles..Mike, John,
> Ed, William, and I believe one I never knew named James who died before I
> was born were also of course, cousins of James V. We used to have all the
> information about his untimely death and the newspaper coverage in a
> family scrapbook. Sadly, there is very little left of family historical
> artifacts, photos, etc. because they were destroyed many, many years ago
> by some unfortunate mischance. Then, to compound that misfortune, a trunk
> containing memorabilia, photos and such was lost when my mother moved from
> Troy to Poestenkill back in the 60s.
> I will be reorganizing the materials I have in my possession and will be
> glad to share anything that might interest you. I've been absorbed in
> some musical and theatrical ventures and have not kept up with my search
> until I became aware of TIGS. Oh yes...my brother, Ed Coffey has what's
> left of the family papers and photos carefully preserved in several neatly
> kept albums, so he's a resource as well.
> Jean
>
> -------------- Original message from "Mimi Nicotina"
> <mimi-nicotina@nycap.rr.com>: ------------->
>
>> Thank you again, for the info on Michael Coffey from Troy.....do you know
>> the exact date of his death? I think that it was 1888 and I am goin g
>> over
>> to Troy tomorrow to do research at the library....would like to try to
>> get
>> his death certificate.
>> tomorrow, I will also zeroz a copy of my dad's wedding picture, and send
>> it to you, along with the picture of Judge James V. Coffey which appeared
>> in
>> the Troy Record when he died. If I am not mistaken, you will see , a
>> great
>> resemblance , phiscally, between the two men. Thanks again, for all you
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>>
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>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

help. Mimi Coffey Nicotina
----- Original Message ----From:
To:
Sent: Sunday, October 29, 2006 8:15 AM
Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] occupation clarification..a rhyme!

> Hi..
> Just a quick thought on the occupation noted as "agent". It could mean
> a
person who represented a company, usually in a sales capacity. I'll check
further with others who are more familiar with the vocabulary of the
times.
I've been told too, that the census takers who gathered information about
the populace were not always very well educated, competent or
consciencious,
and that was possibly the case with some hired because of political
connections. I've also heard traveling salesmen referred to as drummers
but
I think that was a slang term.
> I've just joined TIGS and am researching the Coffey family as well as
> the
Healys, Raffertys and Donnellys in Troy and Albany. Would be very
grateful
for any connections.
> Jean Coffey Foss
>
> -------------- Original message from "Donna Wilson"
: ------------->
>
> > Dear Ones,
> > My GGGgrandfather, Cooper Crawford Browne, immigrated from Ireland to
the US
> > in 1852, probably Church of Ireland since the Browne's kept a family
> > Bible.. He stated his occupation was a gold beater.
> > There after in each US Census, even up until he's in his 70's, he
declares
> > he is an "agent". Does anyone know what this means?
> > Shortly after immigrating, he is first seen in the Mechanicville area
> > visiting his eldest daughter, Eliza Jane, who was (ahem) romatically
> > involved with Richard Lightbown.
> > Then, it appears he goes to NYC for good, even though his 2nd
> > daughter,
> > Mary, marries a Troy man, Charles S. Davis, and sets up house in
> > Troy.
> > Eliza will go to live with her at some point before 1860, and dies in
1862.
> > But back to my GGGgrandfather. I have copies of his hand writing
> > (unless
> > his words were transcribed).
> > I have just watched National Geographic's show on the "Real Gangs of
> > New
> > York."
> > Could "agent" have been another word for a member in an Irish gang?
> > Hope some one can give me a clue!
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>> > > Donna
>> > > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>> > > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>> > > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>> > >
>> > > ------------------------------>> > > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>> > > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>> without
>> > > the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>> > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>> > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>> >
>> > ------------------------------>> > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>>
>> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>>
>> ------------------------------>> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>> without
>> the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Lizette Strait [lstrait94
@earthlink.net]
Sunday, October 29, 2006 6:38 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to the TIGS Mailing List

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Hi Listers,
I like to welcome Harry Tegler to the list. He grew up in South Troy in the 50's and was
connect would some of the other that went to St. Joseph's.
Lizette

<Harry Tegler wrote:
Received this site from my brother Paul Tegler class of 56 St. Joseph. I was one year ahead
of him Harry class of 55, Paul in now retired and living in Williamsburg, Va. It's nice to
look back at South Troy in the 50s. We both had a lot of good friends growing up in St.
Josephs. I enjoyed the site and will keep it in my favorites. Thanks Harry Tegler ==== NYTROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Lois [lantana@npgcable.com]
Sunday, October 29, 2006 6:53 PM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] occupation clarification..a rhyme!

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

HI Jean;
would any of your Healys have spelled the name Haley? We are looking for Jeremiah Haley
(Healy) born Ireland about 1830. He married Mary Eagen (Akin) they had two children in
Tennessee--John in 1865 and Margaret Ella in 1867 and another child in South Dakota- Daisy
Johannah Haley in 1876. A long shot but we have been looking a looooong time.
There was a rumor they started in New York.
Lois in AZ
jean.foss@att.net wrote:
>Hi..
>Just a quick thought on the occupation noted as "agent". It could mean a person who
represented a company, usually in a sales capacity. I'll check further with others who are
more familiar with the vocabulary of the times. I've been told too, that the census takers
who gathered information about the populace were not always very well educated, competent or
consciencious, and that was possibly the case with some hired because of political
connections. I've also heard traveling salesmen referred to as drummers but I think that was
a slang term.
>I've just joined TIGS and am researching the Coffey family as well as the Healys, Raffertys
and Donnellys in Troy and Albany. Would be very grateful for any connections.
>Jean Coffey Foss
>
>-------------- Original message from "Donna Wilson"
><elwewo1@gmail.com>: ------------->
>
>
>
>>Dear Ones,
>>My GGGgrandfather, Cooper Crawford Browne, immigrated from Ireland to
>>the US in 1852, probably Church of Ireland since the Browne's kept a
>>family Bible.. He stated his occupation was a gold beater.
>>There after in each US Census, even up until he's in his 70's, he
>>declares he is an "agent". Does anyone know what this means?
>>Shortly after immigrating, he is first seen in the Mechanicville area
>>visiting his eldest daughter, Eliza Jane, who was (ahem) romatically
>>involved with Richard Lightbown.
>>Then, it appears he goes to NYC for good, even though his 2nd
>>daughter, Mary, marries a Troy man, Charles S. Davis, and sets up house in Troy.
>>Eliza will go to live with her at some point before 1860, and dies in 1862.
>>But back to my GGGgrandfather. I have copies of his hand writing
>>(unless his words were transcribed).
>>I have just watched National Geographic's show on the "Real Gangs of
>>New York."
>>Could "agent" have been another word for a member in an Irish gang?
>>Hope some one can give me a clue!
>>Donna
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>>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>>
>>
>>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>>>
>>>
>>------------------------------>>To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>>without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>>
>>
>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>
>
>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>>
>>
>
>------------------------------>To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>
>
>
>
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Donna K. Vaughn
[dkvaughn@nycap.rr.com]
Monday, October 30, 2006 6:14 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] "Missing Friends" database

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

I'm posting this in case there are list members who are unaware of this free database:
http://infowanted.bc.edu/
This is quoted from their website: "From October 1831 through October 1921, the Boston Pilot
newspaper printed a "Missing Friends" column with advertisements from people looking for
"lost" friends and relatives who had emigrated from Ireland to the United States. This
extraordinary collection of 31,711 records is available here as a searchable online database,
which contains a text record for each ad that appeared in the Pilot."
It's not just for those who came directly to Boston. There are NYC ports of arrival there
too. If you are lucky enough to find your ancestor there, the information in the entry MAY
include county and parish in Ireland, which of course is the key to finding more.
Check it out! It's a fun site and easy to navigate and search.
Donna
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of HARRY TEGLER
[diandi@verizon.net]
Monday, October 30, 2006 8:28 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
[NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] (no subject)

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

got it thanks harry
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of jean.foss@att.net
Monday, October 30, 2006 12:01 PM
lantana@npgcable.com; ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] occupation clarification..a rhyme!

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

Dear Lois,
I haven't much information on the Healy line, but from what I've been able to construe from
it, there was a great deal of confusion about the spelling of the name; Healy, Healey, Haley,
Hawley, Hailey. I suppose that the first persons with names in this group having been born
in Ireland, spoke with a brogue, and that could have contributed to the differing spellings
arrived at by the census takers. I'm told that my great grandmother always spoke of a nice
cup of tay, and when teased about her pronunciation, would become annoyed and remark "I can
say tay as well as anybody else!"
My grandmother, Delia Healy died before I was born. She married Michael J. Coffey who was my
grandfather. Delia's date of birth is subject to confusion, but her name shows up in the
1860 census as the child of Charles and Mary Healy who lived in Albany. Apparently they came
to New York state before 1842, and there is a Charles Healy, occupation listed as cartman
found in the 1847 and 1848 Albany City Directories. In 1860, a Charles Healy shows up as a
brewer. In the census information available, children of the Healys are listed as Lawrence,
Mary/Maria, Charles, Cornelius, Delia/Bedelia, Margaret and Francis. From the 1850 census
onward, the family is listed as living in the 8th Ward, Albany. The address found in the
1880 census is 164 Orange St., Albany. The 1900 census lists Charles Healy, (one of the
children of Charles and Mary), and wife Margaret E. Healy as residents of 248 Clinton St.,
Albany.
My grandmother, Delia was born around 1854-1855, and died in 1929.
I wonder if your Jeremiah Haley (Healy) might have been related to Charles Healy. If he was
born in 1830 in Ireland he might have emigrated with family during the great exodus of the
1840s, and being of an adventuresome spirit, gone west to seek his fortune. I hope he found
it.
Jean Coffey Foss
p.s. Do you know what county, town or city in Ireland was Jeremiah's home before he left for
America?
-------------- Original message from Lois <lantana@npgcable.com>: --------------

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

HI Jean;
would any of your Healys have spelled the name Haley? We are looking
for Jeremiah Haley (Healy) born Ireland about 1830. He married Mary
Eagen (Akin) they had two children in Tennessee--John in 1865 and
Margaret Ella in 1867 and another child in South Dakota- Daisy
Johannah Haley in 1876. A long shot but we have been looking a looooong time.
There was a rumor they started in New York.
Lois in AZ
jean.foss@att.net wrote:
>Hi..
>Just a quick thought on the occupation noted as "agent". It could
>mean a
person who represented a company, usually in a sales capacity. I'll
check further with others who are more familiar with the vocabulary of the times.
I've been told too, that the census takers who gathered information
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> about the populace were not always very well educated, competent or
> consciencious, and that was possibly the case with some hired because of political
connections.
> I've also heard traveling salesmen referred to as drummers but I think
> that was a slang term.
> >I've just joined TIGS and am researching the Coffey family as well as
> >the
> Healys, Raffertys and Donnellys in Troy and Albany. Would be very
> grateful for any connections.
> >Jean Coffey Foss
> >
> >-------------- Original message from "Donna Wilson" :
> -------------> >
> >
> >
> >
> >>Dear Ones,
> >>My GGGgrandfather, Cooper Crawford Browne, immigrated from Ireland
> >>to the US in 1852, probably Church of Ireland since the Browne's
> >>kept a family Bible.. He stated his occupation was a gold beater.
> >>There after in each US Census, even up until he's in his 70's, he
> >>declares he is an "agent". Does anyone know what this means?
> >>Shortly after immigrating, he is first seen in the Mechanicville
> >>area visiting his eldest daughter, Eliza Jane, who was (ahem)
> >>romatically involved with Richard Lightbown.
> >>Then, it appears he goes to NYC for good, even though his 2nd
> >>daughter, Mary, marries a Troy man, Charles S. Davis, and sets up house in Troy.
> >>Eliza will go to live with her at some point before 1860, and dies in 1862.
> >>But back to my GGGgrandfather. I have copies of his hand writing
> >>(unless his words were transcribed).
> >>I have just watched National Geographic's show on the "Real Gangs of
> >>New York."
> >>Could "agent" have been another word for a member in an Irish gang?
> >>Hope some one can give me a clue!
> >>Donna
> >>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >>
> >>
> >>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >>>
> >>>
> >>------------------------------> >>To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> >>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word
> >>'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the body of the
> >>message
> >>
> >>
> >==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >
> >
> >>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >>
> >>
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> >
> >------------------------------> >To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> >
> >
> >
> >
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Mimi Nicotina [miminicotina@nycap.rr.com]
Saturday, October 28, 2006 10:03 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] occupation clarification..a rhyme!

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Jean,
Today I spent most of my time at the Troy Public Library, researching Michael Coffey
without any huge success. What I did find, was a picture of James W.Coffey, one of Troy's
prominent citizens, also a brief biog. along with the picture. If you do not have this, I
will be happy to send it to you. Do you have any idea when Michael Coffey died...I thought
that it was 1888, but a Michael Coffey keeps appearing in the Troy Directory. I would like
to get his death, and marriage certificates, but need his full date of death. Any help
appreciated. Mimi Coffey Nicotina
----- Original Message ----From: <jean.foss@att.net>
To: <lantana@npgcable.com>; <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Monday, October 30, 2006 12:01 PM
Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] occupation clarification..a rhyme!

> Dear Lois,
> I haven't much information on the Healy line, but from what I've been
> able
to construe from it, there was a great deal of confusion about the spelling of the name;
Healy, Healey, Haley, Hawley, Hailey. I suppose that the first persons with names in this
group having been born in Ireland, spoke with a brogue, and that could have contributed to
the differing spellings arrived at by the census takers. I'm told that my great grandmother
always spoke of a nice cup of tay, and when teased about her pronunciation, would become
annoyed and remark "I can say tay as well as anybody else!"
> My grandmother, Delia Healy died before I was born. She married
> Michael
J. Coffey who was my grandfather. Delia's date of birth is subject to confusion, but her
name shows up in the 1860 census as the child of Charles and Mary Healy who lived in Albany.
Apparently they came to New York state before 1842, and there is a Charles Healy, occupation
listed as cartman found in the 1847 and 1848 Albany City Directories. In 1860, a Charles
Healy shows up as a brewer. In the census information available, children of the Healys are
listed as Lawrence, Mary/Maria, Charles, Cornelius, Delia/Bedelia, Margaret and Francis.
From the 1850 census onward, the family is listed as living in the 8th Ward, Albany. The
address found in the 1880 census is 164 Orange St., Albany. The 1900 census lists Charles
Healy, (one of the children of Charles and Mary), and wife Margaret E. Healy as residents of
248 Clinton St., Albany.
> My grandmother, Delia was born around 1854-1855, and died in 1929.
> I wonder if your Jeremiah Haley (Healy) might have been related to
> Charles
Healy. If he was born in 1830 in Ireland he might have emigrated with family during the great
exodus of the 1840s, and being of an adventuresome spirit, gone west to seek his fortune. I
hope he found it.
> Jean Coffey Foss
> p.s. Do you know what county, town or city in Ireland was Jeremiah's
> home
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before he left for America?
> -------------- Original message from Lois
<lantana@npgcable.com>: ------------->
>
> > HI Jean;
> > would any of your Healys have spelled the name Haley? We are looking
> > for Jeremiah Haley (Healy) born Ireland about 1830. He married Mary
> > Eagen (Akin) they had two children in Tennessee--John in 1865 and
> > Margaret Ella in 1867 and another child in South Dakota- Daisy
> > Johannah Haley in 1876. A long shot but we have been looking a looooong time.
> > There was a rumor they started in New York.
> > Lois in AZ
> >
> > jean.foss@att.net wrote:
> >
> > >Hi..
> > >Just a quick thought on the occupation noted as "agent". It could
> > >mean
a
> > person who represented a company, usually in a sales capacity. I'll
check
> > further with others who are more familiar with the vocabulary of the
times.
> > I've been told too, that the census takers who gathered information
about the
> > populace were not always very well educated, competent or
> > consciencious,
and
> > that was possibly the case with some hired because of political
connections.
> > I've also heard traveling salesmen referred to as drummers but I
> > think
that was
> > a slang term.
> > >I've just joined TIGS and am researching the Coffey family as well
> > >as
the
> > Healys, Raffertys and Donnellys in Troy and Albany. Would be very
grateful for
> > any connections.
> > >Jean Coffey Foss
> > >
> > >-------------- Original message from "Donna Wilson" :
> > -------------> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >>Dear Ones,
> > >>My GGGgrandfather, Cooper Crawford Browne, immigrated from Ireland
> > >>to
the US
> > >>in 1852, probably Church of Ireland since the Browne's kept a
> > >>family Bible.. He stated his occupation was a gold beater.
> > >>There after in each US Census, even up until he's in his 70's, he
declares
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> > >>he is an "agent". Does anyone know what this means?
> > >>Shortly after immigrating, he is first seen in the Mechanicville
> > >>area visiting his eldest daughter, Eliza Jane, who was (ahem)
> > >>romatically involved with Richard Lightbown.
> > >>Then, it appears he goes to NYC for good, even though his 2nd
daughter,
> > >>Mary, marries a Troy man, Charles S. Davis, and sets up house in Troy.
> > >>Eliza will go to live with her at some point before 1860, and dies
> > >>in
1862.
> > >>But back to my GGGgrandfather. I have copies of his hand writing
(unless
> > >>his words were transcribed).
> > >>I have just watched National Geographic's show on the "Real Gangs
> > >>of
New
> > >>York."
> > >>Could "agent" have been another word for a member in an Irish gang?
> > >>Hope some one can give me a clue!
> > >>Donna
> > >>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > >>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> > >>>
> > >>>
> > >>------------------------------> > >>To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> > >>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
without
> > >>the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> > >>
> > >>
> > >==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > >
> > >
> > >>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > >>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> > >>
> > >>
> > >
> > >------------------------------> > >To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
without
> > the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >
> > ------------------------------> > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
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> > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
without
> > the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Mickey [mickeymc@nycap.rr.com]
Monday, October 30, 2006 6:05 PM
Lizette Strait; ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to the TIGS Mailing List

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

This is for Harry Tegler. My name was Mickey McGaughnea. I went to school 12, but was
friends with class of 56 in St. Joseph's. I remember your brother Paul. In fact, I found an
old picture of the graduating class of St. Joseph's in 1956 on one of the links on the TGIS
web site, I think it was on O'Connors. One of the listings was for St. Joseph's School. I am
going to e-mail Judy Simpson and tell her after I send this. It sure brings
back memories.
Mickey
----- Original Message ----From: "Lizette Strait" <lstrait94@earthlink.net>
To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Sunday, October 29, 2006 5:37 PM
Subject: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Welcome to the TIGS Mailing List

> Hi Listers,
>
> I like to welcome Harry Tegler to the list. He grew up in South Troy
> in
the 50's and was connect would some of the other that went to St. Joseph's.
>
> Lizette
>
>
> <Harry Tegler wrote:
>
> Received this site from my brother Paul Tegler class of 56 St.
> Joseph. I
was one year ahead of him Harry class of 55, Paul in now retired and living in Williamsburg,
Va. It's nice to look back at South Troy in the 50s. We both had a lot of good friends
growing up in St. Josephs. I enjoyed the site and will keep it in my favorites. Thanks Harry
Tegler
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
-------------------------------
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To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Mimi Nicotina [miminicotina@nycap.rr.com]
Saturday, October 28, 2006 10:42 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] occupation clarification..a rhyme!

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Still reading over my current emails....My uncle, John A.Callahan also served on the Troy
Police force from the 1930's through the early fifties.
An honor graduate , and scholarship recepient of La Salle, he rose in the police dept. to
become Sergeant, and chief radio dispatcher. He retired in the late 1950's. Truly, it is, a
small world. Mimi Coffey Nicotina
----- Original Message ----From: "Donna K. Vaughn" <dkvaughn@nycap.rr.com>
To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Sunday, October 29, 2006 6:27 PM
Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] occupation clarification..a rhyme!

> YAH! I love it when "cousins" find each other on our list!
>
> Donna
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <jean.foss@att.net>
> To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
> Sent: Sunday, October 29, 2006 5:20 PM
> Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] occupation clarification..a rhyme!
>
>
> > Hi, Mimi
> > Well glory be....James V. Coffey was my father's cousin! His father
> > and my grandfather were brothers. My father was Joseph J. Coffey
> > and he served on the Troy police force for many years. My
> > uncles..Mike, John, Ed, William, and I believe one I never knew
> > named James who died before
I
> > was born were also of course, cousins of James V. We used to have
> > all
the
> > information about his untimely death and the newspaper coverage in a
> > family scrapbook. Sadly, there is very little left of family
> > historical artifacts, photos, etc. because they were destroyed many,
> > many years ago by some unfortunate mischance. Then, to compound
> > that misfortune, a
trunk
> > containing memorabilia, photos and such was lost when my mother
> > moved
from
> > Troy to Poestenkill back in the 60s.
> > I will be reorganizing the materials I have in my possession and
> > will be glad to share anything that might interest you. I've been
> > absorbed in some musical and theatrical ventures and have not kept
> > up with my search until I became aware of TIGS. Oh yes...my
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> > brother, Ed Coffey has what's left of the family papers and photos
> > carefully preserved in several
neatly
> > kept albums, so he's a resource as well.
> > Jean
> >
> > -------------- Original message from "Mimi Nicotina"
> > <mimi-nicotina@nycap.rr.com>: -------------> >
> >
> >> Thank you again, for the info on Michael Coffey from Troy.....do
> >> you
know
> >> the exact date of his death? I think that it was 1888 and I am goin
> >> g over to Troy tomorrow to do research at the library....would like
> >> to try to get his death certificate.
> >> tomorrow, I will also zeroz a copy of my dad's wedding picture, and
send
> >> it to you, along with the picture of Judge James V. Coffey which
appeared
> >> in
> >> the Troy Record when he died. If I am not mistaken, you will see ,
> >> a great resemblance , phiscally, between the two men. Thanks again,
> >> for all you help. Mimi Coffey Nicotina
> >> ----- Original Message ----> >> From:
> >> To:
> >> Sent: Sunday, October 29, 2006 8:15 AM
> >> Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] occupation clarification..a rhyme!
> >>
> >>
> >> > Hi..
> >> > Just a quick thought on the occupation noted as "agent". It could
mean
> >> > a
> >> person who represented a company, usually in a sales capacity. I'll
check
> >> further with others who are more familiar with the vocabulary of
> >> the times.
> >> I've been told too, that the census takers who gathered information
about
> >> the populace were not always very well educated, competent or
> >> consciencious, and that was possibly the case with some hired
> >> because of political connections. I've also heard traveling
> >> salesmen referred to as drummers but I think that was a slang term.
> >> > I've just joined TIGS and am researching the Coffey family as
> >> > well as the
> >> Healys, Raffertys and Donnellys in Troy and Albany. Would be very
> >> grateful for any connections.
> >> > Jean Coffey Foss
> >> >
> >> > -------------- Original message from "Donna Wilson"
> >> : -------------> >> >
> >> >
> >> > > Dear Ones,
> >> > > My GGGgrandfather, Cooper Crawford Browne, immigrated from
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> >> > > Ireland
to
> >> the US
> >> > > in 1852, probably Church of Ireland since the Browne's kept a
family
> >> > > Bible.. He stated his occupation was a gold beater.
> >> > > There after in each US Census, even up until he's in his 70's,
> >> > > he
> >> declares
> >> > > he is an "agent". Does anyone know what this means?
> >> > > Shortly after immigrating, he is first seen in the
> >> > > Mechanicville
area
> >> > > visiting his eldest daughter, Eliza Jane, who was (ahem)
romatically
> >> > > involved with Richard Lightbown.
> >> > > Then, it appears he goes to NYC for good, even though his 2nd
> >> > > daughter, Mary, marries a Troy man, Charles S. Davis, and sets
> >> > > up house in Troy.
> >> > > Eliza will go to live with her at some point before 1860, and
> >> > > dies
in
> >> 1862.
> >> > > But back to my GGGgrandfather. I have copies of his hand
> >> > > writing (unless his words were transcribed).
> >> > > I have just watched National Geographic's show on the "Real
> >> > > Gangs
of
> >> > > New
> >> > > York."
> >> > > Could "agent" have been another word for a member in an Irish gang?
> >> > > Hope some one can give me a clue!
> >> > > Donna
> >> > > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >> > > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >> > > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >> > >
> >> > > ------------------------------- To unsubscribe from the list,
> >> > > please send an email to
> >> > > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word
'unsubscribe'
> >> without
> >> > > the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> >> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >> > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >> > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >> >
> >> > ------------------------------> >> > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> >> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> >> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> >>
> >> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >>
> >> ------------------------------269

> >> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> >> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> >> without
> >> the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >
> > ------------------------------> > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> > without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> >
>
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Mimi Nicotina [miminicotina@nycap.rr.com]
Saturday, October 28, 2006 10:44 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] occupation clarification..a rhyme!

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Addenda....I have the death certificate for James V., and also his witeup in the Troy
Record...even Gov. Lehmann attended.. If you wish, I can make you a copy. Mimi
----- Original Message ----From: <jean.foss@att.net>
To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Sunday, October 29, 2006 6:20 PM
Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] occupation clarification..a rhyme!

> Hi, Mimi
> Well glory be....James V. Coffey was my father's cousin! His father
> and
my grandfather were brothers. My father was Joseph J. Coffey and he served on the Troy
police force for many years. My uncles..Mike, John, Ed, William, and I believe one I never
knew named James who died before I was born were also of course, cousins of James V. We used
to have all the information about his untimely death and the newspaper coverage in a family
scrapbook. Sadly, there is very little left of family historical artifacts, photos, etc.
because they were destroyed many, many years ago by some unfortunate mischance. Then, to
compound that misfortune, a trunk containing memorabilia, photos and such was lost when my
mother moved from Troy to Poestenkill back in the 60s.
> I will be reorganizing the materials I have in my possession and will
> be
glad to share anything that might interest you. I've been absorbed in some musical and
theatrical ventures and have not kept up with my search until I became aware of TIGS. Oh
yes...my brother, Ed Coffey has what's left of the family papers and photos carefully
preserved in several neatly kept albums, so he's a resource as well.
> Jean
>
> -------------- Original message from "Mimi Nicotina"
<mimi-nicotina@nycap.rr.com>: ------------->
>
> > Thank you again, for the info on Michael Coffey from Troy.....do you
know
> > the exact date of his death? I think that it was 1888 and I am goin
> > g
over
> > to Troy tomorrow to do research at the library....would like to try
> > to
get
> > his death certificate.
> > tomorrow, I will also zeroz a copy of my dad's wedding picture, and
> > send it to you, along with the picture of Judge James V. Coffey
> > which
appeared in
> > the Troy Record when he died. If I am not mistaken, you will see , a
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great
> > resemblance , phiscally, between the two men. Thanks again, for all
> > you help. Mimi Coffey Nicotina
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From:
> > To:
> > Sent: Sunday, October 29, 2006 8:15 AM
> > Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] occupation clarification..a rhyme!
> >
> >
> > > Hi..
> > > Just a quick thought on the occupation noted as "agent". It could
> > > mean
a
> > person who represented a company, usually in a sales capacity. I'll
check
> > further with others who are more familiar with the vocabulary of the
times.
> > I've been told too, that the census takers who gathered information
about
> > the populace were not always very well educated, competent or
consciencious,
> > and that was possibly the case with some hired because of political
> > connections. I've also heard traveling salesmen referred to as
> > drummers
but
> > I think that was a slang term.
> > > I've just joined TIGS and am researching the Coffey family as well
> > > as
the
> > Healys, Raffertys and Donnellys in Troy and Albany. Would be very
grateful
> > for any connections.
> > > Jean Coffey Foss
> > >
> > > -------------- Original message from "Donna Wilson"
> > : -------------> > >
> > >
> > > > Dear Ones,
> > > > My GGGgrandfather, Cooper Crawford Browne, immigrated from
> > > > Ireland
to
> > the US
> > > > in 1852, probably Church of Ireland since the Browne's kept a
> > > > family Bible.. He stated his occupation was a gold beater.
> > > > There after in each US Census, even up until he's in his 70's,
> > > > he
> > declares
> > > > he is an "agent". Does anyone know what this means?
> > > > Shortly after immigrating, he is first seen in the Mechanicville
area
> > > > visiting his eldest daughter, Eliza Jane, who was (ahem)
> > > > romatically involved with Richard Lightbown.
> > > > Then, it appears he goes to NYC for good, even though his 2nd
daughter,
> > > > Mary, marries a Troy man, Charles S. Davis, and sets up house in
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Troy.
> > > > Eliza will go to live with her at some point before 1860, and
> > > > dies
in
> > 1862.
> > > > But back to my GGGgrandfather. I have copies of his hand writing
(unless
> > > > his words were transcribed).
> > > > I have just watched National Geographic's show on the "Real
> > > > Gangs of
New
> > > > York."
> > > > Could "agent" have been another word for a member in an Irish gang?
> > > > Hope some one can give me a clue!
> > > > Donna
> > > > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > > > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > > > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> > > >
> > > > ------------------------------> > > > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> > > > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word
'unsubscribe'
> > without
> > > > the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> > > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> > >
> > > ------------------------------> > > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> > without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> >
> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >
> > ------------------------------> > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
without
> > the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
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Frank Ryan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of jean.foss@att.net
Tuesday, October 31, 2006 12:32 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Many Michaels

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

Mimi,
The first Michael Coffey in America was born in 1829 in Bird Hill or Nenagh, County
Tipperary, Ireland. He emigrated to the U.S. either accompanied, preceded or followed by
other family members. He married Sara Walsh on Jan. 18, 1852 and they had six children
including a Michael, all of whom survived to adulthood. Michael Coffey, the father, died
Feb. 3, 1888.
The birth date of Michael, his son is unknown, but the date of his death is Jan. 30, 1921.
He was my grandfather and was the husband of Delia Healy Coffey. Their sons included my
uncles James W., William A., Edward F., John F., Michael J. and my father, Joseph J.Coffey
who was also a sergeant on the Troy Police Force like your uncle, Officer Callahan.
The third Michael in this history was as mentioned above, my uncle. He was born Dec. 18,
1897 and died April 6, 1968.
That's quite a few Michaels to keep track of, and that's only the beginning of the confusion
considering Sarah Walsh and Sara or Sarah Hayes who married different generations of Michael
Coffeys. There were also Coffeys who married unrelated Coffeys. I'm wondering whether you
might have any information on Alpheus Coffey and William Alpheus Coffey who were two
different persons.
Thank you for the offer to send the photo related to James V. Coffey's funeral. I remember
seeing that picture clipped from the newspaper in the family scrapbook years ago. I don't
know for sure whether my brother still has it, so would appreciate your sending it.
Jean
-------------- Original message from "Mimi Nicotina" <mimi-nicotina@nycap.rr.com>: -------------

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Jean,
Today I spent most of my time at the Troy Public Library, researching
Michael Coffey without any huge success. What I did find, was a
picture of James W.Coffey, one of Troy's prominent citizens, also a
brief biog. along with the picture. If you do not have this, I will be
happy to send it to you. Do you have any idea when Michael Coffey
died...I thought that it was 1888, but a Michael Coffey keeps
appearing in the Troy Directory. I would like to get his death, and
marriage certificates, but need his full date of death. Any help
appreciated. Mimi Coffey Nicotina
----- Original Message ----From:
To: ;
Sent: Monday, October 30, 2006 12:01 PM
Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] occupation clarification..a rhyme!

> Dear Lois,
> I haven't much information on the Healy line, but from what I've
> been able
to construe from it, there was a great deal of confusion about the
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> spelling of the name; Healy, Healey, Haley, Hawley, Hailey. I suppose
> that the first persons with names in this group having been born in
> Ireland, spoke with a brogue, and that could have contributed to the
> differing spellings arrived at by the census takers. I'm told that my
> great grandmother always spoke of a nice cup of tay, and when teased
> about her pronunciation, would become annoyed and remark "I can say tay as well as anybody
else!"
> > My grandmother, Delia Healy died before I was born. She married
> > Michael
> J. Coffey who was my grandfather. Delia's date of birth is subject to
> confusion, but her name shows up in the 1860 census as the child of
> Charles and Mary Healy who lived in Albany. Apparently they came to
> New York state before 1842, and there is a Charles Healy, occupation
> listed as cartman found in the 1847 and 1848 Albany City Directories.
> In 1860, a Charles Healy shows up as a brewer. In the census
> information available, children of the Healys are listed as Lawrence,
> Mary/Maria, Charles, Cornelius, Delia/Bedelia, Margaret and Francis.
> From the 1850 census onward, the family is listed as living in the 8th
> Ward, Albany. The address found in the 1880 census is 164 Orange St.,
> Albany. The 1900 census lists Charles Healy, (one of the children of
> Charles and Mary), and wife Margaret E. Healy as residents of 248 Clinton St., Albany.
> > My grandmother, Delia was born around 1854-1855, and died in 1929.
> > I wonder if your Jeremiah Haley (Healy) might have been related to
> > Charles
> Healy. If he was born in 1830 in Ireland he might have emigrated with
> family during the great exodus of the 1840s, and being of an
> adventuresome spirit, gone west to seek his fortune. I hope he found it.
> > Jean Coffey Foss
> > p.s. Do you know what county, town or city in Ireland was Jeremiah's
> > home
> before he left for America?
> > -------------- Original message from Lois
> : -------------> >
> >
> > > HI Jean;
> > > would any of your Healys have spelled the name Haley? We are
> > > looking for Jeremiah Haley (Healy) born Ireland about 1830. He
> > > married Mary Eagen (Akin) they had two children in Tennessee--John
> > > in 1865 and Margaret Ella in 1867 and another child in South
> > > Dakota- Daisy Johannah Haley in 1876. A long shot but we have been looking a looooong
time.
> > > There was a rumor they started in New York.
> > > Lois in AZ
> > >
> > > jean.foss@att.net wrote:
> > >
> > > >Hi..
> > > >Just a quick thought on the occupation noted as "agent". It could
> > > >mean
> a
> > > person who represented a company, usually in a sales capacity.
> > > I'll
> check
> > > further with others who are more familiar with the vocabulary of
> > > the
> times.
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> > I've been told too, that the census takers who gathered
> > information
about the
> > populace were not always very well educated, competent or
> > consciencious,
and
> > that was possibly the case with some hired because of political
connections.
> > I've also heard traveling salesmen referred to as drummers but I
> > think
that was
> > a slang term.
> > >I've just joined TIGS and am researching the Coffey family as
> > >well as
the
> > Healys, Raffertys and Donnellys in Troy and Albany. Would be very
grateful for
> > any connections.
> > >Jean Coffey Foss
> > >
> > >-------------- Original message from "Donna Wilson" :
> > -------------> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >>Dear Ones,
> > >>My GGGgrandfather, Cooper Crawford Browne, immigrated from
> > >>Ireland to
the US
> > >>in 1852, probably Church of Ireland since the Browne's kept a
> > >>family Bible.. He stated his occupation was a gold beater.
> > >>There after in each US Census, even up until he's in his 70's,
> > >>he
declares
> > >>he is an "agent". Does anyone know what this means?
> > >>Shortly after immigrating, he is first seen in the Mechanicville
> > >>area visiting his eldest daughter, Eliza Jane, who was (ahem)
> > >>romatically involved with Richard Lightbown.
> > >>Then, it appears he goes to NYC for good, even though his 2nd
daughter,
> > >>Mary, marries a Troy man, Charles S. Davis, and sets up house in Troy.
> > >>Eliza will go to live with her at some point before 1860, and
> > >>dies in
1862.
> > >>But back to my GGGgrandfather. I have copies of his hand writing
(unless
> > >>his words were transcribed).
> > >>I have just watched National Geographic's show on the "Real
> > >>Gangs of
New
> > >>York."
> > >>Could "agent" have been another word for a member in an Irish gang?
> > >>Hope some one can give me a clue!
> > >>Donna
> > >>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > >>
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> > > >>
> > > >>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > > >>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> > > >>>
> > > >>>
> > > >>------------------------------- To unsubscribe from the list,
> > > >>please send an email to
> > > >>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without
> > > >>the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> > > >>
> > > >>
> > > >==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > > >>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> > > >>
> > > >>
> > > >
> > > >------------------------------> > > >To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> > > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without
> > > the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> > >
> > > ------------------------------> > > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> > > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without
> > > the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >
> > ------------------------------> > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Mimi Nicotina [miminicotina@nycap.rr.com]
Sunday, October 29, 2006 3:00 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Many Michaels

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Thanks so much for all that info...I am now going to contact Tipperary, and see if I can get
some family info....my g.g.grandfather, James F. would have been born around 1815...I will
focus on the Bird Hill area in Nenagh, and ivestigate what parish that would be. You are a
big help. Mimi
----- Original Message ----From: <jean.foss@att.net>
To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Monday, October 30, 2006 11:32 PM
Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Many Michaels

> Mimi,
> The first Michael Coffey in America was born in 1829 in Bird Hill or
Nenagh, County Tipperary, Ireland. He emigrated to the U.S. either accompanied, preceded or
followed by other family members. He married Sara Walsh on Jan. 18, 1852 and they had six
children including a Michael, all of whom survived to adulthood. Michael Coffey, the father,
died Feb. 3, 1888.
> The birth date of Michael, his son is unknown, but the date of his
> death
is Jan. 30, 1921. He was my grandfather and was the husband of Delia Healy Coffey. Their
sons included my uncles James W., William A., Edward F., John F., Michael J. and my father,
Joseph J.Coffey who was also a sergeant on the Troy Police Force like your uncle, Officer
Callahan.
> The third Michael in this history was as mentioned above, my uncle.
> He
was born Dec. 18, 1897 and died April 6, 1968.
> That's quite a few Michaels to keep track of, and that's only the
beginning of the confusion considering Sarah Walsh and Sara or Sarah Hayes who married
different generations of Michael Coffeys. There were also Coffeys who married unrelated
Coffeys. I'm wondering whether you might have any information on Alpheus Coffey and William
Alpheus Coffey who were two different persons.
> Thank you for the offer to send the photo related to James V. Coffey's
funeral. I remember seeing that picture clipped from the newspaper in the family scrapbook
years ago. I don't know for sure whether my brother still has it, so would appreciate your
sending it.
> Jean
>
> -------------- Original message from "Mimi Nicotina"
<mimi-nicotina@nycap.rr.com>: ------------->
>
> > Jean,
> > Today I spent most of my time at the Troy Public Library,
> > researching Michael Coffey without any huge success. What I did
> > find, was a picture
of
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> > James W.Coffey, one of Troy's prominent citizens, also a brief biog.
along
> > with the picture. If you do not have this, I will be happy to send
> > it to you. Do you have any idea when Michael Coffey died...I thought
> > that it
was
> > 1888, but a Michael Coffey keeps appearing in the Troy Directory. I
would
> > like to get his death, and marriage certificates, but need his full
> > date
of
> > death. Any help appreciated. Mimi Coffey Nicotina
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From:
> > To: ;
> > Sent: Monday, October 30, 2006 12:01 PM
> > Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] occupation clarification..a rhyme!
> >
> >
> > > Dear Lois,
> > > I haven't much information on the Healy line, but from what I've
> > > been
able
> > to construe from it, there was a great deal of confusion about the
spelling
> > of the name; Healy, Healey, Haley, Hawley, Hailey. I suppose that
> > the
first
> > persons with names in this group having been born in Ireland, spoke
> > with
a
> > brogue, and that could have contributed to the differing spellings
arrived
> > at by the census takers. I'm told that my great grandmother always
> > spoke
of
> > a nice cup of tay, and when teased about her pronunciation, would
> > become annoyed and remark "I can say tay as well as anybody else!"
> > > My grandmother, Delia Healy died before I was born. She married
Michael
> > J. Coffey who was my grandfather. Delia's date of birth is subject
> > to confusion, but her name shows up in the 1860 census as the child
> > of
Charles
> > and Mary Healy who lived in Albany. Apparently they came to New York
state
> > before 1842, and there is a Charles Healy, occupation listed as
> > cartman found in the 1847 and 1848 Albany City Directories. In 1860,
> > a Charles Healy shows up as a brewer. In the census information
> > available,
children
> > of the Healys are listed as Lawrence, Mary/Maria, Charles,
> > Cornelius, Delia/Bedelia, Margaret and Francis. From the 1850 census
> > onward, the family is listed as living in the 8th Ward, Albany. The
> > address found in the 1880 census is 164 Orange St., Albany. The 1900
> > census lists Charles Healy, (one of the children of Charles and Mary), and wife Margaret
E.
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Healy
> > as residents of 248 Clinton St., Albany.
> > > My grandmother, Delia was born around 1854-1855, and died in 1929.
> > > I wonder if your Jeremiah Haley (Healy) might have been related to
Charles
> > Healy. If he was born in 1830 in Ireland he might have emigrated
> > with
family
> > during the great exodus of the 1840s, and being of an adventuresome
spirit,
> > gone west to seek his fortune. I hope he found it.
> > > Jean Coffey Foss
> > > p.s. Do you know what county, town or city in Ireland was
> > > Jeremiah's
home
> > before he left for America?
> > > -------------- Original message from Lois
> > : -------------> > >
> > >
> > > > HI Jean;
> > > > would any of your Healys have spelled the name Haley? We are
> > > > looking for Jeremiah Haley (Healy) born Ireland about 1830. He
> > > > married Mary Eagen (Akin) they had two children in
> > > > Tennessee--John in 1865 and Margaret Ella in 1867 and another
> > > > child in South Dakota- Daisy
Johannah
> > > > Haley in 1876. A long shot but we have been looking a looooong time.
> > > > There was a rumor they started in New York.
> > > > Lois in AZ
> > > >
> > > > jean.foss@att.net wrote:
> > > >
> > > > >Hi..
> > > > >Just a quick thought on the occupation noted as "agent". It
> > > > >could
mean
> > a
> > > > person who represented a company, usually in a sales capacity.
> > > > I'll
> > check
> > > > further with others who are more familiar with the vocabulary of
> > > > the
> > times.
> > > > I've been told too, that the census takers who gathered
> > > > information
> > about the
> > > > populace were not always very well educated, competent or
consciencious,
> > and
> > > > that was possibly the case with some hired because of political
> > connections.
> > > > I've also heard traveling salesmen referred to as drummers but I
think
> > that was
> > > > a slang term.
> > > > >I've just joined TIGS and am researching the Coffey family as
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> > > > >well
as
> > the
> > > > Healys, Raffertys and Donnellys in Troy and Albany. Would be
> > > > very
> > grateful for
> > > > any connections.
> > > > >Jean Coffey Foss
> > > > >
> > > > >-------------- Original message from "Donna Wilson" :
> > > > -------------> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >>Dear Ones,
> > > > >>My GGGgrandfather, Cooper Crawford Browne, immigrated from
> > > > >>Ireland
to
> > the US
> > > > >>in 1852, probably Church of Ireland since the Browne's kept a
family
> > > > >>Bible.. He stated his occupation was a gold beater.
> > > > >>There after in each US Census, even up until he's in his 70's,
> > > > >>he
> > declares
> > > > >>he is an "agent". Does anyone know what this means?
> > > > >>Shortly after immigrating, he is first seen in the
> > > > >>Mechanicville
area
> > > > >>visiting his eldest daughter, Eliza Jane, who was (ahem)
romatically
> > > > >>involved with Richard Lightbown.
> > > > >>Then, it appears he goes to NYC for good, even though his 2nd
> > daughter,
> > > > >>Mary, marries a Troy man, Charles S. Davis, and sets up house
> > > > >>in
Troy.
> > > > >>Eliza will go to live with her at some point before 1860, and
> > > > >>dies
in
> > 1862.
> > > > >>But back to my GGGgrandfather. I have copies of his hand
> > > > >>writing
> > (unless
> > > > >>his words were transcribed).
> > > > >>I have just watched National Geographic's show on the "Real
> > > > >>Gangs
of
> > New
> > > > >>York."
> > > > >>Could "agent" have been another word for a member in an Irish
gang?
> > > > >>Hope some one can give me a clue!
> > > > >>Donna
> > > > >>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > > > >>
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> > > > >>
> > > > >>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > > > >>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> > > > >>>
> > > > >>>
> > > > >>------------------------------- To unsubscribe from the list,
> > > > >>please send an email to
> > > > >>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word
'unsubscribe'
> > without
> > > > >>the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> > > > >>
> > > > >>
> > > > >==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > > > >>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> > > > >>
> > > > >>
> > > > >
> > > > >------------------------------- To unsubscribe from the list,
> > > > >please send an email to
> > > > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word
'unsubscribe'
> > without
> > > > the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > > > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > > > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> > > >
> > > > ------------------------------> > > > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> > > > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word
'unsubscribe'
> > without
> > > > the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> > > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> > >
> > > ------------------------------> > > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> > without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> >
> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
> >
> > ------------------------------> > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
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without
> > the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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Frank Ryan

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ny-troy-irish-gensoc-bounces@rootsweb.com on behalf of Judy Roberts
[j.a.roberts@comcast.net]
Tuesday, October 31, 2006 11:36 AM
ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com
Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Many Michaels

Categories:

GENEALOGY TIGS

From:

Mimi- acoording to my family records, my grandfather, Samuel Russell, had a brother, William,
who was born in Northern Ireland in January 1880. He was a laborer in Troy and married on May
1909 to Anna L. Helker. He later became a watchman in a collar factory. I would like to know
if he had an descendants and if they stilllive in Troy.
Judy Roberts j.a.roberts@comcast.net
----- Original Message ----From: "Mimi Nicotina" <mimi-nicotina@nycap.rr.com>
To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Sunday, October 29, 2006 1:59 AM
Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Many Michaels

> Thanks so much for all that info...I am now going to contact Tipperary,
> and
> see if I can get some family info....my g.g.grandfather, James F. would
> have
> been born around 1815...I will focus on the Bird Hill area in Nenagh, and
> ivestigate what parish that would be. You are a big help. Mimi
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <jean.foss@att.net>
> To: <ny-troy-irish-gensoc@rootsweb.com>
> Sent: Monday, October 30, 2006 11:32 PM
> Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] Many Michaels
>
>
>> Mimi,
>> The first Michael Coffey in America was born in 1829 in Bird Hill or
> Nenagh, County Tipperary, Ireland. He emigrated to the U.S. either
> accompanied, preceded or followed by other family members. He married Sara
> Walsh on Jan. 18, 1852 and they had six children including a Michael, all
> of
> whom survived to adulthood. Michael Coffey, the father, died Feb. 3,
> 1888.
>> The birth date of Michael, his son is unknown, but the date of his death
> is Jan. 30, 1921. He was my grandfather and was the husband of Delia
> Healy
> Coffey. Their sons included my uncles James W., William A., Edward F.,
> John
> F., Michael J. and my father, Joseph J.Coffey who was also a sergeant on
> the
> Troy Police Force like your uncle, Officer Callahan.
>> The third Michael in this history was as mentioned above, my uncle. He
> was born Dec. 18, 1897 and died April 6, 1968.
>> That's quite a few Michaels to keep track of, and that's only the
> beginning of the confusion considering Sarah Walsh and Sara or Sarah
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> Hayes
> who married different generations of Michael Coffeys. There were also
> Coffeys who married unrelated Coffeys. I'm wondering whether you might
> have
> any information on Alpheus Coffey and William Alpheus Coffey who were two
> different persons.
>> Thank you for the offer to send the photo related to James V. Coffey's
> funeral. I remember seeing that picture clipped from the newspaper in the
> family scrapbook years ago. I don't know for sure whether my brother
> still
> has it, so would appreciate your sending it.
>> Jean
>>
>> -------------- Original message from "Mimi Nicotina"
> <mimi-nicotina@nycap.rr.com>: ------------->>
>>
>> > Jean,
>> > Today I spent most of my time at the Troy Public Library, researching
>> > Michael Coffey without any huge success. What I did find, was a picture
> of
>> > James W.Coffey, one of Troy's prominent citizens, also a brief biog.
> along
>> > with the picture. If you do not have this, I will be happy to send it
>> > to
>> > you. Do you have any idea when Michael Coffey died...I thought that it
> was
>> > 1888, but a Michael Coffey keeps appearing in the Troy Directory. I
> would
>> > like to get his death, and marriage certificates, but need his full
>> > date
> of
>> > death. Any help appreciated. Mimi Coffey Nicotina
>> > ----- Original Message ---->> > From:
>> > To: ;
>> > Sent: Monday, October 30, 2006 12:01 PM
>> > Subject: Re: [NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC] occupation clarification..a rhyme!
>> >
>> >
>> > > Dear Lois,
>> > > I haven't much information on the Healy line, but from what I've been
> able
>> > to construe from it, there was a great deal of confusion about the
> spelling
>> > of the name; Healy, Healey, Haley, Hawley, Hailey. I suppose that the
> first
>> > persons with names in this group having been born in Ireland, spoke
>> > with
> a
>> > brogue, and that could have contributed to the differing spellings
> arrived
>> > at by the census takers. I'm told that my great grandmother always
>> > spoke
> of
>> > a nice cup of tay, and when teased about her pronunciation, would
>> > become
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>> > annoyed and remark "I can say tay as well as anybody else!"
>> > > My grandmother, Delia Healy died before I was born. She married
> Michael
>> > J. Coffey who was my grandfather. Delia's date of birth is subject to
>> > confusion, but her name shows up in the 1860 census as the child of
> Charles
>> > and Mary Healy who lived in Albany. Apparently they came to New York
> state
>> > before 1842, and there is a Charles Healy, occupation listed as cartman
>> > found in the 1847 and 1848 Albany City Directories. In 1860, a Charles
>> > Healy shows up as a brewer. In the census information available,
> children
>> > of the Healys are listed as Lawrence, Mary/Maria, Charles, Cornelius,
>> > Delia/Bedelia, Margaret and Francis. From the 1850 census onward, the
>> > family is listed as living in the 8th Ward, Albany. The address found
>> > in
>> > the 1880 census is 164 Orange St., Albany. The 1900 census lists
>> > Charles
>> > Healy, (one of the children of Charles and Mary), and wife Margaret E.
> Healy
>> > as residents of 248 Clinton St., Albany.
>> > > My grandmother, Delia was born around 1854-1855, and died in 1929.
>> > > I wonder if your Jeremiah Haley (Healy) might have been related to
> Charles
>> > Healy. If he was born in 1830 in Ireland he might have emigrated with
> family
>> > during the great exodus of the 1840s, and being of an adventuresome
> spirit,
>> > gone west to seek his fortune. I hope he found it.
>> > > Jean Coffey Foss
>> > > p.s. Do you know what county, town or city in Ireland was Jeremiah's
> home
>> > before he left for America?
>> > > -------------- Original message from Lois
>> > : ------------->> > >
>> > >
>> > > > HI Jean;
>> > > > would any of your Healys have spelled the name Haley? We are
>> > > > looking
>> > > > for Jeremiah Haley (Healy) born Ireland about 1830. He married Mary
>> > > > Eagen (Akin) they had two children in Tennessee--John in 1865 and
>> > > > Margaret Ella in 1867 and another child in South Dakota- Daisy
> Johannah
>> > > > Haley in 1876. A long shot but we have been looking a looooong
>> > > > time.
>> > > > There was a rumor they started in New York.
>> > > > Lois in AZ
>> > > >
>> > > > jean.foss@att.net wrote:
>> > > >
>> > > > >Hi..
>> > > > >Just a quick thought on the occupation noted as "agent". It could
> mean
>> > a
>> > > > person who represented a company, usually in a sales capacity. I'll
>> > check
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>> > > > further with others who are more familiar with the vocabulary of
>> > > > the
>> > times.
>> > > > I've been told too, that the census takers who gathered information
>> > about the
>> > > > populace were not always very well educated, competent or
> consciencious,
>> > and
>> > > > that was possibly the case with some hired because of political
>> > connections.
>> > > > I've also heard traveling salesmen referred to as drummers but I
> think
>> > that was
>> > > > a slang term.
>> > > > >I've just joined TIGS and am researching the Coffey family as well
> as
>> > the
>> > > > Healys, Raffertys and Donnellys in Troy and Albany. Would be very
>> > grateful for
>> > > > any connections.
>> > > > >Jean Coffey Foss
>> > > > >
>> > > > >-------------- Original message from "Donna Wilson" :
>> > > > ------------->> > > > >
>> > > > >
>> > > > >
>> > > > >
>> > > > >>Dear Ones,
>> > > > >>My GGGgrandfather, Cooper Crawford Browne, immigrated from
>> > > > >>Ireland
> to
>> > the US
>> > > > >>in 1852, probably Church of Ireland since the Browne's kept a
> family
>> > > > >>Bible.. He stated his occupation was a gold beater.
>> > > > >>There after in each US Census, even up until he's in his 70's, he
>> > declares
>> > > > >>he is an "agent". Does anyone know what this means?
>> > > > >>Shortly after immigrating, he is first seen in the Mechanicville
> area
>> > > > >>visiting his eldest daughter, Eliza Jane, who was (ahem)
> romatically
>> > > > >>involved with Richard Lightbown.
>> > > > >>Then, it appears he goes to NYC for good, even though his 2nd
>> > daughter,
>> > > > >>Mary, marries a Troy man, Charles S. Davis, and sets up house in
> Troy.
>> > > > >>Eliza will go to live with her at some point before 1860, and
>> > > > >>dies
> in
>> > 1862.
>> > > > >>But back to my GGGgrandfather. I have copies of his hand writing
>> > (unless
>> > > > >>his words were transcribed).
>> > > > >>I have just watched National Geographic's show on the "Real Gangs
> of
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>> > New
>> > > > >>York."
>> > > > >>Could "agent" have been another word for a member in an Irish
> gang?
>> > > > >>Hope some one can give me a clue!
>> > > > >>Donna
>> > > > >>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>> > > > >>
>> > > > >>
>> > > > >>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>> > > > >>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>> > > > >>>
>> > > > >>>
>> > > > >>------------------------------>> > > > >>To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>> > > > >>NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word
> 'unsubscribe'
>> > without
>> > > > >>the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>> > > > >>
>> > > > >>
>> > > > >==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>> > > > >
>> > > > >
>> > > > >>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>> > > > >>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>> > > > >>
>> > > > >>
>> > > > >
>> > > > >------------------------------>> > > > >To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>> > > > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word
> 'unsubscribe'
>> > without
>> > > > the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>> > > > >
>> > > > >
>> > > > >
>> > > > >
>> > > > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>> > > > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>> > > > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>> > > >
>> > > > ------------------------------>> > > > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>> > > > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word
> 'unsubscribe'
>> > without
>> > > > the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>> > > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>> > > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>> > > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>> > >
>> > > ------------------------------>> > > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>> > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
>> > without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
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>> >
>> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>> > >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>> > >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>> >
>> > ------------------------------>> > To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
>> > NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without
>> > the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>> >Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>>
>> ------------------------------>> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
>
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
>
> ------------------------------> To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
> NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe'
> without the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ====
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOCrequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject and the
body of the message
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